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1. Introduction

Determining the interactions between nanoparticles and membranes is of high interest

for many di�erent �elds of research. In our everyday life, people become progressively

exposed to nanoparticles, since nanotechnological applications are on the rise. While

the number of applications of nanoparticles increases, it is more and more needed to

understand the e�ect of nanoparticle expusure to humans and to study their potential

toxicity. Particle toxicity is often related with their ability of entering cells and their fate

and behavior once inside a cell. In contrast, nanoparticles are also utilized for imaging

and diagnostics in the medical �eld, where interactions with tissues and cells is desired.

Consequently, understanding the interactions of nanoparticles and cells is crucial for

almost all applications related to nanotechnology. In vitro cytotoxicity studies have been

performed for a wide range of di�erent nanoparticles [Lew08], but science is still far from

completely understanding the uptake-process into cells [Jia08].

Since direct investigation of living cells is rather complex, an arti�cal model system

is needed, which mimics the nanomechanical properties of a cell membrane, but excludes

all irrelevant features of a cell. In addition, multiple convenient characterization meth-

ods should be applicable and easy handling of the system is favored. It was found that

vesicles formed from amphiphilic block-copolymers, so-called polymersomes, are suitable

membrane models with mechanical properties close to those of liposomes (see Figure 1.1),

the main component of natural cell membranes [Jas12b, Jas12a, Jas12d]. The main ad-

vantages of polymersomes over cells are long-term stability, the possibility of tuning their

properties due to their fully synthetic nature, and their easy handling as well as convenient

experimental requirements. The formed vesicles are of perfectly spherical shape and their

size can be adjusted according to the experimental needs. In this work, a reduced size of

1
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Cell

Liposome Polymeric  
vesicle
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Elastic modulus

200 nm

Figure 1.1: Comparision of elastic moduli of cell membranes, liposomes and polymersomes

as well as their schematic structures. The cryo-TEM image in the right shows a typical

polymersome in (frozen) water.

the polymersomes (diameter d = 300 nm) was chosen in order to enable characterization

techniques like photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) or cryogenic transmission electron

microscopy (cryo-TEM). PCS allows the studies of both static and dynamic properties of

a very large number of individual structures in the sample, whereas cryo-TEM provides

a more descriptive image of the system.

Nanoparticles, that are particles from 1 nm to 100 nm in diameter, were extensively

researched during the last decades [Sch14]. The number of available nanoparticles is

endless. Besides many di�erent materials, di�erent shapes and sizes can be obtained. In

general, one distinguishes between inorganic (metals or oxides) and organic (carbon or

polymeric) nanoparticles. Among metal particles, gold colloids are probably the most

prominent examples, and they have been used in clinical therapy as early as the 1920s

[Aas98]. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) can be synthesized in many di�erent shapes, in-

cluding spheres and rods, but also more advances geometries, such as mono-, bi-, tri-, and

tetrapods [Che03], triangles [Sha05], stars [Yua12], or nanocages [Che05], are accessible.
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AuNPs exhibit a number of physical properties which make them very suitable for med-

ical applications, such as the absorbance of light in the visible and near-infrared region

[Pay06, Fle10], the high optical scattering intensities [ES05], the absorbance of X-rays

[Liu10], as well as the ability to transform absorbed light into heat [Che12]. In addition,

the surface of the gold nanoparticles can easily be modi�ed thanks to thiol chemistry.

The absorbance of light is probably the most prominent property of colloidal gold,

since it is responsible for its characteristic colors, which are absent in the bulk material.

This property is attributed to the gold particle's surface plasmons, and the e�ect is very

sensitive to the particle's size, shape and chemical surrounding [Lin99]. This sensitivity

and the high scattering intensity of gold nanoparticles make them the perfect candidates

for being tracers in biomedical or sensing applications. On the other hand, polymersomes

o�er a good system for investigating the interactions of nanoparticles with polymeric

membranes. Consequently, the combination of both polymersomes and gold nanoparticles

results in a highly sensitive methodology for sensing these interactions. In addition,

polymersomes and nanoparticles can be distinguished in light scattering experiments

without labeling with dyes, as will be shown in this work.

This thesis consists of �ve chapters. Following this introduction, basic information on

membranes and colloidal systems are given. In addition, the principles of light scattering

of colloids is discussed. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the experimental methods used in

this work with a focus set on photon correlation spectroscopy. Results are presented in

Chapter 4, subdivided into four main parts: In the �rst part, synthesis of the amphiphilic

block-copolymer PDMS-b-PMOXA is described, as well as the formation of vesicles by

extrusion and their characterization by PCS and cryo-TEM. The second part contains

the synthesis and characterization of gold nanospheres, discussing in detail their inherent

internal crystallinity and their asymmetric surface coating. Part three and four comprise

the study of interactions of gold nanospheres and gold nanorods with vesicles, respectively.

In the �nal chapter, the results are summarized and an outlook for future experiments is

given.





2. Theoretical Background

2.1 Membranes

A membrane is a material that separates two compartments from each other, fa-

cilitating the transport of some material while hindering the transport of others. The

permeability of a membrane de�nes its function, and practical applications are widely

spread. Some prominent examples for membranes are biomembranes, which can be found

in living cells, dialysis membranes, which are used for puri�cation of blood, andmembrane

�lters, which are used for (waste) water puri�cation. In this section, an introduction on

biological membranes is given. The focus lies on transmembrane transport and in partic-

ular on the experimental and theoretical reports of endocytosis, which is the invagination

of molecules or small particles into cells. Furthermore, arti�cial membranes, which serve

as membrane mimics, are introduced and discussed.

2.1.1 The Cell Membrane

The cell membrane is a biological membrane, which surrounds the living cell and

separates its interior from the exterior environment. It protects and organizes cells,

controlling which substances enter and the amount that comes in. Natural cellular mem-

branes are composed of phospholipids which align side-by-side to form bilayer sheets.

The hydrophilic phosphate heads face both towards the water-based cytoplasm and the

exterior of the cell, while the hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails line up in the bilayer's inte-

rior. There are approximately 5 · 106 lipid molecules per square micrometer area of lipid

bilayer [Alb02]. Although the cellular membrane is primarily composed of lipids, they

5



6 2. Theoretical Background

only account for roughly half of its mass. The other half is due to proteins which are

embedded into the membrane and stick out on either one side (surface protein) or both

sides (integral protein). These proteins help control the transport of ions, molecules and

particles in and out of the cell, and also help mediate cell signaling [Lod00]. A schematic

representation of the biomembrane is given in Figure 2.1.

Cellular membranes are �uid under physiological conditions, but they become gel-like

at cooler temperatures [Lod00]. This change of state is called phase transistion. When in

the �uid state, individual lipid molecules can di�use freely within one side of the bilayer

(∼ 107 times per second), but they rarely �ip from one side of the bilayer to the other (less

than once a month). The �uidity of the cell membrane can be precisely controlled by its

composition and temperature. In general, phospholipids with short or cis-double bonded

hydrophobic tails increase the �uidity of the membrane, whereas the incorporation of

cholesterol and glycolipids into the membrane make the bilayer sti�er [Coo00]. Phase

transition has even been observed upon contact of phospholipid bilayers with charged

nanoparticles [Wan08].

Cytoplasm

Extracellular fluid

Integral protein

Glycolipid

Protein channel

Surface protein

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a biomembrane. A phospholipid bilayer, which

also contains glycolipids (green molecules), cholesterol (red molecules) and some other

minor components, separates the cytoplasm from the extracellular �uid. Surface proteins

and transmembrane proteins are embedded into the membrane.
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Figure 2.2: The four major phospholipids in mammalian plasma membranes with di�erent

head groups are shown.

There are four predominant phospholipids which constitute more than half of the mass

of lipid in the plasma membrane of most mammalian cells: phosphatidylcholine, phos-

phatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, and sphingomyelin (Figure 2.2). Only phos-

phatidylserine is negatively charged, whereas the other three are electrically neutral at

physiological pH values. In general, the di�erent lipid molecules are randomly distributed

within each monolayer of the lipid bilayer. However, small microdomains of ∼ 70 nm in

diameter (lipid rafts) can be formed which contain mostly sphingolipids and cholesterol

[Lin10]. In addition, the composition of the outer and the inner monolayer may di�er

signi�cantly, which results in a charge di�erence between the two halves of the bilayer.

The thickness of the cell membrane ranges from 7 to 9 nanometers [Cur89].

2.1.2 Biological Transport Through Membranes

In biological systems, many substances can be transported from one side of the cell

membrane to the other, although the phospholipid membrane is not permeable for most

molecules and particles. In general, one can distinguish three main transport processes

(Figure 2.3): passive (Fickian) di�usion, facilitated di�usion (passive transport), and ac-

tive transport. Small hydrophobic molecules can pass the membrane by passive di�usion

due to a concentration gradient or an electrochemical gradient. Consequently, the entropy

of the system will increase. Here, no input of other energy is required. For facilitated
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ATP
ATP

Figure 2.3: Schematic of passive di�usion, facilitated di�usion and active transport (from

left to right) in biomembranes.

di�usion, membrane channels are involved in this di�usion process. These membrane

channels are embedded in the membrane and form small tunnels, which are selective

for speci�c ions or molecules. Again, no metabolic energy is consumed. In contrast to

passive transport, active transport requires input of additional energy from an outside

source. Therefore, ions and molecules can be translocated against a concentration or

electrochemical gradient, decreasing the energy of the system. In general, the energy for

active transport is provided by hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) .

The transport processes mentioned above describe how ions and small molecules can

directly pass through the lipid bilayer without disrupting the membrane. However, larger

molecules or even particles cannot di�use through the membrane or its channels, but

need to be absorbed by being engulfed by the cell. This process is called endocytosis.

Upon contact of the substance with the membrane, a portion of the membrane becomes

deformed and invaginated until the substance is completely wrapped. Consequently, an

intracellular vesicle is formed, which is then pinched o� and released into the cellular

interior. Such an internalization process is schematically shown in Figure 2.4.

In biology, endocytosis pathways can be subdivided into four di�erent catergories:

clathrin-mediated endocytosis, caveolae, macropinocytosis, and phagocytosis. A detailed

review of all endocytosis pathways is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found in

[Muk97], [LR05], [Doh09] and [McM11].
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Figure 2.4: Close-up of the endocytosis process of particles. The membrane wraps around

the particle and forms a vesicle, which is then internalized into the cell. An endosome is

formed.

2.1.3 Theoretical Models of Endocytosis

Endocytosis in biological systems occurs via a complex mechanism which has not yet

been understood completely. Therefore, theoretical models were developed to describe

the process of endocytosis and to predict the interactions between particles and mem-

branes. In an oversimpli�ed physical approach, endocytosis can be described by two

competing processes: adhesion-energy gain upon close contact between a nanoparticle

and a membrane due to attractive interactions between them and deformation-energy

cost upon bending of the membrane. Basically, a nanoparticle will attach on the mem-

brane when the gained adhesion energy is greater than the energy needed to deform the

membrane upon wrapping. Many di�erent computer simulations can model the interac-

tions of nanoparticles with membranes through using di�erent mathematical descriptions

of the system.

A very simple theoretical model by Deserno et al. uses coarse-grained membrane simu-

lations to describe the interactions between a homogeneous vesicle and a colloidal particle

[Des02]. Adhesion between the vesicle and the particle as well as deformation of the mem-

brane were investigated. Under speci�c conditions, the particle can either be unbound,

partially wrapped or fully enveloped, depending on on the physical properties of the sys-

tem. These properties include the ratio of adhesion and membrane stretching energies,

the size ratio between particle and vesicle, and the bending energy of the membrane. It

was found that complete wrapping of the particle takes place if the the membrane tension
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is low enough and if the size ratio between particle and vesicle is in a speci�c (intermedi-

ate) size range. Particles that are either too small or too large cannot be taken up by the

vesicle. Therefore, the process of endocytosis is strongly size-dependent [Des04, Des03].

Balazs and co-workers examined the interactions of synthetic vesicles with spherical

nanoparticles using dissipative particle dynamics [Smi07]. They also found that, for

complete wrapping of the particle, there is a threshold adhesion strength even at zero

membrane tension. However, they did not observe �ssion of the fully wrapped particle

from the inner lea�et of the membrane, but noticed the formation of a membrane "eyelid"

(Figure 2.5). In order to allow the wrapped particle to detach from the membrane

(�ssion), an inhomogeneous membrane is needed, consisting of an adhesive raft in an

otherwise nonadhesive membrane. This is due to the draft's interfacial energy, which is

reduced by a �ssion process at the membrane neck, thus releasing the endosome (wrapped

particle) from the membrane. Figure 2.5 shows multiple cross-section images for di�erent

wrapping processes.

Compared to wrapping of spheres, the wrapping of ellipsoidal or cylindrical particles

is qualitatively di�erent [Das13]. For spherical particles and zero membrane tension, only

two possible stable states exist: a zero-wrapped state and a completely wrapped state,

and the transition between these is continuous. This is due to the fact that upon mem-

brane wrapping around a perfect sphere, the bending energy stays constant. A partially

wrapped state is only possible if the membrane possesses a �nite tension. However, for

ellipsoidal particles, this half-wrapped state is possible for both zero and non-zero mem-

brane tension. A partially wrapped state is already possible at low adhesion energies

and is separated from the fully wrapped state by a relatively high energy barrier. It was

shown that the higher the aspect ratio of the particle, the more easily it can attach to the

membrane. However, at the same time, an increasing aspect ratio makes it more di�cult

to achieve complete wrapping due to the elevated curvature at the tips of the particle.

In addition to ellipsoidal particles, Dasgupta et al. have also studied the interactions

of other nonspherical particles with membranes [Das14]. Although geometrically similar,

nanorods show qualitatively di�erent wrapping behavior compared to ellipsoids. Ellip-

soids are wrapped by a submarine mode, where the particle's long axis is oriented parallel
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Figure 2.5: (a) Cross-section images of membrane wrapping around a particle at various

values of adhesion energy. (b) Time sequence showing a cross-section of the formation

of a membrane "eyelid" which prevents �ssion of the particle from the inner lea�et of

the membrane. (c) Time sequence of an inhomogeneous membrane wrapping around a

particle, forming a neck and �nally allowing the particle to separate from inner lea�et

of the membrane (adapted with permission of the American Institute of Physics from

[Smi07]).

to the membrane, and the wrapping process is continuous. In contrast, rod-like parti-

cles attach with the long axis normal to the membrane, because parallel binding would

cost too much deformation energy of the membrane. Depending on the sharpness of the

particle's edges and on its aspect ratio, the rod either enters in a rocket mode without

reorientation, or it switches back to parallel orientation after initial binding and then
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back to normal orientation (competing submarine and rocket mode). Generally, particles

with low aspect ratios and/or sharp edges prefer the rocket mode, whereas the other

mode is more favorable for particles with high aspect ratios and/or rounded edges.

All these theoretical models assume homogeneous surface properties of the particle

and homogeneous membranes. Multicomponent membranes and additional features like

cell cytoskeleton or patchy particles require more detailed calculations. However, the

theoretical models give a good overview on the physical background of endocytosis and

predict the passage of nanoparticles across membranes under certain conditions.

2.1.4 Membrane Models

Biological membranes are rather complex structures, containing lipids, proteins, poly-

saccharides, etc. (see subsection 2.1.1 (The Cell Membrane)) and thus making direct in-

vestigation of nanoparticle-membrane interactions di�cult. Therefore, in order to study

the interactions between membranes and particles, cell membrane mimics are used. Vesi-

cles formed by self-assembly of phospholipids in water, so-called liposomes [Ban93], are

the closest model to the cellular membrane. However, these liposomes are often unstable

and tend to fuse or �occulate [Mat95]. The formation of lipid bilayers can also be mim-

icked by amphiphilic block copolymers (see subsection 2.2.2 (Self-Assembly Principles)),

which consist of a hydrophobic polymer block covalently linked to a hydrophilic poly-

mer block, and thus have the same amphiphilic character as phopholipids. Amphiphilic

block copolymers can be synthesized in large quantities via polymerization reaction, and

are therefore easily accessible and non-expensive raw materials. Similar to lipids, am-

phiphilic block copolymers self-organize in water into so-called polymersomes [Dis06],

so they are promising model systems for biomembranes. Their chemical, physical and

mechanical properties should be similar to liposomes, but can be, due to their synthetic

origin, synthetically tuned in order to match the requirements of the desired membrane.

The most important parameters for cell membrane mimicks are membrane �uidity and

stability: due to the low molecular weight of lipids and also due to their phase transition

at temperatures below physiological conditions, lipid molecules are highly mobile within

the membrane. This is responsible for high membrane elasiticity in liposomes, but low
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stability in vesicles. Several e�orts were made to stabilize liposomes, e.g. by photopoly-

merization [Mor03, Spe93], by steric stabilization due to incorporation of PEG-ylated

lipids or PEG-containing polymers into the membrane [DS07, Kos99, Las94, Ran03], by

adsorption of polyelectrolytes [Mad09, Que10] or even by charged nanoparticles on the li-

posome's surface [Sav11, Yu07b, Mic13]. In contrast to liposomes, polymersomes exhibit

only moderate or even very low exchange rates of polymer chains between aggregates. In

addition, they possess higher chemical stability towards oxidation [Kem88, Log80, Fra84]

and/or hydrolysis of ester bonds [Gri89, Gri93, Ken81], resulting in much longer lifetimes

while remaining similar membrane �uidity. Prominent examples for polymersomes in

water are PEO-b-PBD (poly(ethyleneoxide)-block -polybutadiene) and the hydrogenated

homolog PEO-b-PEE (PEO-block -poly(ethylethylene() [Dis99, AE01, Lee02], PEO-PPS

(PEO-poly(propylene sul�de)) [Nap01], PEO-PLA (PEO-polylactide) [Bat97], as well

as PDMS-b-PMOXA (poly(dimethylsiloxane)-block -poly(2-methyloxazoline) as a diblock

copolymer [Egl11] and PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA as a triblock copolymer [Nar00], just

to name a few. In general, the polymersomes become more stable but less �uid with

increasing molecular weight of the single polymer chain [Dis02, Dis06]. The stability

increases linearly until it reaches a plateau, whereas the �uidity (lateral mobility of the

individual polymer chains) decreases drastically when the chains become long enough

to entangle (see Figure 2.6). Membrane thicknesses of the polymersomes also increase

with increasing molecular weight of the building blocks, showing a larger range than lipid

membranes. However, a minimum membrane thickness of d ≈ 8 nm seems to be required

for stable polymersomes [Sch99, Ber02]. Hence, the membrane thicknesses are always

larger than for liposomes, and many integral membrane proteins, which are optimized

for lipid membranes, may not be compatible with these thick polymersome membranes.

Nevertheless, Meier et al. reported on the insertion of integral membrane proteins into tri-

block PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA membranes with d ≈ 10 nm [Mei00]. This is possible

because polymer chains can be signi�cantly compressed and due to their polydispersity,

shorter chains can segregate around a membrane protein.

Besides their increased stability, polymersomes have the advantage that their proper-

ties can be adjusted by a precise molecular design of the polymer chains and/or by mixing
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Figure 2.6: Schematic plot of typical physical properties of vesicles versus molecular

weight of the constituent amphiphiles (Used with permission of Annual Reviews from

[Dis06]).

di�erent amphiphiles for membrane formation. Depending on their �eld of application,

e.g. for drug delivery, their permeability or their ability to release loaded drugs can be

modulated [LM11]. Their surface functionality [Egl11] as well as membrane inhomogene-

ity [Win13] can be tuned.

Jaskiewicz et al. studied the mechanical properties of PDMS-b-PMOXA polymer-

somes by atomic force microscopy (AFM). They found that these polymersomes exhibit

a bending modulus around 5-7 times greater than that of gel-like lipids [Jas12d]. This

is due to the higher membrane thickness (d ≈ 16nm) compared to natural liposomes

(d ≈ 5nm). However, compared to other polymersomes based on PS-b-PAA (polystyrene-

block -poly(acrylic acid)), the PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes are more �exible by 1 or-

der of magnitude. This di�erence results from the very low Tg of the PDMS-b-PMOXA

polymer (Tg ≈ −124 ◦C). At the same time, PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes exhibit

long-time stability in water without the tendency to fuse, and they even remained stable

when adsorbing onto silica surfaces [Jas12d]. This combination of high stability and ele-

vated elasticity makes PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes auspicious candidates for model

membranes.
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2.1.5 Experimental Transport of Nanoparticles Through Membranes

As seen previously in subsection 2.1.3 (Theoretical Models of Endocytosis), the wrap-

ping of nanoparticles through membranes has been extensively studied theoretically and

by simulations due to the importance of this topic for understanding nanoparticle bioac-

tivity and nanotoxicity. However, concrete experiments of interactions of nanoparti-

cles with model membranes are scarce, and most experimental reports are on direct

investigation of nanoparticle uptake into living cells. Experiments on the transport of

nanoparticles into mammalian cells suggested that nanoparticles enter red blood cells

and cyt-D-blocked macrophages by non-endocytotic pathways, since both systems lack

endocytotic capabilities [Gei05, RR06]. However, when using liposomes as a mimic for a

biological membrane, no passive transmembrane transport of gold nanoparticles could be

observed [Ban07]. Some experimental reports on the adhesion and spontaneous wrapping

of nanoparticles by liposomes are published [Die97, Kol99, Fer03, Mic13]. The adhesion

of the nanoparticles is based on electrostatic interactions, but the (partially) wrapped

particles remained attached to the vesicle's periphery. LeBihan et al. observed nanoparti-

cle uptake into large unilamellar DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipo-

somes by using cryo-electron tomography [LB09], demonstrating that nanoparticles can

be transported through a lipid membrane via an invagination process similar to endocy-

tosis, but without any supplementary energy from the biological cell.

So far, Jaskiewicz et al. were the �rst and only to report on the uptake of nanoparti-

cles into polymersomes, which are synthetic membranes. They used vesicles composed of

PDMS-b-PMOXA with a de�nite size of around 250 nm in diameter and both polystyrene

and silica nanoparticles with smaller diameters of ≈ 30 nm. To visualize and analyze the

internalization process, cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), �uores-

cence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), and photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) were

used [Jas12b]. Similar to LeBihan et al., they observed nanoparticle uptake upon mem-

brane deformation. They divided this endocytosis-like process into four steps, which are

schematically shown in Figure 2.7: 1) nanoparticle adsorption at the vesicle surface, 2)

engul�ng of single nanoparticles or groups of particles, 3) entire coverage of the nanopar-
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration of the four steps of nanoparticle uptake into PDMS-

b-PMOXA polymersome. Details are given in the text. (Used with permission of Wiley

from [Jas12b])

ticles by the membrane, and 4) complete internalization. They have also shown that this

process is size and concentration dependent [Jas12c].

It is very remarkable that endocytosis of nanoparticles can be mimicked by an arti�-

cial vesicle. This leads to the assumption that the process of nanoparticle uptake is driven

by physical parameters only, and no bioactive components like membrane proteins or re-

ceptors are needed. In addition, it opens the possibility to study nanoparticle-membrane

interactions in a much less complex system than the cell, using very sensitive and noninva-

sive analytical techniques such as PCS. This minimal model system can also be modi�ed

and specialized for further experiments or applications in nanotoxicology research.

2.2 Colloidal Systems

According to IUPAC , a colloid is a molecule or particle dispersed in a medium which

is between 1 nm and and 1 µm in diameter [McN97]. The term �colloid� is derived from

the greek words κόλλα (kólla) and εἶδος (eidos), which mean �glue� and �shape� or �form�,

respectively. In principle, a colloidal system always consists of two phases: a dispersed

phase and a continuous phase. Depending on the aggregation states of both phases,

colloids can be classi�ed into di�erent categories. In this work, only emulsions (liquid

dispersed in liquid) and sols (solid dispersed in liquid) are used. The following sections

introduce basic terms of colloidal science, focusing on the self-assembly of amphiphilic

block copolymers in water. Furthermore, the stability of colloidal dispersions is discussed.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of di�erent copolymer structures: a) alternating,

b) statistical, c) diblock and d) graft copolymers. The blue and yellow spheres represent

di�erent monomers.

2.2.1 Block Copolymers

A copolymer is a polymer consisting of two or more di�erent monomer units. For sim-

pli�cation, only copolymers of two di�erent monomers will be described here. Depending

on how the two monomers are arranged along the chain, one can distinguish between alter-

nating copolymers (regular alternating monomer units), statistical copolymers (monomer

sequence follows a statistical rule), block copolymers (covalently linked homopolymer sub-

units), and graft copolymers (homopolymer subunits grafted on a homopolymer chain).

All di�erent possible structures are shown in Figure 2.8. The copolymer composition is

the molar ratio of the two monomer units in the copolymer and depends on the reactivity

ratios rA and rB of monomer A and monomer B, respectively. This is mathematically

described by the Mayo-Lewis equation [Odi04].

In this work, only block copolymers have been used. Depending on the number of

covalently linked homopolymer subunits, one can distinguish diblock ((A)n(B)m), tri-

block ((A)n(B)m(A)p or (A)n(B)m(C)p) and multiblock ([(A)n(B)m]p) copolymers. Block

copolymers can be synthesized by controlled radical polymerization (both reactivity ratios

are greater than one), by living polymerization and subsequent addition of the monomers,

or by polymerization of the other monomer using a homopolymer block as macroini-

tiator [Had02]. Here, poly(dimethylsiloxane)-block -poly(2-methyloxazoline) copolymer
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Figure 2.9: Chemical structure of PDMS-b-PMOXA block copolymer. n and m refer to

the degree of polymeraization of the PDMS- and PMOXA-block, respectively.

(PDMS-b-PMOXA) was synthesized by cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-methyl-

2-oxazoline (MOXA) using a tri�ate-activated poly(dimethylsiloxane) block (PDMS-Otf)

as initiator. The chemical structure of PDMS-b-PMOXA is shown in Figure 2.9.

Since block copolymers consist of at least two di�erent chemical blocks which might

be incompatible but are covalently bonded to each other, they undergo a microphase

separation in order to minimize interfacial free energy. Depending on the relative lengths

of the blocks, di�erent morphologies were observed in bulk, including spheres of one

block dispersed in the second, lamellae or layers of di�erent blocks, hexagonally packed

cylinders, gyroids and other bicontinuous structures. The microphase separation can be

thermodynamically described by the product of the degree of polymerization n and the

Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ [Lei80].

In this work, amphiphilic diblock copolymers have been investigated. Amphiphiles

(from Greek αμφις (amphis) and φιλία (philia), which means �both� and �love, friendship�,

respectively) are compounds that possess both hydrophilic (water-loving) and lipophilic

(fat-loving) properties. Asides from microphase separation in bulk, amphiphilic block

copolymers can form various morphologies in solution, since the hydrophilic and the

hydrophobic parts will behave di�erently when placed in a solvent. The way the molecules

arrange themselves is determined by the nature of the solvent, the degree of stretching of

the core-forming blocks, and the repulsive interactions among the corona-forming chains.

Amphiphilic block copolymers possess similar structures as lipids and can self-assemble

into equivalent structures.
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2.2.2 Self-Assembly Principles

Due to their possession of both polar and nonpolar characteristics, amphiphilic mole-

cules are able to self-assemble into various structures in solution. In this work, only

water was used as solvent, and other solvents should therefore be neglected. In very

dilute solutions, the entropy of mixing dominates, and molecules are simply dispersed

randomly in the solvent. However, dispersing hydrophobic species into water result in

a cleavage of hydrogen bonds between water molecules, since hydrophobic molecules are

unable of forming hydrogen bonds to their surrounding water molecules. This causes a

higher ordering of the water molecules surrounding the solute and results in a signi�cant

reduction of entropy. As the concentration of the solute increases, the entropy is fur-

ther reduced. In order to avoid this energetically unfavorable process, the hydrophobic

molecules form aggregates, hence reducing the surface area exposed to water. The result-

ing entropic penalty of assembling the amphiphilic molecules is less than the alternative

entropic penalty of highly ordered water molecules. This is called the hydrophobic e�ect

and is the main driving force for the process of amphiphile self-assembly [Isr76, Cha05].

At very low concentrations of the amphiphile, the molecules are either dissolved in

the solution or will arrange themselves at the surface of the water such that the hy-

drophilic part interacts with the water and the hydrophobic part is held above the sur-

face. However, with increasing concentration, the surface becomes completely loaded

with amphiphiles and more and more molecules need to be dispersed in water. At a

certain concentration of the amphiphile, the formation of aggregates becomes more fa-

vorable than further dissolving of amphiphiles in water. This is called the critical micelle

concentration (CMC) and is dependent on temperature, pressure, and on the presence

and concentration of other amphiphiles [Tan74].

Besides micelles, other structures can also be formed by self-assembly of amphiphilic

molecules, e.g. cylindrical micelles, vesicles or planar bilayers (see Figure 2.10). The

formed morphologies can be predicted by calculating the molar packing parameter p

according to:
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Figure 2.10: Relationship between packing parameter p and the morphology of self-

assembled amphiphiles as predicted by Israelachivili [Isr76].

p =
V

aelc
(2.1)

where V is the surfactant's tail volume, ae is the equilibrium cross section area of

the hydrophobic core per molecule at the aggregate interface, and lc is the length of

the surfactant's hydrophobic chain. p is not constant for a speci�c surfactant, since the

solvent properties, the temperature and the ionic strength of the solvent can a�ect V , ae

and lc [Isr76].

Thermodynamically, the formation of micelles can be described either by the mass

action model of micellization [Kam84] or by the phase separation model [Elw66]. For the

mass action model, one assumes a stepwise and reversible aggregation of each amphiphilic

molecule. The equilibrium constants KA for each aggregation step are calculated by:

KA =
[M ]

[S]n
, (2.2)

where M denotes the aggregates (micelles), S denotes the single surfactant molecules

and n is the aggregation number of aggregates. However, monodispersity of all formed

micelles is assumed, and summation of all KA becomes rather complex for high aggrega-

tion numbers. According to thermodynamic laws, the free enthalpy of micelle formation
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∆GM , its enthalpy ∆HM and its entropy ∆SM can be calculated. ∆SM is positive for

low molecular weight surfactants, and hence the formation of micelles causes an increase

in entropy due to the hydrophobic e�ect.

In the phase separation model, a micelle is regarded as a separate phase. Under

equilibrium conditions, the chemical potential of the surfactant molecules in the aque-

ous phase µW is equal to the chemical potential of the surfactant molecules in the

micelle phase µM . µW is the sum of the chemical standard potential µ0
W and of the

concentration-dependent term RT lnxT , whereas xT is the molar fraction of the single

surfactant molecules in water:

∆µ = µM + µ0
W = RT lnxt (2.3)

Under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, ∆µ = 0, and the concentration of the

single surfactant molecules equates to the critical micelle concentration. According to

Tanford [Tan80] and Israelachvilli [Isr76], the chemical potential is composed of three

di�erent terms: a tail transfer term, which is responsible for aggregation since the hy-

drophobic tails avoid contact with water, an interfacial term which promotes the growth

of aggregates due to residual contact between water and the hydrophobic tails, and a

head term, which limits the aggregate size due to head group repulsion. This model

explains the basic features of micellization.

As seen in Figure 2.10, di�erent morphologies can be formed by self-assembly of am-

phiphilic molecules. The focus of this work is on polymersomes, and hence only the

formation of vesicles shall be discussed. The packing parameter (see Equation 2.1) for

vesicles is ≈ 0.5-1. Therefore, the relative size of hydrophilic to hydrophobic segments

must be almost equal. This purely geometrical model is not very accurate in describing

the self-assembly of amphiphilic block polymers, because it considers neither the entropy

loss during vesicle formation nor the entropy of the polymer chain itself. The resulting

structure does not only depend on the geometry of the molecule, but also on the min-

imization of both the interfacial energy and the loss of entropy of the polymer chains

[LM11], making it very di�cult to fully predict the required molecular structure to form
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vesicles. Nevertheless, it was empirically found that vesicle formation occurs for coil-coil

block copolymers if the hydrophilic weight fraction is close to 35% (±10%) [Dis02].

2.2.3 Polymersome Formation

While the mechanism of vesicle formation from block copolymers is still not clear,

two di�erent mechanisms are under discussion. In both mechanisms, the initial stage is

the formation of spherical micelles in solution, which then either increase in size, leading

to the formation of vesicles (mechanism 1 ) or which evolve towards other structures like

cylindrical or open-disk micelles (mechanism 2 ). In mechanism 1, the increasing size of

the micelles causes water to di�use into the micelle's interior and the radius of curvature

is increased [LM11]. Consequently, vesicles evolve slowly from micelles, and their ability

to encapsulate hydrophilic molecules should therefore be low, which was experimentally

shown for PEO-b-PDEAMA (PEO-b-poly(N,N-diethylaminoethyl methacrylate) [Ada08].

In mechanism 2, the initially formed micelles evolve into cylindrical and open-disk micelles

upon collision. These disks then slowly deform to vesicles [Une07]. This mechanism has

been pre-estimated by computer simulations [Nog01, Yam02, Mar03] and was supported

by experimental observations of di�erent transition states from micelles towards vesicles

[Che99, Du04]. Monte Carlo simulations as well as experiments on lipid systems indicate

that mechanism 2 is preferred over mechanism 1, and it is likely that the mechanism of

vesicle formation is the same for both lipids and polymersomes [Ber96, Len02, Len03].

Considering mechanism 2, disk micelles with a line energy El = 2πRdγ are formed.

γ is the line tension and Rd the radius of the disk. Due to the line energy on the edges,

disks bene�t from closing into vesicles, and a bending energy Ebend = 8πκ, with κ being

the bending modulus, needs to be raised. Assuming that the disk radius is double that of

the vesicle and the line energy is balanced with the bending energy, the minimal vesicle

size Rmin is:

Rmin =
2κ

γ
(2.4)
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For common values of the line tension (≈ 1 kT/nm) and of the bending modulus for

block copolymer bilayers (≈ 40 kT), Rmin must be larger than 80 nm. The vesicle size also

depends on the balance between mixing entropy, which favors a large number of small

vesicles, and bending energy, which prefers large vesicles [LM11]. A high polydispersity

of the hydrophilic block lowers the curvature energy of the vesicles because the shorter

molecules gather along the inner lea�et, whereas the longer ones gather along the outer

lea�et [Luo01]. In addition, highly polydisperse block copolymers lead to a decrease in

the vesicle size polydispersity.

The previous discussion is only e�ective at the thermodynamic equilibrium, but vesi-

cles are experimentally often trapped in non-equilibrium (frozen) state, meaning that

there is a very low exchange between single molecules and self-assembled structures.

Therefore, the actual vesicle size is more dependent on the preparation method and on

the successive extrusion processes, making almost all vesicle radii possible.

2.2.4 Stability of Colloids in Dispersion

The stability of colloids in dispersion is determined by the sum of their attractive

and repulsive interactions. Attractive forces between small molecules are van-der-Waals

forces, which are proportional to the inverse seventh power of the distance d between the

two molecules. Since the change in the free energy is force × distance, the free energy

of attraction EA is proportional to d−6. Repulsive forces originate from the electrostatic

interaction between the electron clouds of two approaching atoms or molecules (Born

repulsion) and the energy of repulsion ER is proportional to d−12. Hence, attractive

forces have a wider range than repulsive forces. The total energy Et of interaction is the

sum of the contributions from attractive and repulsive energies and is usually known as

the Lennard-Jones potential (Figure 2.11).

In order to calculate the total free energy of interaction in colloidal dispersions, one

would need to sum up the interactions between all molecules of particle A and of particle

B. The van-der-Waals interactions between two spheres are di�erent from that between

two molecules, and the energy of attraction is then proportional to d−1. Consequently,

the attractive forces between colloidal particles have a much longer range than those
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Figure 2.11: Lennard-Jones Potential (red, potential energy Φ vs. distance d) describing

both attractions ( d−6) and repulsions ( d−12) between uncharged particles.

between molecules. Depending on the origin of repulsive forces - either electrostatic or

steric repulsion - one has to consider di�erent terms. Electrostatic repulsion is based

on Coulomb's law but is not applicable here due to the shielding e�ect of ions around

the particle. This electric double layer consists of a rigid layer of absorbed counter-ions

close to the charged surface and a di�use layer of non-bound ions at larger distance

from the surface (see Figure 3.3 in subsection 3.2.5 (Zeta-Potential Measurements)). It

balances the charge on the particle and the electrical potential in the solution then falls

o� exponentially with distance from the particle surface. The thickness of the double

layer depends mainly on the concentration of ions, decreasing with increasing electrolyte

concentration. For steric stabilization, when two particles meet, the stabilizing chains on

their surfaces will interpenetrate. Osmotic and entropic e�ects will drive their surfaces

apart. Consequently, the magnitude of the repulsion depends on the grafting density of

the particle surfaces.

For simpli�cation, it is assumed that the long-range repulsive forces originate from

either electrostatic or steric contributions. The total free energy di�erence ∆G between

particles is therefore:
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∆G = ∆Gatt(vdW) + ∆Grep(Born) + ∆Grep(electrostatic or steric) (2.5)

The combination of all interactions to yield the total free energy is known as the DLVO

theory introduced by Derjaguin and Landau [Der93] and Verwey and Overbeek [Ver47].

Graphically, this can be shown by potential curves for both cases (see Figure 2.12),

describing the DLVO potential in relation to the distance d of two particles. At very small

distances, the Born repulsion prevents the particles from overlapping. Van-der-Waals

attractions cause a primary minimum at small d, which is referred to as coagulation.

Once the particles reach this minimum, they are irreversibly agglomerated. At larger

distances, the repulsion term causes a primary maximum, which determines the stability

of the dispersion. Since the electrostatic repulsion depends on the ionic strength of

the medium, the resulting primary maximum is either a high repulsive barrier at low

ionic strengths, or no barrier at all at high ionic strengths. For low to intermediate

ionic strengths, a secondary minimum may evolve (Figure 2.12a), which is referred to as

reversible �occulation. Consequently, one can di�erentiate three main scenarios:

• For low charged particles in medium or high ionic strength, the attractive forces

are dominant for all distances and ER is always smaller than the particle's thermal

energy. This means that there is no energy barrier and hence very fast coagulation

of the particles occurs.

• The particle's thermal energy is smaller than both the secondary minimum and the

maximum. Depending on EA and the particle's size, the time needed for coagulation

varies. Agglomerates will be formed, which can be redispersed through mixing.

• The particle's thermal energy is larger than the secondary minimum, but smaller

than the ernergy barrier. No aggregates will be formed and hence the dispersion is

stable.

For steric repulsion, both the repulsive barrier and the depth of the minimum depend

on the solvent and on the temperature (Figure 2.12b).
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Figure 2.12: Potential curves for a) electrostatically stabilized dispersions with increasing

electrolyte concentration from (i) to (iii), and b) sterically stabilized dispersions with

decreasing thickness of the adsorbed layer.

2.3 Light Scattering of Colloids

In the second half of the 19th century, John Tyndall and Lord Rayleigh performed the

�rst experiments on light scattering, trying to explain the blue color of the sky. While

Tyndall thought that sunlight is scattered from dust particles in the atmosphere, Rayleigh

concretized that scattering can also occur by gas due to �uctuation of the molecules

around a position of equilibrium. He also explained that the amount of scattering is

related to the light's wavelength and that therefore, blue light is preferentially scattered

in comparison to red light.

Interaction of light with matter can take many forms which can be described by con-

sidering that light has both particle and wave character. In order to understand the

phenomenon of light scattering, one has to treat light with the classical wave picture.

When a laser beam impinges on a sample, it can be considered as an electromagnetic

wave oscillating at a given frequency which will interact with the charges of the scat-

tering material. The molecule's charge distribution will be shifted and will therefore

emit an electromagnetic wave of the same frequency as the incident light beam, but with
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modulated amplitude and phase. This emitted radiation - the scattered light - contains

information about the scatterer's size, shape and interactions.

In this section, the very basic principles of light scattering are discussed. A special

focus is placed on gold nanoparticles and their characteristic surface plasmons. In addi-

tion, dynamic di�usion properties of spherical and non-spherical particles are presented,

which are fundamental for performing dynamic light scattering.

2.3.1 Fundamentals of Light Scattering

The fundamentals of classical light scattering theory were developed and extended by

Lord Rayleigh, Gans, and Debye. Light is an electromagnetic wave, which is a periodic

modulation of electric �eld strength, and, at right angles, has an associated �uctuating

electrical �eld propagatingd through space at the velocity of light. When light impinges

on a material, a dipole moment will be induced by the electric �eld. The induced dipole
#»p is proportional to the incident �eld

#»

E and the proportionality constant is called the

polarizability α:

#»p = α · #»

E (2.6)

When a particle is subject to an electric �eld, the particle will be polarized and a

dipole moment will be induced. This is the source of the scattering. If the particle is

small (R ≈ λ/20), all parts of the particle are subject to the same electric �eld, and

the induced dipole will �uctuate in magnitude. Consequently, an electromagnetic �eld

is produced which radiates light of the same frequency as the incident radiation. In the

plane normal to the direction of polarization, the ratio of the scattered intensity (I) to

the incident intensity (I0) of the scattered light at a distance r from its source is:

(
I

I0

)
v

=
16π4

r2λ4

(
α

4πε0

)2

(2.7)

where ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum and λ is the wavelength of the light. The

subscript v indicates that the incident light is vertically polarized with respect to the
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observational plane. The polarizability α is dependent on the particle's volume V , ε0 and

on both the refractive indices n0 and n1 of the medium and of the particle, respectively:

3ε0

(
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)
V (2.8)

with n = n1/n0 and for a spherical particle of radius R with V = 4/3πR3. Conse-

quently, for n0 = n1, α is zero and the scattering intensity also falls to zero. On the other

hand, the greater the ratio of the indices, the stronger the scattering. Substituting α and

V in Equation 2.7 gives:

(
I

I0

)
v

=
16π4

r2
· R

6

λ4

(
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)2

cos2θ (2.9)

To quantify the scattered intensity, one de�nes the so-called Rayleigh ratio at the

scattering angle θ, Rθ, which refers to the light scattered by a single particle. For a dilute

dispersion, the total scattering is simply the sum of contributions from each individual

particle. Thus, Equation 2.9 for a particle dispersion at concentration c is:

I

I0

= Rθc/r
2 (2.10)

Rθ is a function of the particle's volume and hence the particle's radius can be obtained

(assuming a spherical shape of the particles). Due to the strong dependence of Rθ on the

wavelength (∝ λ−4), the scattering is strongest for short wavelengths. This accounts for

the blueness of the sky and the redness of the setting sun, since the sun light is scattered

by molecules in the atmosphere.

So far, all equations are only valid for very dilute particle dispersions, where the

particles are spherical and much smaller than the wavelength of the light. For larger

particles, not all parts of the particle are subject to the same electric �eld at the same

instant of time. Therefore, light scattered from di�erent parts of the particle is not in

phase and interferes at the detector, reducing the intensity of scattering. Consequently,

the scattering intensities will be di�erent for di�erent angles. The Rayleigh scattering is

modi�ed by a correction factor P (θ):
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P (θ) = 1− 1

3
(qRg)

2 + ... (2.11)

with q being the wave vector (q = (4π/λ) sin(θ/2)) and Rg the radius of gyration.

Since for zero angle, sin(θ/2) = 0 and hence P (θ) = 1, the scattering in the backwards

direction is decreased compared to Rayleigh scattering (for θ = 180◦, sin(θ/2) = 1 and

hence P (θ) = 1− 1
3
(4πRg/λ)2 + ...).

For much larger particles (R/λ ≈ 1), the scattering shows a complex dependence

on θ and shall not be discussed here. In addition, more concentrated dispersions show

multiple scattering e�ects, which make analysis of the scattering intensity impossible.

Consequently, light scattering is possible for rather small particles in dilute suspensions.

More details about light scattering as a method in colloidal science is given in subsec-

tion 3.2.1 (Photon Correlation Spectroscopy).

2.3.2 Gold Surface Plasmon

In general, a plasmon is a partially or fully ionized gas, but which is neutral in its

sum. Correspondingly, in metals, the free �owing cloud of electrons surrounding the

metal atoms can also be called plasmon. This plasmon may be described as a collective

oscillation of the free electrons around the atomic cores. One di�erentiates volume plas-

mons and surface plasmons, depending on where the electron density �uctuations occur.

Here, only surface plasmons shall be described. When a plasmonic particle is exposed

to light, and consequently to an electromagnetic wave, a dipole is induced in the mate-

rial due to reorientation of the free charges inside the particle. In order to compensate

for the dipole, the free electrons migrate in the material. However, the oscillating light

waves lead to a permanent shift in the dipole, forcing the electrons to oscillate at the

same frequency as the light. This resonant frequency depends on the size and shape of

the plasmonic nanoparticles. For instance, spherical gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with a

diameter of d ≈ 30 nm have a resonance frequency of λ ≈ 450 nm. Consequently, the

blue to green range of the spectrum is absorbed while red light is re�ected, resulting in

the deep red color of AuNPs dispersions with d = 30 nm. With increasing particle size,
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Figure 2.13: Collective oscillation of electrons with the incident electromagnetic �eld in

a gold nanoparticle (Used with permission of Nature Photonics from [Jua11]).

the surface plasmon resonance wavelength shifts to higher wavelengths (redshift), causing

red light to be absorbed and blue light to be re�ected. Thus, such AuNPs dispersions

show a purple to blue color. Non-spherical particles, for instance gold nanorods, exhibit

anisotropic surface plasmon responses due to the two di�erent axes of the nanorod. Con-

sequently, two plasmon modes are present: The longitudinal resonance mode arising from

electrons oscillating along the long axis and a transverse mode associated with transverse

electron oscillations. Due to the longer electron path at the long side of the rod, the

longitudinal mode is located at higher wavelengths than the transverse. In addition, the

extinction of the longitudinal plasmon resonance predominates, and hence gold nanorod

dispersions show a green or blue color, depending on the size of the long axis. The size

dependence of the surface plasmon can be demonstrated by adding salt to the gold dis-

persion. Upon reduction of the thickness of the electric double layer (see subsection 2.2.4

(Stability of Colloids in Dispersion)), the nanoparticles aggregate, and the color of the

dispersion changes from red to blue or even colorless (resonance maximum in the infrared

portion).

Assuming small spherical nanoparticles (d ≤ 25 nm), the extinction cross-section

σext,sphere can be described by the so-called dipole approximation of Mie theory [Lin99]:

σext,sphere(λ) =
9V ε

3/2
m

c

ε2(λ)

[ε1(λ) + 2εm]2 + ε2(λ)2
(2.12)
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with V being the volume of the particle, c the speed of light, λ the wavelength of the

incident light, and εm the (lambda-independent) dielectric constant of the surrounding

medium. ε1(λ) and ε2(λ) are the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function of the

particle material, respectively (ε(λ) = ε1(λ) + iε2(λ)).

As can be seen from Equation 2.12, σext depends on both the dielectric function of

the particle's material and the dielectric constant of the medium in which the particle is

dispersed. Resonance (maximum of σext) occurs when the denominator of Equation 2.12

approaches zero. This is the case at the wavelength λmax for which ε1(λ) ≈ -2εm if ε2(λ)

is small. For larger particles (2R ≥ 25 nm), σext depends also on higher-order multipole

modes.

For nanorods, the extinction cross-section σext,rod can be also described by quasistatic

theory, the nanorod has to be approximated as a prolate spheroid [Boh98]:

σext,rod(λ) =
k4

6π
|α|4 + k Im(αi) (2.13)

with

αi = 4πabc
ε1 − εm

3εm + 3Li(ε1 − εm)
(2.14)

where k is the wavevector, αi is the polarizability of the metal nanocrystal, and Li is

the depolarization factor that relates to one axis, and a, b, and c are the half lengths of

the ellipsoid along the three major axes. Consequently, σext,rod varies with size and shape

of the nanorod. If one increases the aspect ratio while keeping the diameter constant, the

resonance wavelengths for both transversal and longitudinal plasmon modes will increase.

However, for the transversal plasmon, the shift of λmax will only be marginal, whereas

λmax of the longitudinal mode will be red-shifted up to several hundred nanometers. This

is due to the much higher polarizability of the nanorod at the long axis. In addition, the

longitudinal plasmon peak is almost linearly dependent on the aspect ratio [Joh72].

Equation 2.12 and Equation 2.13 show that, in addition to size, the surface plasmon

also depends on the refractive index of the surrounding material. This e�ect was ex-

perimentally shown by Underwood and Mulvaney, who dispersed spherical AuNPs with
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a mean diameter of 16 nm in di�erent solvents with refractive indices reaching from

n = 1.336 (water) to n = 1.583 (mixture of butyl acetate and CS2). The observed color

changed from red to purple, and the plasmon resonance wavelengths were shifted from

520 nm to 545 nm. They also showed that the color change is reversible upon changing of

the refractive index (evaporation of CS2) and not due to coalescence of the gold [Und94].

2.3.3 Dynamics of Gold Spheres and Nanorods

As discussed in subsection 2.3.2 (Gold Surface Plasmon) above, Au nanospheres and

Au nanorods exhibit characteristic UV/Vis absorption spectra. The position of the peak

wavelengths yield information about the size and aspect ratio of the particles. A more

accurate measure of particle sizes is provided by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

However, no information about nanoparticle grafting can be obtained from TEM, and

no information on interaction and/or aggregation in suspensions can be obtained. In

contrast, light scattering measurements (photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)) allow

a very accurate determination of the size of spherical particles and also rather reliably

predict nanorod lengths and aspect ratios [Gli12, Hag13]. For elongated nanoparticles,

a depolarized component of the light scattering signal can be recorded, and hence both

translational and rotational di�usion coe�cients can be obtained. Consequently, knowing

the dynamic properties of nanospheres and nanorods, PCS can be used to determine the

size of the particles [Khl08, Cal07].

Colloidal particles di�use freely in dispersion. This movement is called Brownian

motion. The di�usion velocity depends on the particle's shape, size, and on the viscosity

and therefore on the temperature of the dispersion. The larger the particle, the slower it

will di�use. The velocity of the Brownian motion is de�ned by the translational di�usion

coe�cient, Dt. Knowledge of Dt allows the calculation of the particles hydrodynamic

radius, Rh, from the Stokes-Einstein equation [Ein05]:

Dt =
kbT

6πηRh

(2.15)
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2 · Rh is the diameter of a sphere that has the same translational di�usion coe�cient

as the measured colloid. Note that the Stokes-Einstein equation is only valid for spheres

and that particle di�usion is more complex for other geometries and hence other equations

need to be used.

In principle, Brownian motion consists of two separate movements of the particles: a)

particles change their position in space (translational di�usion) and b) change their over-

all orientation (rotational di�usion). For perfectly spherical particles, rotational di�usion

is (almost) not detectable, since the orientation of a sphere is identical for all positions

upon rotation. Therefore, di�usion of spherical particles is of only translational na-

ture, and consequently Dt can be directly obtained from the translational relaxation rate

Γt = Dtq2. For non-spherical (anisotropic) particles, both translational and rotational

di�usion exists, since upon rotation of anisotropic particles, the original con�guration is

not restored immediately. The rotational di�usion coe�cient Dr, which can be derived

from Γr = 6Dr + Dtq2 and Dt = (D|| + 2D⊥)/3, is an average of the two di�usion co-

e�cients along and normal to the rod axis. Analogous to the Stokes-Einstein equation,

one can calculate the radius of rotation (Rr from Dr, using the Einstein-Smoluchowski

relation [Smo06]:

Dr =
kbT

8πηR3
r

(2.16)

In light scattering, both the translational and the rotational motion contribute to the

recorded auto-correlation function, which is therefore bimodal. Rotational motion alone

can be recorded if the incident laser light is polarized, and a polarizer in front of the

detector allows only recording of depolarized scattered light. The correlation function is

then only monomodal [Gli12].

For elongated particles, the information obtained from Dt and Dr can be used to

calculate the length L and width d of the anisotropic particle, and consequently its aspect

ratio AR = L/d. Therefore, one can use two di�erent geometrical models of anisotropic

particles: straight cylinders [Ort03, Tir84, Tor81] and ellipsoids [Per36]. The theoretical

expressions for Dt and Dr are:
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Dt =
kBT

3πηL
· F (AR) (2.17)

Dr =
3kBT

πηL3
·G(AR) (2.18)

with di�erent expressions for F (AR) and G(AR) for straight cylinders and ellipsoids.

For straight cylinders,

F (AR) = ln(AR) + 0.312 +
0.565

AR
− 0.1

AR2
(2.19)

and

G(AR) = ln(AR)− 0.662 +
0.917

AR
− 0.05

AR2
(2.20)

Details for F(AR) and G(AR) are for prolate and oblate ellipsoids can be found in

the Appendix.

In principle, both translational and rotational contributions are present in the dy-

namics of all nanoparticles. However, for noble-metal NPs, the depolarized scattering is

strongly enhanced due to their surface plasmons. Therefore, light scattering is a very

suitable method for characterizing Au nanospheres and Au nanorods.
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3.1 Materials

This section describes the synthesis of the materials used in this work. The funda-

mental groundwork for this thesis was the synthesis of a suitable block copolymer for

vesicle formation. The synthesis is described in the following experimental section as

well as the preparation of vesicle dispersions. Nanoparticle synthesis is also described,

although spherical particles were prepared by Sebastian Harms from the group of Prof.

S�önnichsen at the University of Mainz. Surface modi�cation was performed both by

Sebastian Harms and by myself. Gold nanorods were purchased from NanopartzTMand

NanoSeedzTMand modi�ed by myself. An overview of all nanoparticles used in this work

is given in the Appendix.

3.1.1 Blockcopolymer Synthesis

Poly(dimethylsiloxane)-b-poly(2-methyloxazoline) diblock copolymers (PDMS-b-

PMOXA) with di�erent degrees of polymerization were synthezised according to a slightly

modi�ed version of the procedure published by Egli et al. [Egl11]. The synthesis is

based upon an activation of a commercially available PDMS-monocarbinol (PDMS-OH)

with de�ned molecular weight, followed by a cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-

methyloxa"-zoline (MOXA) and a capping reaction in order to determine two di�erent

polymer endgroups. The synthetic pathway is given in Figure 3.1.

All reaction steps were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere. PDMS-OH was dried

under vacuum at 60 ◦C for at least 14 h. 50 mL of dry hexane was added and the solution

35
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Figure 3.1: Synthetic pathway of PDMS-b-PMOXA copolymer with two di�erent end-

groups, starting from PDMS monocarbinol.

was re�uxed for 24 h in a Soxlhet apparatus �lled with a 4 Å molecular sieve. After cooling

to room temperature, 0.29 mL (2.08 mmol) of freshly distilled triethylamine was added

and the solution was cooled to -10 ◦C. 0.35 mL (2.08 mmol) of tri�uoromethyanesulfonic

anhydride in 15 mL of hexane was slowly added over 30 min via a dropping funnel.

The solution was slowly allowed to warm to room temperature. Subsequently, hexane

was evaporated in vacuum and the residual oil was redissolved in cold hexane. It was

separated from tri�ate salt by careful �ltration at 0 ◦C through a glass frit. The solvent

was again evaporated in vacuum, yielding the intermediate product PDMS-OTf.

PDMS-OTf was dried overnight in vacuum. 50 mL of dry ethyl acetate and 5.56 mL

(66.0 mmol) of freshly distilled MOXA were added. The reaction mixture was stirred

for several hours at 40 ◦C. The polymerization reaction was stopped after 20 h, 30 h,

40 h or 48 h by cooling to room temperature and adding either 5 mL of 1.0 M potassium

hydroxide solution in dry methanol (for -OH endgroup) or 20 mL of 1.0 M piperazine

solution in dry methanol (for -NH endgroup). After stirring for an additional 2 h, the

solvent was evaporated in vacuum and the remaining glue-like raw product was suspended
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in Milli-Q water. The pH was set to neutral and the water was removed by lyophilization.

A white and �u�y solid was obtained.

For puri�cation of the polymer, the product was dissolved in ethanol and centrifuged

at 4000 rpm for 40 min to separate unreacted PDMS, which is not soluble in ethanol.

Subsequently, the ethanol-polymer solution was transferred into an ultra�ltration device

(3000 MWCO regenerated cellulose membrane), extensively washed with an ethanol-

water mixture for 3 days and �nally washed with pure ethanol for one more day. The

ethanol was then removed under vacuum and the resulting puri�ed, glue-like block copoly-

mers were characterized by NMR spectroscopy. Characterization data of the obtained

products are shown in Table 4.1 in subsection 4.1.1 (Synthesis of PDMS-b-PMOXA).

3.1.2 Polymersome Preparation

Polymersomes were formed using the �lm hydration method. In summary, 5 mg of

PDMS-b-PMOXA were dissolved in 5 mL of ethanol (p.a. ≥ 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) in

a 10 mL round bottom �ask. Subsequently, ethanol was evaporated under rotation (80

rpm) at 100 mbar and slightly elevated temperature. The resulting polymer �lm was dried

at 5 · 10−2 mbar at room temperature for 2 h in order to remove residual solvent. 5 mL of

Milli-Q water (Millipore, conductivity < 18.2 MΩ·cm) was added into the �ask in order to

rehydrate the polymer �lm. It was stirred overnight at an intermediate stirring speed (300

rpm). In order to homogenize vesicle size, the solution was extruded using an automatic

extruder, consisting of a LiposoFast R© Basic Extruder (Avestin, Ottawa, Canada) and a

motor (homebuild apperature by group of Prof. Schmidt at the University of Mainz). It

was extruded through polycarbonate membranes from Avestin of 800 nm and 400 nm pore

size (11 times each), and �nally through a polycarbonate membrane of 200 nm pore size

(31 times) using de�ned �ow rates. Size, shape, polydispersity and membrane thickness

of the resulting polymersomes were carefully characterized using static and dynamic light

scattering and cryo-TEM.
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3.1.3 Nanoparticle Synthesis and Surface Modi�cation

A stock of gold spheres was synthesized according to a literature procedure [Zie11],

known as the seed-growth method. In general, seed particles were prepared by the standard

citrate reduction method [Fre73] and were subsequently grown until the desired size was

achieved. In summary, 2.5 mL of a H[AuCl4]·3 H2O solution (0.2 wt%) in 50 mL of water

was heated until boiling and then 2 mL of a preheated sodium citrate solution (1 wt%,

containing 0.05 wt% citric acid) was added quickly under vigorous stirring. The solution

was kept boiling for 5 min and was then allowed to cool down to room temperature.

To 3 mL of the seed solution, 10 mL of a diluted H[AuCl4]·3 H2O solution (2 mL 0.2

wt% in 8 mL MilliQ water) and 10 mL of a diluted sodium citrate solution (0.5 mL

1 wt% ascorbic acid, 0.25 mL 1 wt% citric acid in 9.25 mL MilliQ water) were added

dropwise while vigorously stirring. Directly after the addition, the solution was heated

to approx. 75-80◦C and maintained at this temperature for about 45 min. After cooling

to room temperature, the excess citrate molecules were removed by centrifugation and

redispersion of the AuNPs in MilliQ water.

For surface modi�cation, di�erent thiol-capped molecules were used, such as SH-PEG-

OCH3 (MW = 736 Da,MW = 2015 Da,MW = 5079 Da), SH-PEG-COOH (MW = 4975 Da),

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), Mercapto undecanoic acid (MUA) and DNA

(T10: Thymine 10-mer with 5'-Thiolink-C6. T40: Thymine 40-mer with 5'-Biotin-C6.

Both purchased from Biomers.net), were bound to the particles by overnight incubation

at room temperature as described by Hanauer et al. [Han07].

3.2 Characterization Methods

The main method used in this work is Photon Correlation Spectroscopy. The basic

principles of light scattering are discussed in section 2.3 (Light Scattering of Colloids).

This section focuses on the methodology of static and dynamic light scattering. Further-

more, other methods for supporting the �ndings from light scattering are brie�y described

in this section.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of a typical light scattering setup.

3.2.1 Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) is a well established, non-destructive tech-

nique in order to investigate the properties of macromolecules, colloids, and particles in

solution or suspensions. In this work, PCS was used to carefully characterize AuNPs,

polymeric vesicles, and the mixture of both, for gaining information such as size, molec-

ular weight, di�usion and interactions. The classical physical phenomenon that matter

scatters visible light is used for this technique: when a laser beam impinges on a ma-

terial, the incident electromagnetic radiation of the laser interacts with the polarizable

molecules in the sample, thus inducing an oscillating dipole. Consequently, the molecules

scatter light. The degree of polarizability is directly related to the di�erence in refractive

index between solute and solvent. The scattered intensity is measured at di�erent angles

by a detector. In principle, one distinguishes between static light scattering (SLS) and

dynamic light scattering (DLS) . In SLS , one measures the absolute mean intensity of

the scattered light, while for DLS, the intensity �uctuations of the scattered light is ana-

lyzed. By investigating the frequency shifts of the scattered light, its angular distribution,

its polarization and its intensity, one can obtain information about size, weight, shape

and molecular interactions in the scattering material.[Sch07] Theoretical fundamentals of

light scattering are given in section 2.3 (Light Scattering of Colloids).
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A schematic representation of a typical PCS setup can be seen in Figure 3.2. Basically,

the instrument consists of a laser light source, an attenuator, a sample cell embedded into

an index-matching bath (in our case toluene, which has a refractive index similar to that

of glass), a polarizer, a detector, a correlator, and a computer for setup operation and

data recording. Initially, the laser beam is passed through an attenuator in order to

manually adjust the laser intensity. This intensity is then detected by a photodiode. The

laser beam impinges the sample in a glass cuvette, which is located in the toluene bath.

After passing through the polarizer, the scattered light is captured by a detector which

is mounted on a movable arm which allows to scattered intensities to be measured at

di�erent angles. The detected signal is then directed to a correlator, which processes the

incoming signal in order to obtain a correlation function. The setup used in this work is

able to measure at angles from 12◦ to 155◦. Furthermore, the toluene bath is connected

to a thermostate which is able to regulate the temperature of the sample.

The intersection of the incident beam and the scattered beam de�nes the volume of

the sample which is seen by the detector (scattering volume). It is dependent on the

scattered angle θ, the wavelength of the beam and the refractive index of the medium.

The scattering vector #»q is de�ned as the di�erence between the incoming vector of the

incident wave
#»

ki and the outgoing vector of the scattered light
#»

ks, which reaches the

detector (Equation 3.1).[Chu07]

q = ki − ks (3.1)

The magnitude of q is

q =
4πη

λ
sin

θ

2
(3.2)

where θ is the angle between ki and ks and is called the scattering angle. q increases

for increasing scattering angles.

Normally, the incident laser beam is polarized in the direction perpendicular to the

plane de�ned by the experimental setup (source, cell and detector). Therefore, it has
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vertical polarization. For spherical and isotropic particles, the scattered light is also ver-

tically polarized. In addition, the detector is adjusted in a vertical position in order to

make sure that only vertically polarized scattered light is detected. Consequently, both

the incident and the scattered light is in the vertical polarization, and the process is

referred to as polarized or VV light scattering. If the polarizer is rotated by 90◦, the hor-

izontal component of the scattered light is detected. This is referred to as depolarized or

VH light scattering and is only present for particles with anisotropic shape or anisotropic

polarizability.[Sch07]

Static (SLS) and dynamic (DLS) light scattering experiments were performed using an

ALV/LSE-5004 goniometer/correlator setup using lasers with two di�erent wavelengths

λ = 632.8 nm (HeNe laser) and λ = 532 nm (Compass 215M, Coherent, Santa Clara,

CA). An avalanche photodiode was used as detector. The normalized light scattering

intensity autocorrelation functions were recorded over a broad time range of (10−7-103 s)

and an angular range from 25◦ to 150◦ corresponding to a scattering vector q = 5.73 ·

10−3−2.56 ·10−2 nm−1 (red laser) or q = 6.80 ·10−3−3.04 ·10−2 nm−1 (green laser). All

measurements were conducted at a constant temperature T = 20 ◦C. Cylindrical silica

glass cuvettes (Hellma, inner diameter Ø = 10 mm) had been cleaned before use with

acetone in a Thurmont-apparatus (details are given in the Appendix).

3.2.1.1 Static Light Scattering

In static light scattering (SLS), the intensity Is of the scattered light is measured. For

ideal gases, Rayleigh described Is as proportional to the intensity of the incident light

beam I0 and to λ−4:

Is =
8

3
πI0

(
2π

λ

)4

α2 (3.3)

α is the polarizability of a molecule or particle and can be expressed as:

α =
2nM

4πNA

∂n

∂c
(3.4)
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where n is the refractive index of the solution and ∂n
∂c

is the refractive index increment

and needs to be determined by interferometric measurements.

The intensity of the scattered light is measured at di�erent angles, and therefore it

is dependent on q. In addition, Is depends on speci�c parameters of the PCS apparatus

such as the intensity of the incident laser beam and the distance between detector and

sample. In order to avoid these dependencies, the so called Rayleigh ratio Rθ is used. Rθ

is proportional to I(q) but is independent of instrumental e�ects:

Rθ =
Isample − Isolvent

Itoluene
·RRtoluene (3.5)

RRtoluene is the absolute scattering intensity of toluene (toluene bath) at θ = 90◦ and

at T = 20 ◦C at λ = 633 nm. Its value is 1.355 · 10−5 cm−1.

For vertical polarized incident laser light, concentration c and molar mass M of the

dissolved material are related to the Rayleigh ratio via

RV V (q) =
4π2n2

NAλ4

(
∂n

∂c

)2

cM = KocM (3.6)

where Ko is the optical constant with:

Ko =
4π2n2

NAλ4

(
∂n

∂c

)2

(3.7)

Including a power series to Equation 3.6, one can write:

Koc

RV V (q)
= (

1

M
+ 2A2c+ 3A3c

2 + ...) (3.8)

where A2 and A3 are the second and third virial coe�cients [Ter02], giving information

about the interactions between the colloidal particles.

Equation 3.6 is only valid for very diluted solutions. However, the scattering intensities

of very diluted solutions are very weak and therefore di�cult to capture. Consequently,

measurements need to be performed in concentration areas where interference occurs.

During data evaluation, it is necessary to extrapolate to c = 0. In addition, for particles
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or molecules larger than λ
20
, the scattered light interferes at all scattering angles but

q = 0. Therefore, the scattering intensity needs to be extrapolated to the zero angle.

3.2.1.2 Dynamic Light Scattering

In general, colloids randomly di�use in diluted solutions due to Brownian molecular

motion. Therefore, when incident light is scattered by a moving particle or macro-

molecule, the scattering intensity is not constant over time, and its frequency will be

shifted due to the Doppler e�ect. This means that the frequency of the scattered light

will be slightly higher or lower than that of the original incident light, depending on

whether the particle moves towards or away from the detector. This shift in frequency is

correlated to the speed of the colloids in motion. In comparison to SLS, where the aver-

age scattered intensity I(q, t) is measured, the �uctuating pattern is important for DLS

measurements. Therefore, the normalized intensity-intensity time correlation function

G(q, τ) is recorded, which compares the scattering intensity I at a certain time t with the

scattering intensity at a later time t+ τ at a de�ned scattering angle: [Bro93, Ber00]

G(q, τ) =
〈I(q, t)I(q, t+ τ)〉
〈I(q, t)2〉

= A(1 + β|C(q, τ)|2) (3.9)

A (〈I(q, t)I(q, t)〉) is the measured baseline, β is a coherence factor which depends on

the laser beam and experimental setup, and C(q, τ) is the normalized electric �eld-�eld

time correlation function. In idealized condition, β = 1 (perfect coherence).

As soon as the measured intensities at time t+τ no longer correlate to the intensities

at time t, the autocorrelation reaches zero. Therefore, the correlation function indicates

how far a particle moved within the time τ . The smaller a colloid, the faster it moves, and

hence the correlation function decays faster, and vice versa. The decay of the autocor-

relation is described by an exponential decay function (Equation 3.10). C(q, t) includes

both translational and rotational di�usion as well as internal motions:

C(q, t) = A · e−Γt

[
1 +

∑
j

Bj · e−t/τj
] [

1 + C · e−t/τc
]

(3.10)
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The �rst term expresses the translational di�usion, the second describes the rotation

about the jth molecular axis, and the third term covers internal motion. A, B and C

are constants de�ning the magnitude of each motion. However, for small, monodispers

spheres, only translational di�usive motion is considered, such that

C(q, t) = A · e−Γt (3.11)

Virtually, Γ is the line-width. For low concentrations and low values of q, Γ = Dtq2.

This is used to calculate the translational di�usion coe�cient Dt, which is in turn related

to the radius of hydration Rh (for spherical particles) by the Stokes-Einstein equation

[Ein05] (Equation 3.12).

Rh =
kBT

6πηDt

(3.12)

So far, rotational di�usion and internal motion have been neglected. If the shape of a

molecule or a particle is anisotropic, its scattering is dependent on its orientation. Light

scattered from di�erent parts of the particle may lead to a certain amount of destructive

interference. For ellipsoids or rigid rods and a vertically polarized incident laser beam

(V) and vertically polarized scattered light (V), rotational di�usion needs to be added to

C(q, t).

CV V (q, t) = A · e−q2Dt(1 +B · e−6Drt) (3.13)

For vertically polarized incident light (V) and horizontally polarized scattered light

(H), C(q, t) is

CV H(q, t) = A · e−q2Dt−6Drt (3.14)

The rotational di�usion coe�cient Dr can be determined from the second exponential

decay. Dr can also be determined for isotropic particles when the polarizability of the

scattering species is anisotropic. In that case, a small component of the scattered light

is polarized in a direction perpendicular to that of the normal scattering.
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Since di�usion is dependent on temperature T and viscosity η, it is important to

keep T and η constant during DLS measurements. In addition, the investigated particles

should neither �oat nor sediment during measurement in order to investigate the self-

di�usion of particles only. Additionally, the concentration of the analyzed samples should

be very low in order to avoid multiple scattering.

3.2.1.3 Data Evaluation

Data evaluation of the DLS experiments was performed by using the stretched single

or double exponential Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) [Yos01, Wil70] functions or

the CONTIN algorithm [Pro82, Esq02]. The KWW method assumes that for single

or double non-exponential decays, the computed relaxation functions Csingle(q,t) and

Cdouble(q,t) can be represented by:

Csingle(q, t) = asingleexp[−(t/τ)β] (3.15)

and by:

Cdouble(q, t) = adouble1exp[−(t/τ1)β1 ] + adouble2exp[−(t/τ2)β2 ], (3.16)

respectively. τ is the �average� relaxation time of the corresponding decay and β

(0 ≤ β ≤ 1) is a measure of the width of the distribution of retardation times.

A method for analyzing C(q, t) of more polydisperse samples (and hence no single

exponential decay of C(q, t)) is using the CONTIN algorithm. It is based on the inverse

Laplace transform of C(q, t):

C(q, t) =

∫ ∞
0

G(Γ)e−ΓtdΓ (3.17)

For analytically separating two particle populations, their sizes should di�er from each

other by at least a factor of 4.
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3.2.2 (Cryogenic-)Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used in order to characterize size and

shape of gold nanoparticles. TEM was also used for vesicle characterization (size, shape

and membrane thickness) and for visualizing the interactions of vesicles and nanoparticles.

However, since polymersomes are a very soft material and would collapse during normal

TEM sample preparation, cryo-TEM was required. In cryo-TEM, aqueous solutions of

the sample are vitri�ed at cryogenic temperatures. In addition, the TEM machine needs

to be cooled down to T = -172 ◦C in order to keep the vitri�ed samples stable.

Sample prepartation and measurements were performed by Max Bernhardt [Ber14].

For cryo�cation of the samples, 3.5 µL of the aqueous sample solution was placed onto

Quantifoil grids (R2/2, Cu-mesh 300). The grid was blotted with a VitrobotTM Mark

II system (FEI, USA). Excess liquid of the sample was blotted with a Whatman �lter

paper, and the grid was subsequently plunged into liquid ethane. The grid was transferred

into a JEOL 1400 transmission electron microscope, operating at 120 kV, and imaged at

cryogenic temperatures (-172 ◦C). TEM micrographs were processed using ImageJ 1.45s

software.

Generally, electron microscopy can be seen as an analogous to light microscopy. In-

stead of light waves in the visible range, electron microscopes use electron beams. There-

fore, the maximal resolution is determined by the wavelength of the electron beam source

and is in the nanometer range. In TEM, the electron beam is transmitted through the

sample and the scattered electrons are detected by a lens. It is important that the elec-

tron beam as well as the sample are in high vacuum in order to avoid any collision with

gas atoms [Rei08]. In contrast to normal TEM, cryo-TEM samples as well as the setup

must be cooled to very low temperatures.

3.2.3 UV/Vis Spectroscopy

UV/Vis spectroscopy was performed in order to determine size, shape and concen-

tration of pure Au nanoparticles and in order to investigate nanoparticle uptake into

polymersomes. In metal nanoparticles, the absorption bands are related to the diameter
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and aspect ratio of the material as well as to its chemical surrounding (refractive index)

due to plasmonic resonance (see subsection 2.3.2 (Gold Surface Plasmon). Since the

excitation of the Au nanoparticle's plasmons appears in the visible range of the electro-

magnetic spectra, UV/Vis spectroscopy is a very suitable method for characterizing Au

nanoparticles and its complexes.

A UV/Vis spectrometer consists of a light source, a sample holder, a monochromator,

and a detector. The liquid samples are typically placed in a cuvette made of quartz glass,

transparent to UV, visible, and near infrared light. The intensity of light passing through

a sample and passing through a reference is compared. The reference beam intensity is

taken as 100% transmission, and the spectra of the absorbing sample is correlated to that

value.

In this work, the absorption spectra of various Au nanoparticles were measured, using

pure water as a reference. All UV/Vis measurements were recorded on a PerkinElmer

LAMBDA 25 UV/Vis spectrometer.

3.2.4 Single-Particle Polarization Anisotropy Measurements

The symmetry of noble-metal nanoparticles can be revealed by single-particle polar-

ization anisotropy (PA) measurements. For studying individual particles, one needs to

be able to distinguish single particles in the far �eld by using a conventional microscope,

and hence very diluted solutions of the sample are needed. Due to surface plasmons (see

subsection 2.3.2 (Gold Surface Plasmon)), an enhanced electromagnetic �eld is present

around noble metal particles. These plasmons are excited by a white light source. Upon

decay, the plasmons in turn emit light which is collected using a conventional microscope.

A rotatable polarization �lter is placed before the camera, and the wavelength-dependent

scattering intensity I(θ, λ) is recorded as a function of the polarization angle θ. The po-

larization anisotropy PA(λ) = (Ia − Ib)/(Ia + Ib) can be calculated from the unequal

intensities of scattered light which is polarized parallel either to the major (Ia) or to the

minor (Ib) particle axis.[Sch08]

Polarization Anisotropy measurements were carried out by Andreas Henkel and Se-

bastian Harms in the group of Prof. Sönnichsen at the University of Mainz. An optical
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microscopy system was used. This is based on a motorized inverted microscope equipped

with a piezo scanning stage, a z-piezo, a spectroscopy system, and an autosampler. Self-

made �ow cells composed of two microscope cover slips were used. All components were

controlled by a central MATLAB-based software. A spectral precision for the plasmon

peak of 0.3 nm was achieved by re�ning the exact nanoparticle position before each mea-

surement. The polarization dependency was investigated by inserting a polarization �lter

in the detection light path. The spectra were acquired in 15◦ movements from 0◦ to 180◦.

3.2.5 Zeta-Potential Measurements

The zeta-potential measurement determines the electric potential at an interface be-

tween two phases (liquid-liquid or, more often, solid-liquid). Usually, in simple electrolyte

solutions, (ionic) charges are randomly distributed. However, this is not the case at in-

terfaces. Usually, the two sides of the interface are oppositely charged. This can be

due to surface charges originated from dissociable groups (-COOH, -NH2, -piperazine) or

speci�c adsorption of ions on a surface. This charge accumulation at an interface leads

to the formation of an electrochemical double layer.

Charged colloids in solution are surrounded by oppositely charged ions, which form

a de�ned layer around the particle's surface (see Figure 3.3). This layer consists of a

tightly adsorbed layer (Stern or Helmholtz layer) very close to the interface, and a more

di�use layer (Gouy Chapman layer) further away from the interface. The Helmholtz layer

can be divided into the inner and outer Helmholtz layer (IHL and OHL, respectively).

Within the Helmholtz layer, the electric potential decays linearly in the IHL and reaches

a minimum Ψi, then increases in the OHL until the Stern potential ΨS is reached. In the

di�use layer, the electric potential decays exponentially, approaching zero with increasing

distance to the particle.[Dör02]

When an electric �eld is applied to a colloid suspension, the colloids will move towards

the opposite charged electrode, accompanied by their Helmholtz layer and partially by

the di�use layer. During this �ow, the di�use layer is sheared o�. The potential at the

slipping plane is called zeta-potential, ζ.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the electric double layer.

The zeta-potential can be measured by applying an electric �eld across the sample

solution. Consequently, charged colloids will migrate towards the oppositely charged elec-

trode. The zeta potential is proportional to the particle's velocity and can be calculated

by using the equation by von Smoluchowski (Equation 3.18) [Hun81, Dör02]:

ζ(mV ) =
6πη0νw
εE

(3.18)

with νw being the electrophoretic mobility, η0 the solution viscosity, ε the dielectric

constant of the medium, and E the strength of the electric �eld. Equation 3.18 is only

valid for spherical, non-conductive and non-deformable colloids at low particle concen-

tration.

The zeta-potentials of nanoparticles and polymersomes in aqueous solutions were

determined by using MALVERN Zetasizer Nano Z.





4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Blockcopolymer Synthesis and Vesicle Formation

Synthesis of the amphiphilic block copolymer PDMS-b-PMOXA and successive vesicle

formation was recently described by Egli et al.[Egl11]. Jaskiewicz et al. demonstrated that

these polymeric vesicles can be used as a minimal cell model in order to study the uptake

process of nanoparticles into polymersomes [Jas12b]. In this work, PDMS-b-PMOXA

molecules with varying hydrophilic block lengths were synthesized. The in�uence of the

PMOXA block lengths on the vesicle formation ability and on the properties of the formed

polymersome membrane was studied. It was assumed that the mechanical properties of

the membrane would be dependent on the membrane thickness and therefore on the

block lengths of the diblock copolymer. Although the synthesis of PDMS-b-PMOXA was

already described in the literature, obtaining a polymer which forms spherical vesicles

was rather di�cult. Nevertheless, successful synthesis of PDMS-b-PMOXA was crucial

for this work since it is the basis for the subsequent investigation on particle uptake into

polymersomes. This section describes the successful synthesis of PDMS-b-PMOXA with

varying PMOXA block lengths and the careful characterization of the formed polymer-

somes by static and dynamic light scattering (SLS, DLS) as well as cryogenic transmission

electron microscopy (cryo-TEM). Furthermore, it is shown that the size and polydisper-

sity of the vesicles can be easily controlled by an automatic extrusion process.

51
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4.1.1 Synthesis of PDMS-b-PMOXA

PDMSn-b-PMOXAm was synthesized by sequential ring-opening polymerization. Ex-

perimental details can be found in subsection 3.1.1 (Blockcopolymer Synthesis). n and

m refer to the number-average degree of polymerization of the hydrophobic PDMS block

and hydrophilic PMOXA block, respectively. The polymerization reaction time was ad-

justed in order to obtain di�erent PMOXA block lengths, and hence di�erent values for

m. Since the PDMS block is used a a macro initiator, its length is �xed and cannot be

adjusted. Here, n is ≈ 65, resulting in a molecular weight (Mn) of ≈ 5000 g/mol for

the PDMS block. According to GPC analysis, the polydispersity of the PDMS precursor

is ≈ 1.1 and therefore very low. For each PMOXA block length m, the polymeriza-

tion reaction was terminated using either piperazine or KOH, resulting in two di�erent

endgroups (-OH for hydroxyl and -NH for piperazyl). The resulting block copolymers

were analyzed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy and their molecular weights were estimated by

integration, using characteristic methyl signals of PDMS as a reference. GPC did non

yield reliable results because of strong interactions between the PMOXA block and the

column. Results are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Speci�cation of di�erent PDMS-b-PMOXA batches, with n and m referring to

the number-average degree of polymerization of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic block,

respectively. The molecular weights of the samples with piperazyl endgroup are shown.

Sample n [-] m [-] M1H-NMR
n [g/mol]

BC-20h 65 13 6243

BC-30h 65 15 6413

BC-40h 65 17 6583

BC-48h 65 19 6753

BC-65h 65 21 6923
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4.1.2 Vesicle Formation by Extrusion

Vesicle formation by extrusion using an automatic extruder is described in subsec-

tion 3.1.2 (Polymersome Preparation). Due to the very low glass transition temperature

of PDMS-b-PMOXA (Tg ≈ −124 ◦C), the polymersomes are �exible at room temper-

ature and can be adjusted and homogenized in their �nal size by forcing the polymer

dispersion through �lters with de�ned pore sizes. In the �rst two extrusion steps, the

dispersion was pre�ltered through a 800 nm and a 400 nm pore size membrane in order

to downsize large structures and to improve the homogeneity of the size distribution of

the �nal suspension. For polymersomes larger than the membrane pores, the vesicles

need to deform to pass through the pore, and a breaking and resealing of the polymer-

some membrane occurs. In the �nal extrusion step, the polymersomes were repeatedly

cycled through a 200 nm pore size �lter, and polymersomes with a mean diameter of

220-260 nm were yielded. The polymersome diameter and their homogeneity depend on

the exact pore size of the �lter, on the extrusion speed, and on the number of repeating

cycles. Here, polymersomes with average mean diameter of ≈ 250 nm were desired, so

the pore size of the �nal �lter membrane was 200 nm always. The size of the resulting

polymersomes was determined by PCS.

The in�uence of the extrusion speed and of the number of repeating cycles on the

vesicle size and polydispersity was investigated. Therefore, 10 mL of a polymersome

dispersion (NH40) were prepared and extruded 11 times through a 800 nm and a 400 nm

pore size membrane. Subsequently, 1 mL of the polymersome dispersion was extruded

through a 200 nm pore size �lter at one out of three di�erent speeds (volumetric �ow

rates) and at either 15 or 31 repeating cycles. Figure 4.1a shows the Guinier plots for

31 repeating cycles at three di�erent volumetric �ow rates. It can be seen that the

polydispersity decreases with increasing speed (reduced kink in the Guinier plot at high

q2) and that the size of Rg decreases (lower slope), although the di�erence between speed

6 (correlates to a volumetric �ow rate of 70 µL/s) and speed 10 (115 µL/s) is marginal.

Generally, a more homogeneous size distribution is obtained for 31 repeating cycles than

for only 15 repeating cycles (Table 4.2, Guinier plots not shown). The obtained radii of

gyration and radii of hydration, Rg and Rh respectively, are shown in Figure 4.1b. The
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Table 4.2: Characteristics of vesicles (Radius of gyration Rg, hydrodynamic radius Rh,

and structure parameter ρ) obtained from extrusion at di�erent speeds and number of

extrusion cycles.

extrusion

speed

extrusion

cycles
Rg [nm] Rh [nm] ρ

3 15 126.3 ± 3.5 146.2 ± 9.6 0.86 ± 0.07

3 31 126.3 ± 2.7 137.9 ± 4.3 0.92 ± 0.05

6 15 124.5 ± 1.5 126.1 ± 4.5 0.99 ± 0.05

6 31 128.0 ± 1.4 126.9 ± 2.8 1.00 ± 0.01

10 15 125.3 ± 2.6 137.5 ± 6.9 0.91 ± 0.06

10 31 122.3 ± 1.2 126.5 ± 3.5 0.97 ± 0.02

structure parameter ρ = Rg/Rh depends on the morphology of the dispersed structures in

solution and is ≈ 1 for all samples, which is characteristic for vesicles [Wu96]. Although

Rg and Rh are almost similar for speed 6 and speed 10, the errors for speed 6 are lower

for both 15 and 31 repeating cycles. The vesicles extruded with speed 3 (35 µL/s) are

generally larger than the vesicles extruded at higher speeds, they exhibit larger errors,

and ρ is signi�cantly smaller than 1. Therefore, it is assumed that for very low extrusion

speed, no monodisperse vesicles are formed. This may be due to the fact that at low

volumetric �ow rates, the vesicles are not completely broken and resealed upon extrusion

through the membrane pores. Since the polymersomes are very soft and �exible, they can

deform to pass through the membrane and unfold to their larger size upon release from

the pores. For higher extrusion speeds, the vesicles are broken and forced to adopt the

size of the membrane pores. The more often they are extruded through the membrane,

the more monodisperse they become. However, if they are pressed through the pores too

fast, polydispersity increases again since also smaller vesicles are formed. Therefore, the

most monodisperse and spherical polymersomes were obtained at medium speed (speed

6) and at high repeating units. Later vesicle formation by extrusion was always performed

at medium speed using 31 repeating cycles for extrusion.
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Figure 4.1: a) Guinier plots of polymersomes obtained from extrusion at speed 3 (black),

speed 6 (gray) and speed 10 (open symbols) for 31 repeating cycles. b) Calculated Rg

(blue) and Rh (red) from PCS data as well as the structure parameter ρ (black) vs.

volumetric �ow rate for 15 repeating cycles (open symbols) and for 31 repeating cycles

(�lled symbols).

4.1.3 Vesicle Characterization by PCS and cryo-TEM

The previously formed polymersomes needed to be characterized in terms of their

shape, size, membrane thickness and mechanical properties. It is focused on the char-

acterization by photon correlation spectroscopy, using cryo-TEM as an additional tech-

niques to obtain a concrete picture of the polymersomes. Complete PCS characterization

was performed for all di�erent block copolymer samples from Table 4.1. Sample NH40

was chosen as standard vesicle system for all upcoming experiments, and hence all shown

graphs are based on this sample if not stated otherwise.

4.1.3.1 PCS Analysis

PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes were investigated by both static and dynamic light

scattering (SLS and DLS, respectively). SLS was used to determine the radius of gyration

Rg of the vesicles, their apparent molecular weightMw,app, and the polydispersity PDI of

the system. The absolute Rayleigh intensity RVV(q) plotted vs. q is shown in Figure 4.2a

(open circles). RVV(q) was �tted by a form factor represented by Equation 2 in the

appendix with R = 102 nm and PDI = 1.08 for the standard vesicles NH40 (represented
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Figure 4.2: a) Absolute Rayleigh intensity RVV vs. scattering wave vector q for

c = 0.05 gL−1. The solid lines represents the �t using equation Equation 2. η=0.00115,

b) Relaxation functions [CV V (q,t)] for a dilute (c = 0.04 gL−1) aqueous suspension of

polymersomes at the scattering wave vectors q = 1.01 × 10−2 nm−1 (black symbols) and

q = 2.29 × 10−2 nm−1 (red symbols). The solid lines indicate the theoretical represen-

tation of the experimental functions. The translational di�usion coe�cient Dt vs. q2 is

shown in the inset.

by the solid line in Figure 4.2a. For the �t, the thickness d of the membrane was assumed

to be d = 16 nm and the viscosity of the sample was assumed to be η = 1.15·10−3 Pa·s.

Rg was calculated from the slope of the Guinier plot, yielding Rg = 128.0 ± 1.4 nm.

Rh was determined from DLS (see below) to be Rh ≈ 128. The structure parameter

ρ = Rg/Rh ≈ 1 indicates the vesicular shape of the polymersomes. The agreement

between SLS and DLS data is very good. The obtained radius R from the form factor

�t is smaller than Rh obtained from DLS, because Rh is the hydrodynamic radius and

is therefore always larger than the actual size of the particle due to its solvation shell of

water molecules, which surrounds the vesicle and di�uses at the same rate.

The weight average apparent molecular weight Mapp of the vesicle was determined

via both an Ornstein-Zernicke and a Debye representation (Figure 4.3) of the scatter-

ing data. It was assumed that the very low concentration c = 0.0365 gL−1 is already

low enough to exclude concentration dependence of the scattering data. The refractive

index increment dn/dc of the polymersomes was determined from sample BC-65h-NH
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Figure 4.3: Ornstein-Zernicke (a) and Debye representation (b) of the scattering data.

The apparent molecular weight Mapp can be obtained from the inverse of the intercept

at q = 0.

(dn/dc = 0.188 mLg−1). The apparent molecular weight obtained from the inverse of the

intercept in the Ornstein-Zernicke representation is Mapp = 1.05 · 109 gmol−1, and hence

the aggregation number Nagg is ≈ 160000. However, the inverse intensity vs. q2 is not per-

fectly linear at low q values. Therefore, the square root of the inverse scattering intensity

vs. q2 was plotted (Debye representation, Figure 4.3b). Here, the curve is linear at low

q's and the obtainedMapp from the intercept isMapp = 8.3 ·108 gmol−1(Nagg ≈ 125000).

These values were assumed for all further experiments.

DLS was used to determine the radius of hydration, Rh, of the vesicles. All recorded

correlation functions show a single relaxation process only (Figure 4.2b), indicating that

only one major di�usion species is present in the sample. A stretched exponential �t

(KWW, see subsubsection 3.2.1.3 (Data Evaluation)) was used to analyze the DLS data.

The distribution of relaxation times τ is described by a shape parameter βKWW ≈ 1 for

almost all q's. For very high q's, βKWW ≈ 0.95. These values also con�rm the existence

of only one di�using process. The inset of Figure 4.2b shows the di�usion coe�cient Dt

vs. q2. One can observe slight q-dependence, which is due to the vesicle's polydispersity

and size. The small decline of Dt at high q's can be attributed to the presence of small

vesicles in the sample as well as within the major polymersomes (pregnant vesicles, see

Figure 4.4). Dt (q → 0) was determined from both the �t with equation Equation 4

from the Appendix (Dt(q → 0) = 1.66 · 10−8 cm2s−1) and from the intercept of the
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linear variation of Dt vs. q2 (Dt(q → 0) = 1.69 · 10−8 cm2s−1). Using Einstein-Stokes

equation (Equation 3.12), Rh was determined to be 129 nm and 127 nm, respectively.

For simpli�cation and according to the marginal di�erence between the two estimated

values for Dt (q → 0), all experimental Dt (q → 0) were determined from the linear �t

of Dt vs. q2 only.

The hydrodynamic radii for all di�erent samples are listed in Table 4.3. It can be

seen that the formed vesicles are similar in size, which is due to extrusion through a

membrane with pore size ≈ 200 nm. However, the values for ρ di�er. ρ is only close

to 1 for BC-20h-NH, BC-40h-NH and BC-40h-OH. For the other samples, ρ <1, and

the errors of Rg and Rh increase. For those samples, estimation of Rg from the slope

of the Guinier plot was di�cult due to a kink in the slope, getting larger radii for low

q's and smaller radii for high q values. Therefore, it is assumed that these samples are

very polydisperse. However, it must be considered, that the values for Rg and Rh depend

very much on the applied extrusion technique (see subsection 4.1.2 (Vesicle Formation by

Extrusion)). Nevertheless, BC-40h-NH and BC-40h-OH provided qualitatively the best

cryo-TEM pictures among all samples. Since in the previous work on PDMS-b-PMOXA

by Karmena Jaskiewicz piperazyl-functionalized polymers have been used, BC-40h-NH

was chosen as standard vesicles for any further experiments. In addition, their scattering

intensity resembled the vesicles used in Karmena Jaskiewicz work the most.

4.1.3.2 Cryo-TEM

The huge advantage of PCS over cryo-TEM is, that PCS measurements are integrating

over a large number of scattering centers. Therefore, PCS experiments allow certain

statistical analysis of the investigated structures and few exceptions from the average

structure are of (almost) no consequence to the signal. Furthermore, PCS experiments

are carried out in solution, and scattering of the investigated vesicles is very strong due

to their size and refractive index. Consequently, PCS experiments can be conducted at

very low concentrations, while obtaining its sensitivity. In contrast, TEM studies allow

the analysis of only a very small number of individual structures, being very prone to

artifacts. In addition, conventional TEM is not performed in aqueous solutions but on
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Table 4.3: Characteristics (Radius of gyration Rg, hydrodynamic radius Rh, and structure

parameter ρ) of di�erent PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes obtained from SLS and DLS.

Sample Rg [nm] Rh [nm] ρ

BC-20h-NH 118.3 ± 0.5 126.1 ± 2.4 0.94 ± 0.2

BC-20h-OH 129.7 ± 2.7 195.7 ± 8.7 0.66 ± 0.4

BC-30h-NH 110.4 ± 1.3 136.3 ± 2.6 0.81 ± 0.2

BC-30h-OH 110.1 ± 2.1 151.3 ± 6.2 0.73 ± 0.2

BC-40h-NH 128.0 ± 1.4 126.9 ± 2.8 1.01 ± 0.3

BC-40h-OH 111.1 ± 0.5 109.2 ± 1.4 1.02 ± 0.2

BC-48h-NH 107.8 ± 2.5 152.1 ± 7.3 0.71 ± 0.4

BC-48h-OH 112.4 ± 2.6 149.0 ± 4.3 0.75 ± 0.3

BC-65h-NH 116.7 ± 1.7 133.9 ± 4.2 0.87 ± 0.4

dried samples and the resulting pictures would therefore alienate the true picture pf

PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes due to drying e�ects. In all probability, vesicles would

even be destroyed upon drying. Nevertheless, TEM imaging is necessary for obtaining

graphical pictures of the vesicles and for determining the vesicle's membrane thickness

d. To ensure realistic imaging of the polymersomes, cryogenic transmission electron

microscopy (cryo-TEM) was applied.

Figure 4.4 shows cryo-TEM pictures of vesicles formed from di�erent PDMS-b-PMOXA

batches. Estimating the size of the vesicles from cryo-TEM pictures is pointless, since

the vesicles may be compressed from the blotting procedure. However, one can estimate

the vesicle's membrane thickness using cryo-TEM pictures with good contrast between

the membrane and the surrounding ice. Here, the average membrane thickness of vesi-

cles from BC-40h-NH was measured from 150 di�erent vesicles. The results are shown

in Figure 4.5 and result in an average thickness of 16 ± 2 nm. Most of the vesicles in

Figure 4.4 are perfectly spherical and empty inside. However, also smaller vesicles and

so-called pregnant vesicles (vesicles with small vesicles or micelles inside) can be found.

As shown by PCS, the average Rh of the vesicles is ≈ 130 nm, and polydispersity is rather
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a) d)c)b)

Figure 4.4: Cryo-TEM pictures of di�erent vesicles from Table 4.3. a) BC-20h-NH b)

BC-40h-NH c) BC-48h-NH d) BC-65h-NH. The scale bar corresponds to 100 nm. Images

were recorded by Max Bernhardt [Ber14]
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Figure 4.5: Measured membrane thickness d of vesicles formed from BC-40h-NH. The

values were obtained from cryo-TEM pictures of 150 di�erent vesicles.

low. Since cryo-TEM investigates only a small number structures, a quantitative analysis

of the vesicle's size and polydispersity is not possible. However, it should be noted that

also smaller vesicles and so-called pregnant vesicles are present in the vesicle solution.
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4.2 Synthesis and Characterization of Au Nanospheres

In this section, the synthesis and characterization of spherical Au particles is described

as well as their chemical surface modi�cation by grafting. Synthesis and surface modi�-

cation was performed by Sebastian Harms at the University of Mainz. The particles were

carefully characterized by surface plasmon resonance enhanced dynamic polarized and

depolarized light scattering at two wavelengths. UV/Vis, single-particle dark �eld spec-

troscopy and TEM revealed the virtually spherical shape of the bare gold particles with

almost no aspect ratio. Nevertheless, it was found that the depolarized light scattering

inherent to the spherical bare AuNP's is not zero due to the inevitable internal crys-

tallinity [Pia91, Por10]. In addition, the arrangement of the grafting on spherical cores is

asymmetric as proposed by two recent simulation papers [Lan10, Boz13]. The wavelength

dependent depolarization ratio, the single UV/Vis extinction spectrum and two transport

coe�cients of the same Au spheres grafted with ligands of di�erent chemistry and length

are all consistently described only if their coating is asymmetric. Spatially anisotropic

graft distribution on spherical nanoparticles impacts their assembly, the structure and

properties of polymer nanocomposites.

The following section is adapted from the publication "Surface Asymmetry of Coated

Spherical Nanoparticles" by Amelie H. R. Koch, Gaëtan Lévêque, Sebastian Harms,

Karmena Jaskiewicz, Max Bernhardt, Andreas Henkel, Carsten Sönnichsen, Katharina

Landfester and George Fytas, published in 2014 in Nano Letters, volume 14 on pages

4138 to 4144 [Koc14]. The publication is reprinted with permission. Copyright 2014

American Chemical Society.

4.2.1 Synthesis and Surface Modi�cation of Spherical Au-NPs

Spherical AuNPs were synthesized by Sebastian Harms at the University of Mainz

(AK Sönnichsen) by reduction of chloroauric acid (H[AuCl4]) in aqueous solution - a

method which was already introduced by Turkevitch in 1951 [Tur51]. Experimental

details are given in subsection 3.1.3 (Nanoparticle Synthesis and Surface Modi�cation).

The size of the obtained AuNPs can be controlled by the molar ratio between the reducing
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agent (trisodium citrate) to the gold derivative. Two batches with slightly di�erent

particle diameters d (d1 = 41nm and d2 = 44nm) were obtained and were characterized

independently. Given by the experimental procedure, the surface of the bare AuNPs

are stabilized by a physiosorbed layer of citrate molecules, which gives rise to a negative

ζ-potential (≈ -20 mV) of the particles. The extinction maxima of the Au particles were

λmax (d1 = 41 nm) = 522 nm and λmax (d2 = 44 nm) = 524 nm, which are characteristic for

their size and spherical shape, and were veri�ed by theoretical calculations. Immediately

after preparation of the bare (citrate) particles, the citrate layer was replaced by di�erent

ligands, which bound covalently to the Au surface via thiol-gold binding.

4.2.2 Surface Asymmetry of Coated Spherical Au-NPs

The synthesized nanoparticles were characterized in very dilute aqueous dispersions

by dynamic polarized and depolarized light scattering, UV/Vis extinction and single-

particle dark �eld spectroscopy. The system and methods were selected on the account

of the sensitivity of the depolarized light scattering to deviation from spherical symmetry

which is, moreover, localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) enhanced [Hag13]. In

addition, the LSPR frequency of the Au core strongly depends on orientation and local

environment of the particle [Kel03].

4.2.2.1 Characterization

The virtually spherical shape of two bare AuNPs was revealed by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) and single particle polarization anisotropy (PA) experiments [Sch08,

Can08] and supported by the extinction spectrum in dilute aqueous solutions. TEM

images for the AuNP with the thinnest (citrate) coating shows the size distribution with

an average 44 ± 4 nm diameter (Figure 4.6a,b) and revealed the crystalline nature of each

individual AuNP at high resolution TEM (Figure 4.6c). Polycrystallinty [Por10, Hua07,

Tan07] turns out to be crucial for the behavior of electrons and twining defects can impact

the optical properties as discussed below. The single peak in the extinction spectrum of

Au-citrate NP (Figure 4.6d) conforms to the spherical symmetry of the Au core displaying

only one LSPR mode. In contrast, elongated particles would exhibit two LSPR modes, a
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Figure 4.6: (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs),

(b) size-distribution, (c) high resolution TEM of a single AuNP and (d) the localized

surface plasmon resonance peak in the extinction spectrum of dilute suspension of AuNP

stabilized with citrate. (e) Polarization anisotropy measured by single-particle dark-�eld

spectroscopy shows similar asphericities for Au-citrate (red circles) as well as Au-PEG107

(blue squares).

transverse one for the particle's short edge, and a longitudinal one for the long edge. For

the AuNPs studied here, a quantitative measure of the asphericity was obtained by PA

experiments using particles from the same batch but with di�erent graftings (Au-citrate

and Au-PEG107, grafted with citrate ions and polyethyleneglycol (PEG) chain of about

107 monomer units, respectively). The results from the PA measurements can be seen in

Figure 4.6e. The pattern of the polarization anisotropy of the scattering intensity from

individual Au cores revealed a virtually spherical shape with very low aspect ratios of

1.029 and 1.023 for citrate- and PEG-coated particles respectively, which were calculated

from the polarization anisotropy. The very low aspect ratios con�rm almost absolute

spherical shape of the particles. As expected, the geometry of the Au cores are identical

regardless of their grafting.

The AuNPs were further characterized by PCS. Surprisingly, in addition to scattering

in the polarized mode (VV), relatively strong scattering was also observed in the depo-

larized mode (VH). The absolute polarized RVV(q) and depolarized RVH(q) are shown

as a function of the scattering wave vector q for a 0.02 nM Au-citrate solution in Fig-

ure 4.7c. RVH(q) is virtually �at, while RVV(q) exhibits a weak q-dependence due to the

small particle size (Guinier plot in Figure 4.8a). Unexpectedly, the depolarization ratio
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ρ = RVH/RVV = 7% is very high considering the spherical shape of the Au core. For

perfect spheres, rotation of the particle would not change the dipol of the scatterer, and

hence no VH-scattering would be observed. This is di�erent for asymmetric and espe-

cially rod-shaped particles. In contrast to Au nanospheres, the asphericity of Au nanorods

causes dynamic depolarized light scattering, which besides is signi�cantly enhanced near

the longitudinal SPR frequency [Hag13]. So far, this e�ect has not been observed for

plasmonic nanospheres with a single LSPR mode. However, anisotropic dynamic light

scattering was also anticipated for spherical NPs due to inherent crystallinity, as demon-

strated by Piazza and Degiorgio, who observed depolarized light scattering for latex

spheres (polytetra�uoroethylene copolymer) with partially crystalline internal structure

[Pia91, Deg94].

The strong VH scattering of the AuNPs allowed to record the orientation relax-

ation functions CVH(q, t) which exhibit a single exponential decay with relaxation rate

ΓVH(q) = 6Dr + q2Dt (Figure 4.7c), where Dr and Dt denote the rotational and transla-

tional di�usion coe�cients. For fast Dr (> q22Dt), the estimation of Dt from the slope

of ΓVH(q) is subject to large error. Hence it was obtained from the CVV(q, t) which in all

known cases but plasmonics is a single decay function with a relaxation ΓVV(q) = q2Dt.

For noble metal NPs, however, the anisotropic RVH is LSPR-enhanced and hence its

contribution in CVV(q, t) = aVHexp(−ΓVHt) + aisoexp(−Dtq2t) can be discernible as a

second fast decay (arrow in Figure 4.7a) with amplitude aVH; for Au nanorods with com-

parable amplitudes, the two-step decay of CVV(q, t) becomes very pronounced [Hag13].

The slow purely isotropic component with amplitude aiso decays via translational dif-

fusion allowing a precise determination of Dt from the slope of the linear dependence,

ΓV V (q) = q2Dt(Figure 4.7b). The consistent representation of CVH(q, t) and CVV(q, t) is

also indicated by the same slope of ΓVH(q) and ΓVV(q) in Figure 4.7b. The transport

coe�cient, Dr is directly obtained from the intercept of ΓVH(q).

The polarized and depolarized DLS experiments yielded the transport coe�cients,

Dr and Dt. SLS experiments yielded the depolarization ratio, ρ, measured for seven

di�erent grafts of the same Au core at 532 nm (green laser), near the peak position

(λmax) of the LSPR mode, and at 632 nm (red laser), representing o� resonance condi-
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Figure 4.7: a) Relaxation functions [CVV(q,t), CVH(q,t)] for a dilute (c = 0.01 gL−1;

cM = 0.02 nm) aqueous suspension of Au nanospheres (diameter d = 44nm) stabilized

with citrate at the scattering wave vector q = 6.85×10−3 nm−1 (corresponding to a di�u-

sion length∼ 920nm), recorded for VV (black symbols) and VH (red circles) polarizations.

The solid lines indicate the theoretical representation (see text) of the experimental func-

tions and the arrow denotes the fast VH contribution to CVV(q,t). b) The relaxation

rate Γs (solid squares) for the slow (VV) and Γf (open squares) for the fast (VH) compo-

nent in CVV(q,t) and CVH(q,t), respectively. c) Time-average absolute Rayleigh ratio for

polarized RVV(q) (solid squares) and depolarized RVH(q) (open squares) light scattering

for the same Au nanospheres solution vs. q. The PCS experiment was performed with

coherent laser light at λ = 632 nm above λmax (∼ 524 nm) of the extinction spectrum

(Figure 4.6d).
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Figure 4.8: a) Guinier plot, ln[1/RVV(q)] vs q2, for either the total polarized RVV(q)

(open circles) or the pure isotropic RISO(q) (solid squares) contribution obtained from the

relaxation function CVV(q,t). b) Grafted layer thickness plot vs. degree of polymerization

of the PEG grafts for AuNP with d = 44 nm in a log-log presentation yielding a slope ν

= 0.55 (spherical geometry) and ν = 0.63 (ellipsoidal geometry).

tions. From Dt and Dr, the hydrodynamic radius Rh = kT/(6πηsD
t) and the rotational

radius Rr = [kT/(8πηsD
r)]1/3 for spheres under stick boundary conditions were calcu-

lated, where k is the Boltzmann's constant and ηs the solvent viscosity. In the opposite

case of slip boundary conditions, Rh and in particular Rr would assume unacceptable

much higher values in order to conform to the two experimental transport coe�cients

[Sch04, Koe03]. The obtained radii (Rh, Rr) are summarized in Table 4.4, as well as

the depolarization ratio at two irradiation laser wavelengths and the position of localized

surface plasmon resonance peak for very dilute suspensions of the same AuNP core (with

diameter d = 44 nm) bearing seven di�erent coatings. The scaling of the layer thick-

ness for the PEG-grafted Au nanospheres, ∆Rh = (2Rh-d) ∼ N0.6 (Figure 4.8b) with the

PEG degree of polymerization, N , implies swollen chain con�gurations. The absolute

Rayleigh scattering intensities, RVV and RVH, are stronger near resonance (λ = 532nm),

but exhibit a di�erent drop at λ = 632 nm, as seen in Figure 4.9a. Consequently, the

polarization ratio depends on λ, but surprisingly ρ assumes a larger value at λ = 632 nm,

i.e. at o�-resonance (Figure 4.9b, Table 4.5); the highest value is observed for the citrate

and the lowest for the DNA coatings. The experimental quantities, intensities, depolar-
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Table 4.4: Characteristic dimensions of grafted Au nanospheres with diameter of 44 nm,

depolarization ratio at two optical wavelengths and the wavelength of the single surface

plasmon resonance.

Rh [nm] Rr [nm]
ρ = RVH / RVV

λmax [nm]
632nm 532nm

Au-citrate 23.7 ± 0.5a) 34.8 ± 0.7 0.07 0.01 524

Au-PEG16 27.3 ± 0.4b) 36.8 ± 0.7 0.03 0.01 524

Au-PEG45 31.4 ± 0.5b) 40.0 ± 2.0 0.04 0.02 525

Au-PEG107 37.0 ± 1.4b) 40.0 ± 0.6 0.02 0.01 525

Au-PEG107-COOH 37.1 ± 0.4b) 44.0 ± 1.3 0.03 0.01 525

Au-DNAT10 32.0 ± 1.9 42.0 ± 2.1 0.01 0.01 526

Au-DNAT40 36.5 ± 0.5 42.0 ± 1.4 0.01 0.01 526

a) For Au-citrate, 2Rh ≈ d from TEM. b) For Au-PEGN, the layer thickness

∆Rh = (2Rh − d) ∼ N0.6 (Figure 4.8b).

ization ratio and the ratio of the two transport coe�cients, assume the same values at

20 ◦C and and 50 ◦C.

Unexpectedly, Rr > Rh for all examined AuNPs, and the value of ρ varies from 0.01

to 0.07 depending on the wavelength λ of the illuminated light and the grafted layer on

the same Au core. For all grafts, ρ is stronger when λ is o� resonance (at 632 nm) as

shown in Figure 4.9b due to the di�erent λ-dependence of the RVV and RVH intensities

Figure 4.9a. This behavior was also found for a di�erent Au core (d = 41 nm) also with

chemically di�erent grafts (Figure 4.10 and Table 4.5).

4.2.2.2 Theoretical Models

The observed �nite values and the λ-dependence of the depolarization ratio can

be described by analytical and numerical models (see Appendix section B (Theoreti-

cal Details)). Since for AuNPs of spherical shape ρ = 0, the predicted behavior for a
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Table 4.5: Characteristic dimensions of grafted Au nanospheres with diameter of 41 nm,

depolarization ratio at two optical wavelengths and the plasmon resonance wavelength.

Rh [nm] Rr [nm]
ρ = RVH / RVV

λmax [nm]
632nm 532nm

Au-citrate 23.5 ± 0.7 36.3 ± 0.5 0.12 0.02 522

Au-PEG16 23.0 ± 0.7 31.0 ± 1.5 0.01 0.01 523

Au-PEG45 24.9 ± 0.7 29.5 ± 0.7 0.01 0.01 524

Au-PEG107 30.4 ± 0.6 37.6 ± 0.7 0.01 0.01 524

Au-PEG107-COOH 31.9 ± 0.3 34.7 ± 0.7 0.01 0.01 523

Au-CTAB 22.8 ± 0.7 32.7 ± 0.3 0.04 0.01 525

Au-MUA 28.4 ± 0.5 36.6 ± 0.4 0.07 0.02 525

Figure 4.9: a) Absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized (RVV, hatched areas) and depolarized

(RVH, solid areas) light scattering and b) depolarization ratio ρ at 532 nm (green) and

632 nm (red) for a dilute suspension of Au nanospheres with 44 nm diameter core and

di�erent grafts as indicated in the plots.
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Figure 4.10: a) Absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized (RVV, hatched areas) and depolar-

ized (RVH, solid areas) light scattering and b) depolarization ratio ρ at 532 nm(green)

and 632 nm(red) for a dilute suspension of Au nanospheres with 41 nmdiameter core and

di�erent grafts as indicated in the plots.

spheroidal �monocrystalline� Au core using the Green's tensor method (subsection B.2)

was described. The length ratio, b/a, of the particle main axis (b) to the perpendicular de-

generated axis (a) was allowed to slightly vary around one according to the single-particle

dark-�eld microscopy results (Figure 4.6e) but considering also a size distribution with a

width ∆b. The experimental condition of a single peak extinction spectrum (Figure 4.6d)

set the upper bound of the ratio ∆b/b ∼ 10% as suggested by the distribution obtained

from the TEM images (Figure 4.6b). Spheroids with this size distribution, however, could

neither reach the experimental depolarization ratio values, nor predict the experimentally

observed higher value of the depolarization ratio at o�-resonance. This opposite trend in

the theoretical calculations is demonstrated in Figure 4.11a. While the maximum value

of ρ expectedly increases with ∆b/b, it occured near resonance (∼ 550 nm) and its value

even for an aspect ratio ∼ 1.1 remaines well below the experimental value.

To boost the value of ρ and predict an o�-resonance enhancement, �polycrystallinity�,

which is the origin for the present non-zero depolarized light scattering from spherical

Au cores, was introduced in an analytical model. Crystallinity characterization is a

challenging issue and can bene�t from the study of twining defects on the properties of

plasmonic NPs. The splitting of the quadrupolar vibration mode in the low frequency

Raman spectrum [Por10] due to LSPR-acoustic coupling is related to the crystallinity
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of an ensemble of AuNPs. Here, nanocrystallinity is related to the anisotropic optical

properties due to anisotropic electron free paths. More precisely, the e�ect of a cut

plane between two monocrystals was modeled as an increased absorption rate of the

free electrons in gold colliding with the cut plane, resulting in a shortened mean free

path for the electrons moving perpendicular to the cut compared to the electrons moving

parallel to it. Such a model is often used to describe the increased absorption in metal

nanoparticles of size shorter than the mean free path of the free electrons in the bulk

metal [Ber05].

Hence, a basic phenomenological model for the Au-polycrystallinity has been imple-

mented in the theoretical calculations (Appendix subsection B.2). The polycrystalline

particle was described as a spherical or spheroidal particle cut into several parallel slices

of equal thickness l, along the direction of one of the principal axis, as shown in Fig-

ure B.1 in the Appendix. Each cut plane between two slices behaves as a barrier whose

e�ect is to increase the collision rate of electrons moving perpendicularly to it by a factor

inversely proportional to the slice thickness; for n cuts (n being called in the follow-

ing the degree of polycrystallinity), l takes the values 2R/(n + 1). This introduces an

anisotropic electron mean free path. Electrons moving normal to the cut planes have a

shorter mean free path on the order of l compared to 2R, when the electrons are moving

along one of the two other directions parallel to the cut planes. Consequently, the light

absorption for polarization perpendicular to the cut plane will be larger than for light

polarized along the two other directions. In the following, the former is called the inher-

ent Au anisotropy. Hence the anisotropic absorption renders the depolarization ratio of

an otherwise spherical shape higher.

Using an analytical expression of the depolarization ratio (Appendix Figure B.2), it

was shown that the value of ρ at maximum (λ ∼ 550 nm) of Au nanospheres increased

rapidly for l/2R < 1 and ρ ∼ 1% could be formally captured for l/2R ∼ 0.05 as seen in

Figure 4.11b. In this model, a symmetric coating of the Au nanosphere, i.e., a spherical

core-shell particle, failed to predict the experimental ρ (532nm) < ρ (632nm) trend,

irrespectively of the values of the adjustable parameters, which in this case were the shell

refractive index and the degree n of polycrystallinity. Instead, ρ (532nm) was an order
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Figure 4.11: a) Calculated depolarization ratio ρ for spheroidal Au NP in the presence of

size distribution and di�erent shapes in the range 0 ≤ ∆b/b ≤ 10% (∆b/b = 2% (black),

∆b/b = 4% (red), ∆b/b = 6% (green), ∆b/b = 8% (blue), ∆b/b = 10% (cyan)). The

two vertical lines denote the wavelengths of the lasers employed in the experiment. The

maximum depolarization ratio (at about 550nm) increases with the asphericity ∆b/b. b)

E�ect of polycrystallinity modeled by anisotropic absorption, i.e. anisotropic electron

mean free path l.

of magnitude larger than ρ(632nm) for symmetric coatings of spherical Au cores (see

Figure B.2b in the Appendix).

So far, it was veri�ed with this analytical model that an even coating around a

spheroidal polycrystalline gold core systematically lead to ρ (532 nm) ≥ ρ (632 nm),

the equality occurring for slightly prolate AuNPs with a polycrystallinity degree n = 2

(not shown). Similarly, combining polycrystallinity with slightly prolate or oblate AuNPs

without any shell failed to reproduce the lower depolarization ratio at the plasmon res-

onance. Assuming, however, an asymmetric arrangement of grafts in the theoretical

calculations, the behavior could be reversed. The graft is characterized by its thickness

b' along the particle revolution axis, and a' along the two perpendicular degenerated

axes. The extinction spectrum and the depolarization ratio for two graft arrangements

in Figure 4.12 show that the depolarization ratio can be lower at resonance when the

shell anisotropy is directed normal to the cut plane inside the AuNP, i.e. parallel to the

inherent Au anisotropy direction (dashed lines in Figure 4.12); calculations for di�erent
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Figure 4.12: a) Computed extinction spectra for polycrystalline Au nanosphere

(d = 44 nm) coated with a nonspherical shell (a' = 0 nm, b' = 10 nm) and two di�erent

refractive indices (ngraft = 1.41, black; ngraft = 1.5, blue). The inherent Au anisotropy

direction, perpendicular to the cut plane (the line in the gold core) inside the AuNP, is

either perpendicular (solid lines) or parallel (dashed lines) to the graft anisotropy axis

while the dot-dashed line is for monocrystalline AuNPs. b) Depolarization ratio for the

three polycrystallinity con�gurations and the two graft refractive indices in a) as a func-

tion of the light wavelength; note the inversion of ρ (532 nm) / ρ (632 nm) between

perpendicular (solid lines) and parallel (dashed lines) anisotropy directions. The two

vertical dashed lines denote the wavelength of the two lasers employed in the experiment.

b' values are presented in Figure B.2 in the Appendix. The extinction spectrum retains

its single peak shape in agreement with the experiment apart from subtle frequency shift

(inset to Figure 4.12a). For a �monocrystalline� Au core, ρ, caused by the imposed asym-

metric grafting, is increased while it assumes the highest value at resonance. Finally, the

strongest depolarization ratio was obtained when the grafting and inherent anisotropy

directions are perpendicular to each other, and again reached the largest value at res-

onance. Quantitatively, the displayed behavior in Figure 4.12 depends on the assumed

refractive index ngraft of the grafted layer and the e�ect is more pronounced for high ngraft.

A quantitative representation of the experimental ρ and ρ∗ = ρ (532 nm) / ρ (632 nm)

≤ 1 depended on the geometrical parameters (a', b'), polycrystallinity (n), dielectric con-

stants of the Au core and hydrated grafts. Using the analytical model described in Ap-
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Table 4.6: Dimensions of the soft shell around the gold core for capturing the experimental

data for Dr
⊥ and Dt.

p a [nm] b [nm] κ

Au-citrate 1.3 22.0 28.6 2.95

Au-PEG16 1.2 25.7 30.8 2.35

Au-PEG45 1.2 29.5 35.4 1.85

Au-PEG107 1.2 34.7 41.6 1.33

Au-PEG107-COOH 1.2 34.9 41.9 1.55

Au-DNAT10 1.1 31.0 34.1 1.95

Au-DNAT40 1.1 35.0 38.5 1.55

pendix (Figure B.2), the core shape was deliberately �xed to a sphere (a=b) as asphericity

was experimentally shown to be very small (Figure 4.6e), the polycrystallinity parameter

n to 2, the sum a'+b' to the value deduced experimentally (see Table 4.6) for every type

of grafting. The asphericity parameter b'/(a'+b') was then varied from zero to one, the

case b'/(a'+b') = 0.5 corresponding to an even coating of the gold core. Figure 4.13

shows the theoretical prediction of the evolution of ρ* with b'/(a'+b') for the six grafts

on the Au core (d = 44nm). The experimental points have been obtained by matching

the experimental value of ρ* with the theoretical curve (solid circles). In any case, the

obtained theoretical values for b'/(a'+b') were very close to the experimental ones. It is

worth noticing that for the citrate shell, the experimental value of ρ* is about 30% lower

than the theoretical prediction, however, the minimum was obtained for b'/(a'+b')≈0.93

(or a' ≈ 0) which is consistent with the experiment (Table 4.6). The AuNPs stabilized

with citrate which is, unlike the PEG and DNA grafts, not covalently bonded, exhibit

the strongest asphericity. Table 4.7 lists the parameters used in the calculations (shell

refractive index ngraft and a'+b' deduced from the experiment (Table 4.6) and the results

of the experimental (bold) and theoretical comparison.

All these values also represent well the two transport coe�cients as described below.

For all six grafts, ρ*≤1 for 0.6<b'/(a'+b')< 1 which corresponds to an asymmetric
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the experimental asphericity parameter b'/(a'+b')

(dashed circles) with the corresponding computed (solid circles) ρ∗ for the same AuNPs

with six di�erent coatings using core of diameter d = 44nm and the ρ∗=ρ(532 nm)/ρ(632

nm) values from Table 4.7.

coating con�guration. Since the grafting density can vary among the six systems, an

account for the observed di�erences in the anisotropic coatings is not straightforward.

For example, the lowest ρ*, corresponding to the largest asphericity, was observed for

citrate grafts on two di�erent Au cores (Figure 4.13 and Table 4.5). The exact coverage

of the grafts on the particles could not be obtained due to the minute quantity of the

samples. It should also be noted that migration of the thiols on Au surfaces [Ima01] is

not considered in the calculations, as the extent of this e�ect is still in dispute [Ion08].

Based on recent computer simulations [Lan10, Boz13, Sal14], the asymmetric graft

arrangements around spherical NPs depend mainly on grafting density, core to shell sizes,

and strength of interactions with the solvent. Qualitatively, low grafting density and long

grafts promote NP anisotropy at constant core size. The simulations mostly take into

account the graft length, but the density is di�cult to include in the model. However,

as the largest shell anisotropy has been obtained for citrate, which is not covalently

bonded to the Au core, it was supposed that the distribution of citrate around the

shell is very sparse. On the other hand, the correlation between inherent and grafting

anisotropy directions (Figure 4.12) suggested from the theoretical calculations (Appendix

Equation B.2) emphasizes the role of NP's crystallinity. It should be noted that a uniform

coating was assumed in the simulation papers [Lan10, Boz13, Sal14].
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Table 4.7: Refractive indexes ngraft of the di�erent coatings, experimental (from Table 4.6

in bold) and theoretical values of a', b', b'/(a'+b') and ρ∗.

ngraft a' [nm] b' [nm] b'/(a'+b') ρ∗

Au-citrate 1.50 0.0 0.5 6.6 6.1 1.00 0.93 0.14 0.19

Au-PEG16 1.46 3.7 3.1 8.8 9.4 0.70 0.75 0.33 0.33

Au-PEG45 1.46 7.5 6.9 13.4 14.0 0.64 0.67 0.50 0.50

Au-PEG107 1.46 12.7 11.6 19.6 20.7 0.61 0.64 0.50 0.50

Au-PEG107-COOH 1.46 12.9 11.5 19.9 21.3 0.61 0.61 0.33 0.33

Au-DNAT10 1.60 9.0 9.1 12.1 12.0 0.57 0.57 1.00 1.00

Au-DNAT40 1.60 13.0 12.7 16.5 16.8 0.56 0.56 1.00 1.00

4.2.2.3 Transport Coe�cients

Furthermore, the two transport coe�cients Dt and Dr obtained from PCS were ad-

dressed utilizing the structural information obtained from the representation of ρ* data.

It is recalled (Table 4.4) that Rh < Rr is not compatible with spherical symmetry of the

AuNPs. Instead, implementation of anisotropic graft shape was also found to account

for the di�erence between the two radii. For an adequate description of Dr by Perrin's

equations (Appendix subsection B.3), the hydrodynamic volume, Vh = κ · Vo, should

exceed (κ ≥ 1) the geometrical volume Vo = (4/3)πpa3 with the p=b/a being the aspect

ratio. Since Vh is not accessible experimentally, the dimensionless κ was treated as an

adjustable parameter together with the length b for the long spheroidal axis. For the

short axis, the length a was well captured by the experimental hydrodynamic radius, Rh.

More speci�cally, using a = 0.95 · Rh, the two adjustable parameters b and κ were then

obtained from the representation of Dt and Dr for all six systems. Figure 4.14 illustrates

exemplarily the followed procedure in the case of Au-PEG16 for which p ≈ 1.2 and

κ = 2.35. Table 4.6 summarizes the values for the other systems as well. The value of

κ is found to be large for thin shells and approaches asymptotically unity for long grafts

(Figure 4.15), i.e. Vh ≈ Vo.
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Figure 4.14: Computed Dt (black) and Dr
⊥ (blue) for Au-PEG16 using Perrin's eqs for

spheroidal shape at di�erent values of the aspect ratio p. The shaded black and blue

rectangles represent the experimental range of Dt and Dr
⊥ respectively.

Figure 4.15: The proportionality factor κ(black)=Vh/V0 (Vh and V0 denote the hydro-

dynamic and the geometrical volume) vs. 1/a3 for di�erent grafts; κ approaches 1 at

large a, and therefore Vh = V0.
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Interestingly, while the bare Au cores assume almost a spherical shape (Figure 4.6e),

the assigned asphericity occurs upon their soft grafting. This is the �rst experimen-

tal report on shape anisotropy of uniformly coated spherical particles, which according

to recent simulations can be �uctuation induced [Boz13] or solvent-coating interactions

[Lan10] mediated. Based on the theoretical representation of the present experimen-

tal results, the shell asphericity is parallel to the inherent, due to polycrystallinity,

core anisotropy. According to theory and simulations of thiolate-protected gold surfaces

[Häk12], it is conceivable that di�erent Au outer facets with di�erent binding energies

can drive the organization of self-assembled monolayers, i.e. the reactivity of (111) facets

is lower than of (110) surfaces [For06]. Noticeably, the present equilibrium con�gurations

are robust to temperature variations between 20 ◦C and 50 ◦C. Since this e�ect was

not considered in the simulations of the shape of coated NPs [Lan10, Boz13, Sal14], the

present experimental work opens a new pathway for engineering the shape of metallic

NPs driven by their nanocrystallinity. Access to the Au core nanocrystallinity defects is

important since many physical properties such as reactivity and mechanical strength are

depend on whether the metal NPs are 100% single crystalline or 100%twinned [Tan07].

On the other hand, control of the overall shape of the same spherical NPs by grafting

impact their morphology in polymer nanocomposites [Akc09].
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4.3 Uptake of Gold Nanospheres into Vesicles

In this section, the interaction of AuNPs with PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes is de-

scribed. The AuNPs characterized in the previous section have been used for this study,

as well as the polymersomes from section 4.1. Three possible scenarios were considered

upon mixing of polymersomes and AuNPs: (i) no interactions between particles and vesi-

cles, (ii) attachment of the particles to the outer side of the vesicle (decoration), and (iii)

uptake of particles into the vesicles and either detachment or attachment of the endosome

at the inner side of the membrane (see Figure 4.16). Upon mixing of polymersomes and

AuNPs, the sample was allowed to stand for ≈ 15 min and were then carefully character-

ized by polarized and depolarized light scattering, UV/Vis spectroscopy and cryo-TEM.

It was found that all three scenarios are possible, solely depending on the particle's sur-

face functionalization. It is shown that polarized and depolarized light scattering are

excellent tools for analyzing mixtures of vesicles and gold nanoparticles.

Figure 4.16: Schematic representations of possible scenarios upon interactions of NPs

with vesicles. a) no interaction between vesicles and NPs; b) decoration of vesicles with

NPs; c) uptake and detachment of the endosome from the inner side of the membrane;

d) uptake but endosome stays attached to the inner side of the membrane.

4.3.1 Distinguishing Di�erent Interaction Scenarios by PCS

The interaction of di�erent AuNPs with polymersomes was studied by polarized and

depolarized photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). All gold particles used in this study

exhibited the same Au core (with diameter d = 44 nm) but bearing three di�erent coat-

ings: Cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) of about
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Table 4.8: Characteristic dimensions of vesicles and Au nanospheres dispersed in Milli-Q

water, ζ-potential and surface plasmon resonance wavelengths.

c [nM] Rh [nm] Rr [nm]
ζ-Potential

[mV]
λmax [nm]

Vesicles 0.045 135 ± 3 - +27.5 ± 1.1 -

Au-CTAB 0.2 22.8 ± 0.7 32.7 ± 0.3 +53.9 ± 8.1 524

Au-PEG107 0.2 37.0 ± 1.4 40.0 ± 0.6 -2.1 ± 3.9 526

Au-Citrate 0.2 23.7 ± 0.5 34.8 ± 0.7 -29.2 ± 4.7 524

107 ethylene glycol units, and citrate (see previous section for particle characterization).

CTAB is a cationic surfactant which causes a positive charge on the particle's surface due

to its quaternary ammonium ion. PEG is grafted via stable thiol-gold bonds and exhibits

a neutral charge on the particle's surface, whereas citrate-anions cause the surface to be

negatively charged. ζ-potential was measured for all three particles as well as for the

vesicles and the values are given in Table 4.8. As described before, the particles exhibit

strong polarized and even depolarized light scattering due to the inherent crystallinity of

the gold core and the anisotropic distribution of the grafting molecules, and hence give

information on their translational and rotational di�usion coe�cient, Dt and Dr, respec-

tively. The dimensions of the particles, namely the computed hydrodynamic radius Rh =

kBT/(6πηsDt) and the rotational radius (Rr = [kBT/(8πηsDr)]1/3 for a sphere under stick

boundary conditions, where kB is the Boltzmann's constant and ηs the solvent viscosity,

are listed in Table 4.8. The hydrodynamic radii are in accordance with the size of the

gold core plus the thickness of the graft. The higher values for Rr are due to asymmetric

graft arrangements [Koc14]. The AuNPs all exhibited a single peak in the extinction

spectrum, which conforms to the spherical symmetry of the Au core displaying only one

LSPR mode. The measured extinction maxima λmax and are consistent with the diameter

of the gold core. The slightly red-shifted λmax for Au-PEG107 is due to the dense grafting

around the gold core and hence the change in the refractive index around the particle.

The concentration of the AuNPs in the experimental solutions is cNP = 0.2 nm.
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The previously described particles were used for studying the interactions with PDMS-

b-PMOXA polymersomes with a hydrodynamic radius Rh,ves = 135 ± 3 nm. All ex-

periments were conducted in dilute aqueous solutions with a polymer concentration of

cP = 3.6 × 10−2 gL−1 (5.5 × 10−6 µm). The aggregation number of one vesicle is

N ≈ 125000, resulting in an overall vesicle concentration of cves = 0.045 nm. Hence, the

molar ratio of AuNPs to vesicles is ≈ 5:1.

All PCS experiments were conducted at nanomolar concentrations because of the

LSPR enhanced scattering intensity of the AuNPs. Prior to all experiments, particles and

vesicles were characterized separately in aqueous solutions. Since vesicles are perfectly

spherical and do not show any intrinsic anisotropy, only polarized scattering intensity

RVV(q) could be recorded. RVV(q) is strongly q-dependent due to the large vesicle size.

The Guinier plots (not shown) are linear over the whole q-range and their slope result in

a radius of gyration of Rg = 128 ± 2 nm. In contrast, RVV(q) of the AuNPs is almost

�at due to the small particle size, and VH-scattering is detectable. RVH(q) is virtually

�at and the orientation relaxation functions CVH(q, t) exhibit a single exponential de-

cay with relaxation rate ΓVH(q) = 6Dr+q2Dt. The relaxation functions of the AuNPs

CVV(q, t) = aVHexp(−ΓVHt) + aisoexp(−Dtq2t) are two-step decays, consisting of a slow,

purely isotropic component with amplitude aiso and a weak fast decay with amplitude

aVH. The translational di�usion processes allow a precise determination of Dt from the

slope of the linear dependence, ΓVV(q) = q2Dt, and Dr is directly obtained from the

intercept of the rate ΓVH(q → 0). Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20

show all experimental PCS data for all three di�erent interaction scenarios, which will

be discussed in detail in the following. The data of the mixture of vesicles and AuNPs

is represented by red symbols, data of only vesicles by blue symbols, and data of only

AuNPs by black symbols. Data from VV and VH scattering is distinguished by solid and

open symbols, respectively.

4.3.1.1 No Interactions Between Vesicles and Nanoparticles

Figure 4.17a shows the experimental SLS data for vesicles and Au-CTAB. The VV

scattering intensity of the mixture (red solid squares) matches the sum of the two intensity
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contributions (dashed line) from the individual vesicles and AuNPs. This indicates that

there is no interaction between the two species and that they are scattering independently

from each other. The depolarized scattering intensity RVH(q) of the mixture (red open

squares) is the same as RVH(q) of the particles alone. It can therefore be assumed, that

neither the size nor shape of the vesicles and of the particles changed upon mixture of

both substances. This is con�rmed by both VV and VH relaxation functions of the

mixture at di�erent q's (Figure 4.20a). CVV(q, t) was �tted using a double exponential

decay function with all parameters free. For small angles (q = 6.85 × 10−3 nm−1),

CVV(t) of the mixture (red) is consistent with CVV(t) (blue) of the pure vesicle solution,

since RVV(q) of the vesicles dominate at low q's but strongly decreases at high q's (see

Figure 4.17a). For larger scattering angles (q = 2.55× 10−2 nm−1), polarized scattering

of the particles dominate, and hence CVV(q, t) of the mixture is equal to CVV(q, t) of the

particles (not shown). The relaxation functions CVH(q, t) of the mixture are all identical

with the relaxation functions of the AuNPs.

Figure 4.17b) shows the relaxation rates ΓVH(q) and ΓVV(q). The slow component of

the double decay �t of CVV(t) of the mixture (crossed red squares) corresponds to ΓVV(q)

of the vesicles, whereas the fast component of the double decay �t of the mixture (solid red

squares) corresponds to ΓVV(q) of the nanoparticles (inset Figure 4.17b). The amplitude

of the slow relaxation process decreases with increasing q's, whereas the amplitude of the

fast process increases. For VH scattering, ΓVH(q) of the mixture always corresponds to

ΓVH(q) of the single AuNPs. Rh and Rr were computed from Dt and Dr, respectively, and

are listed in Table 4.9. Rr, assigning to the rotational radius of the gold particle alone,

is almost identical to Rr of the particle alone (Table 4.8). Due to the q-dependency of

Dt, two values for Rh could be obtained, one for low q's (Rh = 143± 8 nm) and one for

high q's (Rh = 21.3±0.5), corresponding to the vesicles and to the particles, respectively.

Again, these values are consistent with the measurements of the vesicles and particles

alone. The numbers in the brackets in Table 4.9 indicate the di�erence to the original

sizes.

The coexistence and hence the lack of interactions between both species is due to

electrostatic repulsions of positively charged vesicles and positively charged particles.
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Figure 4.17: a) Time-average absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized RVV(q) (solid

symbols) and depolarized RVH(q) (open symbols) light scattering from a dilute

(c = 0.036 gL−1, cM = 0.6 nm) aqueous suspension of PDMS-b-PMOXA vesicles (di-

ameter d ≈ 250 nm) and positively charged Au nanospheres (diameter d = 44 nm)

stabilized with CTAB as a function of the scattering wave vector, q. The data of the

mixture is represented by red symbols, data of the vesicles by blue symbol, and data of

the NPs by black symbols. The sum of RVV(q) of both vesicles and NPs is represented by

the dashed line. b) Relaxation rates Γ for slow (VV, solid symbols) and fast (VH, open

symbols) components according to the color code in a). The inset shows an enlargement

of the plot for low Γ. The slow component of the double decay �t of CVV(t) is depicted

in red crossed squares, the fast component of the double decay �t is depicted in solid red

squares.

As shown by ζ-potential measurements (see Table 4.8), both species exhibit a positive

surface charge (+ 27.5 mV and + 53.9 mV for polymersomes and Au-CTAB, respec-

tively). Consequently, no interactions between vesicles and CTAB-functionalized AuNPs

are possible.

4.3.1.2 Decoration of Vesicles with Nanoparticles

The same mixing experiments were conducted for vesicles and Au-PEG107-NPs, which

exhibit a neutral surface charge (ζ-potential is ≈ 0 mV). The PCS data is shown in Fig-

ure 4.18. This mixture shows totally di�erent behavior than the mixture characterized

above. As can be seen from Figure 4.18a, RVV(q) of the mixture (red) is signi�cantly
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higher than the sum (dashed line) of RVV(q) of vesicles (blue) and RVV(q) of AuNPs

(black) and drops strongly at high q's. This indicates that vesicles and particles are

interacting with each other, and that the formed species are larger in size than the in-

dividual species alone. RVH(q) (mixture) slightly varies from RVH(q) (AuNPs) and is

slightly q-dependent. The experimental scattering pro�les were also compared to the

theoretical form factors of di�erent vesicle-NP con�gurations (theoretical details can be

found in Appendix subsection B.5). The decoration scenario was achieved by placing

between 1 and 5 nanoparticles at the surface of the vesicle, such that their surfaces were

in contact. The results suggest that the pro�les shift upwards as the number of decorated

nanoparticles increases (data not shown). A remarkable agreement between experimen-

tal mixture and a 2-nanoparticle-decorated scenario was found (solid line in Figure 4.18).

Experimentally, however, an ensemble average over the di�erent intensities is to be ex-

pected. The computed intensity pro�le at high q's result from the curvature of the system.

Parametrization of the vesicle and nanoparticle radii, as well as polydispersity, may a�ect

the location of this feature.

As already mentioned, RVH(q) is slightly q-dependent. The VH-scattering intensity

gives rise to detailed information on the anisotropy of the decoration mechanism. Fol-

lowing Horn and coworkers [Hor51, Hor55], a supramolecular assembly with a set of

polarizabilities α, β, and γ along each Cartesian direction x, y, and z, respectively, was

associated (details see Appendix subsection B.5). By extrapolating the experimental

data to q = 0, an anisotropy coe�cient δ ≈ 0.05 was found, which translates to a ratio of

polarizabilities β/α ≈ 0.86. Alternatively, the inertia tensor of di�erent conformations of

the decorated supramolecular assembly was measured [The85]. The density ratio between

gold and polymersome material was estimated to 25. Interestingly, the results show that

the one-nanoparticle mixture provides β/α ≈ 1.25. For the two-nanoparticle mixture,

two geometries were considered: the two NPs placed at opposite poles of the vesicles,

ϑ = 180◦ (where ϑ is the polar angle in the spherical coordinates of the vesicle, setting

the �rst nanoparticle at ϑ = 0), and a ϑ = 90◦ angle between the two nanoparticles with

respect to the center of the vesicle. While the former case provides β/α ≈ 1.45, the

ϑ = 90◦ scenario results in β/α ≈ 0.85, in excellent agreement with the above-mentioned
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Figure 4.18: a) Time-average absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized RVV(q) (solid symbols)

and depolarized RVH(q) (open symbols) light scattering from a dilute aqueous suspension

of PDMS-b-PMOXA vesicles (diameter d ≈ 250 nm) and slightly negatively charged Au

nanospheres (diameter d = 44 nm) stabilized with PEG107 as a function of the scattering

wave vector, q. The data of the mixture is represented by red symbols, data of the

vesicles by blue symbol, and data of the NPs by black symbols. The sum of RVV(q) of

both vesicles and NPs is represented by the dashed line. The calculated scattering pro�le

for two decorated nanoparticles is represented by the black solid line. b) Relaxation rates

Γ for slow (VV, solid symbols) and fast (VH, open symbols) components according to

the color code in a). The inset shows an enlargement of the plot for low Γ.

analysis of the polarized light scattering data. Moreover, this result is in agreement with

the entropic force driving the decoration of a second nanoparticle at an angle ϑ close to

90◦, as found in the Jacobian term in spherical coordinates: sinϑ.

The relaxation rate ΓVV(q) of the mixture is lower than ΓVV(q) of the vesicles (inset

Figure 4.18b) and the computed Rh increased from 135 nm to 190 nm, which corresponds

well to the sum of vesicular radius and NP's diameter. This also indicates decoration of

vesicles by nanoparticles. ΓVH(q) is completely di�erent from ΓVH(q) of the AuNPs and

results in Rr = 207 nm (Table 4.9), and hence Rh and Rr are consistently larger than

the vesicles alone. This is also shown by the relaxation functions CVV(q, t) and CVH(q, t)

(Figure 4.20b). CVV(t) of the mixture decays slower than CVV(t) of the vesicles at all

scattering angles and CVH(t) of the mixture deviates much from CVH(t) of the particles.
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The slight discrepancy of Rh and Rr might be due to the anisotropic shape of the deco-

rated vesicle-NPs constructs. As shown in the previous paragraph, the two nanoparticles

decorating the vesicle need to be placed orthogonal to each other. Therefore, the shape

of the construct di�ers from a perfect sphere and Stokes-Einstein equation su�ers from

inaccuracy.

4.3.1.3 Uptake of Nanoparticles into Vesicles

Another scenario was obtained upon mixing vesicles with negatively charged Au-

Citrate nanoparticles. It can be seen from Figure 4.19 that RVV(q) (mixture) is much

higher than the sum of vesicles and AuNPs (dashed line), but the decrease of the intensity

is weaker than for the mixture of vesicles and Au-PEG107 (Figure 4.18a). The latter

indicates that the formed species is smaller than the decorated vesicle from the previous

experiment. RVH(q) (mixture) and RVH(q) (AuNPs) are almost identical.

Similar to the decoration scenario, computational modeling for the uptake scenario

was performed. The uptake mechanism leads to a consumption of the polymeric material

of the vesicle by the endocytosed nanoparticles. This consumption was modelled by

systematically adding a shell of scattering length density ρves around each nanoparticle,

using the same thickness d = 20 nm. Furthermore, the loss of polymer material in the

vesicle itself was considered by decreasing the vesicle's radii. For simplicity, both radii

were reduced by 10 nm for any number of nanoparticles considered. In fact, it is shown

that the results are largely insensitive to the exact decrease in radius (data not shown).

Nanoparticles were placed systematically such that the polymer material surrounding

them lied at the inner radius of the vesicle. The solid line in Figure 4.19 shows that, in

the range 0.01 < q < 0.02 nm−1, there is good agreement between the experimental data

and an unweighted average between 1- and 2-nanoparticle pro�les. Following the results

from the decoration mechanism, the more nanoparticles incorporated into the vesicle, the

higher is the shift in the scattering pro�le (data not shown).

ΓVV(q) of the mixture deviates slightly from ΓVV(q) of the vesicles (Figure 4.19b), but

ΓVH(q) is completely di�erent from ΓVH(q) of the AuNPs. The computed radii are Rh =

123 nm and Rr = 128 nm and hence symmetrical shape of the assumed species is assumed
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Figure 4.19: a) Time-average absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized RVV(q) (solid symbols)

and depolarized RVH(q) (open symbols) light scattering from a dilute aqueous suspen-

sion of PDMS-b-PMOXA vesicles (diameter d ≈ 250 nm) and negatively charged Au

nanospheres (diameter d = 44 nm) stabilized with citrate as a function of the scattering

wave vector, q. The data of the mixture is represented by red symbols, data of the vesi-

cles by blue symbol, and data of the NPs by black symbols. The sum of RVV(q) of both

vesicles and NPs is represented by the dashed line. The calculated scattering pro�le for

an unweighted average of 1- and 2-nanoparticle pro�les is represented by the black solid

line. b) Relaxation rates Γ for slow (VV, solid symbols) and fast (VH, open symbols)

components according to the color code in a). The inset shows an enlargement of the

plot for low Γ.

Table 4.9: Characteristic dimensions of mixtures of vesicles and Au nanospheres.

Rh [nm] Rr [nm] λmax [nm]

Ves + Au-CTAB
21.3 ± 0.5 (-1.5) /

143 ± 8 (+8)
33.1 ± 0.3 (+0.4) 525 (+1)

Ves + Au-PEG107 190.0 ± 12 (+55) 207 ± 13 (+167) 530 (+4)

Ves + Au-Citrate 123 ± 3 (-12) 128 ± 4 (+93) 532 (+8)
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(see Table 4.9). The formed species are approx. 12 nm smaller than the original vesicles

and again the AuNPs need to be attached to the vesicle due to the lowDr from depolarized

scattering. Since the obtained radii are smaller than the size of the original vesicle, the

AuNPs cannot decorate the vesicles as in the previous experiment. Smaller size of the

species as well as consistent di�usion rates from VV and VH lead to the assumption

that the AuNPs need to be incorporated into the polymersomes. Due to the endocytotic

uptake process, membrane needs to be consumed upon particle invagination, and hence

the resulting �lled vesicle must decrease its size. The amount of consumed membrane

relates to approx. 3 wrapped AuNPs, which is in very good agreement with the molar

ratio of vesicles and particles and the results obtained from computational modeling of the

SLS data. This experiment proves the uptake of negatively charged (citrate-stabilized)

AuNPs into polymersomes. Further, if the endosomes di�used freely within the vesicle,

the obtained Rr would be equal to the radius of the AuNPs plus the thickness of the

polymeric membrane (d = 16 nm). Due to Rh ≈ Rr, one can assume that no detachment

of the endosomes from the membrane happened, and hence the AuNPs must stick to

the inner side of the vesicle. Consequently, one can distinguish scenario 3a and 3b from

Figure 4.16 by a single PCS experiment, since the AuNPs serve as tracers within the

vesicles. The observed scenario 3b (uptake of particle but remaining tethered to the

membrane) has also been predicted by theoretical simulations, assuming homogeneous

membrane surfaces [Smi07]. According to these simulations, uptake of particles and

successive detachment from the membrane is only possible for inhomogeneous membranes,

consisting of an adhesive domain in an otherwise non-adhesive membrane. The vesicles

used in this study, however, exhibit a homogeneous membrane surface which is adhesive

to the Au-Citrate particle's surface due to attractive electrostatic interactions.

In contrast to the neutral Au-PEG107 nanoparticles, where decoration of the vesicles

was achieved, the Au-citrate NPs are clearly negatively charged. Consequently, attrac-

tive electrostatic interactions between positively charged polymersomes and negatively

charged particles are possible. Since the Au-citrate NPs are taken up into the interior

of the vesicle, the attractive interactions must be large enough to compensate the loss of

bending energy upon membrane deformation.
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Figure 4.20: Relaxation functions of the three di�erent systems (a) no interactions, b)

decoration, c) uptake) at q = 1.01 × 10−2 nm−1, recorded for VV and VH polarization,

respectively. The solid lines indicate the theoretical representation (see text) of the

experimental functions. Mixture: red, vesicles: blue, NP: yellow. The PCS experiment

was performed with a coherent laser light at λ = 632 nm, far above λmax of the AuNPs.
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4.3.2 Supporting the Results Obtained from PCS

Based on the present PCS experiments, it became possible to discriminate among the

four di�erent scenarios from Figure 4.16. Due to the inherent anisotropy and the LSPR

enhanced scattering of the gold particles, it is possible to detect vesicles and AuNPs at the

same time, facilitating the study of these complex systems. It has also been shown that

we are able to regulate the interactions between NPs and vesicles by simply modifying

their surface. Two additional methods were chosen to support the results obtained from

PCS: (i) cryo-TEM, for providing a more descriptive image of the di�erent scenarios, and

(ii) UV/Vis, for investigating the change in the chemical surrounding of the AuNPs.

4.3.2.1 Images from Cryo-TEM

In order to support the PCS results, cryo-TEM pictures of the mixtures were recorded

[Ber14]. Figure 4.21a shows that there is no interaction between vesicles and Au-CTAB

NPs and that both species coexist. Figure 4.21b shows decorated vesicles with Au-PEG107

NPs. One can clearly see that the particles are not engulfed by the membrane, although

they seem to slightly cave into the membrane. Figure 4.21c and Figure 4.21d show the

uptake of Au-Citrate NPs into the vesicles, clearly displaying the membrane around the

particles. Some of those endosomes seem to be attached to the membrane, while others

seem the di�use freely within the vesicle. However, as it was shown by PCS, only one

species was detected in depolarized PCS, and therefore no free AuNPs or gold-endosomes

can exist. Since cryo-TEM shows the transmission and hence a two-dimensional picture

only, the apparent free gold endosomes must be anyhow attached to the sides of the

membrane.

4.3.2.2 Impact of Uptake on UV/Vis

The extinction spectra of all samples were measured and the resonance wavelengths

are given in Table 4.9. The numbers in brackets specify the di�erence to the resonance

wavelengths of the AuNPs alone. Pure vesicle solutions do not absorb light in the UV/Vis

range, whereas plasmonic particles show a characteristic resonance wavelength, which is

very sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the surrounding medium. Therefore,
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a) b) c) d)

Figure 4.21: Cryo-TEM images of the three di�erent interaction scenarios of vesicles and

nanoparticles. a) Ves + Au-CTAB: No interactions between vesicles and particles. b)

Ves + Au-PEG107: Decoration of vesicles, but no internalization of the particles into the

interior of the vesicles. c) and d) Ves + Au-Citrate: Uptake of nanoparticles into vesicles

and complete wrapping of the particles by the polymer membrane. Due to the limitations

of cryo-TEM to two dimensions only, one can not di�erentiate endosomes which are bound

to the inner side of the membrane or which di�use freely within the vesicle. The scale

bar corresponds to 100 nm. All images were recorded by Max Bernhardt [Ber14].

recording the extinction spectra of vesicle-nanoparticle mixtures, is a sensitive measure-

ment for the AuNPs and their chemical surrounding. As can be seen from Table 4.9, the

shift of the extinction maximum of for mixtures of Au-CTAB particles and vesicles is

neglectable (+1). However, the shift slightly increases for Au-PEG107 particles (+4 nm)

and Au-Citrate particles (+8 nm, data shown in Figure 4.22a). Theoretical extinction

spectra of gold nanospheres in di�erent media were calculated by Gaëtan Lévêque at

the University of Lille. It was found that, assuming a refractive index of the membrane

of n = 1.45 and a thickness of d = 16 nm, a fully coated particle would experience a

resonance wavelength shift of 8 nm, whereas a third- or half-coated particle would only

be shifted by 3-4 nm(see Figure 4.22b). These calculations are in excellent agreement

with the experimentally observed red-shifts of the plasmon resonance wavelengths. In

fact, as observed in PCS, the uptaken Au-citrate particles should be fully wrapped by

the membrane, and were therefore shifted by 8 nm. In contrast, the Au-PEG107 particles

should be maximally half-covered by the membrane, and, consequently, were shifted by

only 4 nm.
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Figure 4.22: a) Extinction spectra of a dilute suspension of citrate-AuNPs (black line)

and of Au-Citrate with polymersomes (red line). The inset shows an enlargement of the

extinction spectrum from 517.5 to 542.5 nm. b) Calculated extinction spectra of AuNPs

in di�erent media with di�erent refractive indices: particle in pure water (n = 1.33, black

solid line), particle with a 16 nm thick shell with n = 1.45 (third coated: dotted line;

half-coated: dashed line; fully coated: red line).

Summing up the experimental techniques, PCS, UV/Vis and cryo-TEM are very

powerful for describing the interactions of AuNPs with polymersomes. Thanks to the

unique physical and optical properties, their detectability in depolarized light scattering

at nanomolar concentrations, their sensitivity to changes in the chemical surrounding,

plus their good chemical modi�ability, gold nanoparticles are perfectly suitable for sensing

interactions at (biological) interfaces. Possible utilizations would reach from nanomedical

to sensing applications.
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4.4 Gold Nanorods: Characterization and Uptake

Besides spherical Au nanoparticles, also rod-shaped Au particles have been studied

in order to investigate shape-dependent uptake of nanoparticles into polymersomes. Au

nanorods (AuNRs) with di�erent aspect ratios ranging from 3.0 to 4.3 were purchased

from NanoSeedsTM and were characterized by surface plasmon resonance enhanced dy-

namic polarized and depolarized light scattering, UV/Vis spectroscopy and TEM. Due

to their high asphericity, nanorods show a strong anisotropic scattering and hence both

translational and rotational di�usion coe�cients can be measured. Freshly synthesized

Au nanorods are typically stabilized by a double layer of the surfactant cetyltrimethy-

lammonium bromide(CTAB), which induces a positive surface charge to the particles.

However, negative surface charges are required for attractive interactions between parti-

cles and vesicles, and hence further surface functionalization with 11-mercaptoundecanoic

acid (MUA) was necessary. Uptake experiments were conducted similar to the previous

section 4.3 (Uptake of Gold Nanospheres into Vesicles).

4.4.1 Surface Modi�cation of Au-Nanorods

Surface modi�cation of Au nanorods is principally more di�cult than of Au nano-

spheres [Shi13]. After synthesis, AuNRs bare a positive surface charge due to electrostatic

stabilization by CTAB molecules. CTAB molecules bind strongly to the long sides of the

nanorods, and molecules at the short edge of the particles are removed much easier than

the ones binding to the long side. Consequently, nanorods tend to aggregate during the

surface modi�cation process. In order to obtain a negative surface charge, one must �rst

replace the positively charged CTAB molecules by a transitional, but negatively charged

surfactant. Here, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was used according to a procedure by

Sebastian Harms at the University of Mainz. First, AuNRs were centrifuged to remove

excess CTAB. The particles were then resuspended in a 0.3% SDS solution and sonnicated

for 3 h, while keeping the particles at room temperature. The AuNRs were centrifuged

again and the supernatent was replaced by a 5 mmMUA solution in NaOH. The particles
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were incubated over night at room temperature and centrifuged for puri�cation and stored

in the fridge.

4.4.2 Characterization of Au-Nanorods

4.4.2.1 Bare Au-Nanorods

The bare (CTAB) AuNRs as well as the MUA-functionalized AuNRs were character-

ized by several techniques. Length l and diameter d were obtained from TEM. Details

can be found in Table 4.10. The given numbers are averages of at least 100 di�erent

particles. The aspect ratio (AR) was calculated by dividing l over d. The lengths of all

samples is l ≈ 70 nm and the error is in the range of 10-15%. The diameter decreases

from d ≈ 23 nm for the thickest rods to d ≈ 17 nm for the thinnest rods. Consequently,

the aspect ratio increases from 3.0 to 4.3. The percentage of rods over other structures

is very high and almost 100% for all samples except for samples 1 and 4. According to

their measured sizes in TEM, samples 3 and 4 are very similar to each other, but sample

3 has a higher percentage of rods.

UV/Vis measurements reveal the two extinction maxima of the samples. The position

of the longitudinal peak is red-shifted with increasing aspect ratio of the rods, whereas

the transversal peak is a rather insensitive measurement for the short side of the rods (see

subsection 2.3.2). As can be seen from Table 4.10, the position of the �rst (transversal)

maximum is almost constant for all samples (λmax ≈ 510 nm), whereas the position of

the second (longitudinal) maximum increases from λmax ≈ 700 nm to λmax ≈ 850 nm. As

expected from TEM, the measured λmax of sample 3 and 4 are almost similar. However,

the width of the longitudinal peak is more narrow for sample 3 than for sample 4 as can

be seen from the UV/Vis spectra in Figure 4.23a. In addition, the transversal peak of

sample 4 shows a shoulder around λ ≈ 575 nm. Consequently, sample 4 is not used for

further uptake experiments. Sample 5 also shows a slight shoulder around λmax ≈ 575 nm,

which might be due to the presence of spheres with a larger diameter. However, TEM

measurements con�rm the presence of 99% rods in the sample.
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Table 4.10: Characteristic dimensions (length l, thickness d, aspect ratio AR and extinc-

tion maxima λmax) of CTAB-stabilized Au nanorods as determined by TEM and UV/Vis

measurements. The last column gives the percentage of rods in the sample, as obtained

from evaluating > 100 rods.

sample l [nm] d [nm] AR λmax [nm] rods [%]

1 68.2 ± 10.0 23.3 ± 4.5 3.0 ± 0.5 512 / 714 90

2 73.7 ± 8.3 22.9 ± 2.8 3.2 ± 0.4 511 / 761 97

3 63.7 ± 9.6 16.8 ± 2.8 3.9 ± 0.7 510 / 797 95

4 67.1 ± 8.6 17.6 ± 2.8 3.9 ± 0.8 512 / 813 89

5 71.4 ± 8.8 17.0 ± 2.2 4.3 ± 0.7 511 / 859 99

All AuNRs were also characterized by PCS. Dynamic polarized and depolarized light

scattering was used to determine Dt and Dr (see Table 4.11). The depolarization ratio

RVH/RVV was measured with a laser with wavelength λ = 632 nm. The depolarization

ratio decreases with increasing aspect ratio of the samples, although the reverse trend was

expected. According to theory [Hor51, Hor55], the experimental values for RVH/RVV are

too high except for sample 5, and consequently the equation for β/α cannot be solved

(details see Appendix subsection B.5). However, similar values were already reported

previously [Hag13]. Possibly, the scattering intensities are very sensitive to the position

of the longitudinal extinction maxima, and hence the ratio decreases when the laser

is more o�-resonance. In addition, the anisotropy recorded in the depolarization ratio

might not only arise from its form anisotropy, but also from internal anisotropy such

as crystallinity and anisotropic graftings, as already observed for gold nanospheres in

subsection 4.2.2 (Surface Asymmetry of Coated Spherical Au-NPs).

From Dt and Dr, one can calculate the hydrodynamic and the rotational radii (Rh

and Rr, respectively), using Stokes-Einstein equation and assuming a spherical shape of

the particles. More precisely, the volume of the sphere with radius Rh or Rr is equal

to the hydrodynamic volume of the measured rods. However, Rh and Rr are smaller

than the length obtained by TEM. This is due to the large aspect ratio of the rods,
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Table 4.11: Characteristic dimensions (depolarization ratio RVH/RVV, translational and

rotational di�usion coe�cients Dt and Dr, respectively) of CTAB-stabilized Au nanorods

as determined by PCS. The deviation in L between l obtained from TEM and L from eq

4.1 are shown in brackets.

sample RVH / RVV Dt [×10−12 m2s−1] Dr [×103 s−1] L [nm] (eq 4.1)

1 0.412 ± 0.004 8.09 ± 0.06 6.74 ± 0.02 70.8 (+ 2.6)

2 0.407 ± 0.007 5.99 ± 0.21 5.34 ± 0.11 69.4 (- 4.6)

3 0.357 ± 0.009 6.48 ± 0.22 9.71 ± 0.18 55.6 (- 8.1)

4 0.313 ± 0.002 7.18 ± 0.05 8.10 ± 0.07 64.0 (- 3.1)

5 0.232 ± 0.003 6.52 ± 0.05 7.17 ± 0.13 65.9 (- 5.5)

and therefore the large discrepancy between the di�usion coe�cients along and normal

to the rod axis, D|| and D⊥, respectively. The experimental Dt = (D|| + 2D⊥)/3 (see

subsection 2.3.3). Dr is derived from Γr = 6Dr+Dtq2 and it describes the rotation around

the two short axes or the reorientation of the long axis. Due to rod-like symmetry, Dr

is single rotational di�usion. Both Rr and Rh are hydrodynamic radii and cannot be

directly compared with the TEM dimensions. Under the assumption of stick boundary

conditions, hydrodynamic theory can be employed to estimate the real sizes.

G(AR)

F (AR)
=
Dr

Dt
· L

2

9
(4.1)

The values for G(AR)/F (AR) are almost independent of the aspect ratio (see Fig-

ure 4.23b). L was estimated with �xed values for G(AR)/F (AR) according to the aspect

ratio obtained from TEM. Mathematical expressions for F (AR) and G(AR) can be found

in subsection 2.3.3 (Dynamics of Gold Spheres and Nanorods). The obtained values for

L are listed in Table 4.11 and are close to the obtained l from TEM (see deviations in

the brackets). However, no reasonable values for G(AR) nor for F (AR) were obtained

using the values of L (open symbols in Figure 4.23b). All experimental values are signif-

icantly lower than the theoretical curves. The deviations might be due to hydrodynamic
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Figure 4.23: a) Experimental absorption spectra for CTAB-functionalized AuNRs. The

inset shows an enlargement of the transversal peaks from. Color code: sample 1 (grey),

sample 2 (blue), sample 3 (red), sample 4 (green), sample 5 (brown). b) Translational

(F(L/d)) and rotational (G(L/d)) functions as well as their ratio (G/F) as functions of

the aspect ratio L/d computed for cylindrical rods using equations 2.19 and 2.20 from

subsection 2.3.3 (solid lines). The estimated values for F(L/d) and G(L/d) are represented

by the open symbols using the values of L obtained from Equation 4.1.

boundary conditions, and/or the validity of the model. Similar deviations have already

been reported in literature [Gli12, Hag13].

The two correlation functions CVV (polarized) and CVH (depolarized) as well as the

relaxation rates ΓVV and ΓVH for all samples are shown in Figure 4.24. The single-step

decay of CVH and the double-step decay of CVV can be well described by Equation 3.15 and

Equation 3.16 in subsubsection 3.2.1.3 (Data Evaluation), respectively. The �rst (fast)

decay of CVV, which is associated with the rotational dynamics, is identical with the

single decay of CVH. This was shown by comparing ΓVH with ΓVV,fast (data not shown).

Therefore, the double decay �t of CVV was performed with �xed values for τ1 and for

β1, as obtained from the single decay �t of CVH. As can be seen from Figure 4.24a,

the amplitudes of the fast decay of CVV decreases with increasing aspect ratio of the

rods. This �nding is in good agreement with the scattered intensities RVV and RVH and

their ratio (see Table 4.11). However, due to the rather similar size of the rods, no big
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Figure 4.24: Relaxation functions of �ve di�erent CTAB-stabilized AuNRs at a wave-

length of 632 nm and q = 1.01 × 10−2 nm−1, recorded in the (a) VV (polarized) and

(b) VH (depolarized) geometries. Color code: sample 1 (grey), sample 2 (blue), sample

3 (red), sample 4 (green), sample 5 (brown). The solid lines represent the �ts to the

experimental functions of CVV(q, t) (a) and CVH(q, t) (b). The insets show the relaxation

rate ΓVV of the slow process of CVV(q, t) (a) and the relaxation rate CVH(q, t) of the

monomodal fast process of CVH(q, t) (b).

di�erences in the decay times of CVH can be observed. Here, plotting ΓVH vs. q2 is a

better way for di�erentiating the measured rods (inset Figure 4.24b). In principle, the

longer a nanorod, the slower is its rotational relaxation rate.

4.4.2.2 MUA-functionalized Au-Nanorods

All samples were surface-functionalized with 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) by a

procedure described in subsection 4.4.1. The freshly modi�ed samples were characterized

by the same techniques as before. Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 summarize the results

obtained from TEM, UV/Vis and PCS. The position of the transversal maxima did

not change upon functionalization, whereas the position of the longitudinal maxima was

signi�cantly blue-shifted. This can be either due to a change in the refractive index around

the particles or due to a change in size of the particles. The refractive index of CTAB is

n = 1.435, whereas the refractive index of MUA is n = 1.463 [Yu07a]. An increase in the

refractive index causes a red-shift of the absorption peaks in UV/Vis. However, it needs to

be considered that the organic grafts on the particle's surface are swollen in water and the
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Table 4.12: Characteristic dimensions (length l, thickness d, aspect ratio AR and extinc-

tion maxima λmax) of MUA-stabilized Au nanorods as determined by TEM and UV/Vis

measurements. The last column gives the percentage of rods in the sample, as obtained

from evaluating > 100 TEM pictures. The numbers in brackets indicate the di�erence

to the original (CTAB-stabilized) particles.

sample l [nm] d [nm] AR λmax [nm] rods [%]

1 71.5 ± 9.1

(+3.3)

25.2 ± 4.7

(+1.9)

2.9 ± 0.5

(-0.1)

512 (±0) / 707 (-7) 96 (+6)

2 76.9 ± 7.2

(+3.2)

22.4 ± 3.1

(+0.5)

3.1 ± 0.6

(-0.1)

509 (-2) / 756 (-5) 96 (-1)

3 66.8 ± 16.2

(+3.1)

18.6 ± 2.9

(+1.8)

3.7 ± 1.0

(-0.2)

509 (-1) / 789 (-8) 97 (+2)

4 68.7 ± 11.1

(+1.6)

18.2 ± 3.2

(+0.6)

3.9 ± 0.9

(±0)

511 (-1) / 800 (-13) 91 (+2)

5 75.1 ± 8.7

(+3.7)

18.1 ± 2.5

(+1.1)

4.2 ± 0.8

(-0.1)

510 (-1) / 848 (-11) 97 (-2)

extent of both grafting and swelling a�ects the refractive index. Therefore, it is assumed

that the refractive index around the MUA-functionalized particles is n = 1.392, whereas

the refractive index of the CTAB double layer is n = 1.414 [Yu07a]. In addition, the

thickness of a MUA monolayer is only d = 1.69 nm [Hae02], whereas CTAB assembles into

bilayers of a thickness d ≈ 4-5 nm [Mur05]. Consequently, the blue-shift of the absorption

maxima is due to a slight decrease of the refractive index around the particles as well as a

decrease of the thickness of the organic layer around the particle. In addition, the widths

of the longitudinal peaks are much broader after functionalization with MUA, which

indicates an increase in polydispersity of the samples. Figure 4.25 shows a comparison

between the UV/Vis spectra of the CTAB and the MUA functionalized samples.

TEM analysis of the modi�ed nanorods revealed a marginal increase in the particle's

width and length (see Table 4.12). However, the di�erences of the particle's dimensions
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Figure 4.25: a) Experimental absorption spectra for MUA-functionalized (solid lines)

and CTAB-functionalized AuNRs (dashed lines). Color code: sample 1 (grey), sample 2

(blue), sample 3 (red), sample 4 (green), sample 5 (brown). b) shows an enlargement of

the transversal peaks from λ = 470 nm to λ = 580 nm.

are within the error. It is therefore assumed that the sizes of cores of the AuNRs did

not change after functionalization. In TEM, the organic grafts cannot be seen due to low

contrast.

As mentioned above, the thickness of the CTAB bilayer assembling around surfaces

is d ≈ 4-5 nm [Mur05], whereas the thickness of the MUA monolayer on gold surfaces

is only d = 1.69 nm [Hae02]. Therefore, a slight decrease of the AuNRs dimensions is

expected for PCS measurements. As a matter of fact, the measured values for both Dt

and Dr increase after functionalization, except for sample 1 (see Table 4.13). Therefore,

samples 1 is not used for further uptake experiments. The correlation functions CVV(q, t)

and CVH(q, t) as well as the relaxation rates ΓVV and ΓVH for all samples are shown in

Figure 4.26. It can be noticed that the surface functionalization has a higher impact

on the rotational than on the translational di�usion, especially for the nanorods with

the highest aspect ratios (sample 4 and 5). This can be due to several reasons: 1) The

boundary conditions can be di�erent comparing CTAB-stabilized surfaces and MUA-

grafted surfaces. 2) Lower grafting density around the tips of the nanorods, because

grafting around the tip of the nanorod is more di�cult than along the long edge of the

rod. Although this e�ect could not be described quantitatively, this will have no e�ect
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Figure 4.26: Relaxation functions of �ve di�erent MUA-functionalized AuNRs at a wave-

length of 632 nm and q = 1.01 × 10−2 nm−1, recorded in the (a) VV (polarized) and

(b) VH (depolarized) geometries. Color code: sample 1 (gray), sample 2 (blue), sample

3 (red), sample 4 (green), sample 5 (brown). The solid lines represent the �ts to the

experimental functions of CVV(q, t) (a) and CVH(q, t) (b). The insets show the relaxation

rate ΓVV of the slow process of CVV(q, t) (a) and the relaxation rate CVH(q, t) of the

monomodal fast process of CVH(q, t) (b).

on further experiments with vesicles and hence no further investigations were performed.

In addition, the changes in the depolarization ratio RVH / RVV are rather small (up to

8%) and will therefore be neglected.

Table 4.13: Characteristic dimensions (depolarization ratio RVH/RVV, translational and

rotational di�usion coe�cients Dt and Dr, respectively) of MUA-stabilized Au nanorods

as determined by PCS. The numbers in brackets indicate the di�erence to the original

(CTAB-stabilized) particles as presented in Table 4.11.

sample RVH / RVV Dt [×10−12 m2s−1] Dr [×103 s−1]

1 0.387 ± 0.003 (-0.025) 7.51 ± 0.05 (-0.58) 5.55 ± 0.05 (-1.19)

2 0.380 ± 0.008 (-0.027) 6.78 ± 0.03 (+0.79) 6.47 ± 0.09 (+1.13)

3 0.363 ± 0.009 (+0.006) 7.47 ± 0.18 (+0.99) 9.34 ± 0.25 (-0.37)

4 0.331 ± 0.005 (+0.018) 7.41 ± 0.13 (+0.23) 11.09 ± 0.07 (+2.99)

5 0.253 ± 0.007 (+0.021) 7.38 ± 0.05 (+0.86) 10.04 ± 0.26 (+2.87)
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4.4.3 Uptake of Gold Nanorods into Vesicles

In section 4.3 (Uptake of Gold Nanospheres into Vesicles), uptake of spherical AuNPs

into polymersomes was studied. It was found out that the interactions of AuNPs and poly-

meric vesicles highly depend on the particle's surface functionalization. More precisely,

AuNPs were only able to be taken up into the interior of the vesicle if they were highly

negatively charged. For the case of spherical AuNPs, citrate-functionalized particles were

chosen. However, nanorods with citrate functionalization are neither commercially nor

synthetically available. Due to the procedure of nanorod synthesis, the resulting parti-

cles are surrounded by a positively charged CTAB layer, which can then be replaced by

surfactants which bind covalently to the gold surface via thiol binding. For this work,

a short and negatively charged thiol (MUA) was chosen to replace the CTAB layer on

the nanorods. The exchange reaction of CTAB with MUA was described in the previous

subsection as well as the particle characterization by TEM, PCS, and UV/Vis.

As a proof of concept, spherical AuNPs were functionalized with MUA and uptake

into polymersomes was shown (data not presented). Consequently, one can assume that

MUA-functionalized particles act similar as citrate-functionalized particles, and thus the

interactions of MUA-functionalized AuNRs with polymersomes were probed. Here, in

contrast to section 4.3, where the di�erent interaction scenarios were studied and charac-

terized by PCS, a size- and shape-dependent uptake study was performed using nanorods.

In this section, the focus was set on whether nanorods are taken up into vesicles and

whether there is limit in aspect ratios for the uptaken nanorods. The experimental re-

sults are presented in this subsection.

4.4.3.1 Probing NR-Uptake with PCS

For probing uptake of MUA-functionalized nanorods into polymersomes, only samples

2, 3 and 5 from subsection 4.4.2 were used, because of their di�erent aspect ratios and

high monodispersities. Similar to section 4.3, PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes with a

hydrodynamic radius Rh,ves ≈ 135 nm were used as vesicles. The concentrations of vesicles

and nanorods were cves = 1×109 Ves/mL and cNR = 2×109 NR/mL, resulting in a ratio

of AuNRs to vesicles of ≈ 2:1. Polymersomes and AuNRs were mixed by gentle shaking,
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and the samples were allowed to stand for ≈ 15 minutes before measuring polarized and

depolarized light scattering. In addition, UV/Vis spectroscopy and cryo-TEM of higher

concentrated samples were measured.

Figure 4.27a-c shows the polarized (solid symbols) and depolarized scattering intensi-

ties (open symbols) of three di�erent mixtures of vesicles and nanorods. For all samples,

RVV(q) of the mixture (red solid squares) is almost equal to the calculated scattering of

the sum (dashed line) of vesicles and AuNRs alone. Previously, this indicated no interac-

tions of vesicles and nanoparticles. However, the depolarized scattering intensity RVH(q)

of the mixture (red open squares) is not equal to RVH(q) of the nanorods alone. Therefore,

the size, shape or surrounding of the nanorods needed to have changed upon mixing. The

higher the aspect ratio of the nanorod, the stronger the measured RVV(q) of the mixture

deviates from the calculated sum (dashed line). The molar ratio of vesicles and nanorods

is 1:2, so the refractive index within the vesicle should increase upon nanorod uptake.

For the previous experiments with nanospheres, the uptake of ≈ 2 nanoparticles already

lead to a dramatic increase of the scattering intensity by a factor of ≈ 6-7, decoration

of vesicles with Au nanospheres even resulted in a 8-9 times higher scattering intensity

at q → 0. Consequently, it was assumed that an uptake of nanorods into the interior of

the vesicle would also result in a strong increase of scattering intensity. The calculated

RVV,mix(q → 0)/RVV,ves(q → 0) are given in Table 4.14. It can be seen that the ratio is

very low, but slightly increases for increasing aspect ratios of the nanorods. In addition,

the rate of the intensity decrease becomes less steep from a to c. This indicates a smaller

size of the measured species than the pure vesicles. In fact, the radius of gyration (Rg)

obtained from the slope of the Guinier plot at low q's, reveals a tendency to smaller

species at higher aspect ratios (see Table 4.14). The numbers in brackets indicate the

di�erence from the vesicle's Rg, and the signi�cant decrease of the vesicular size hypoth-

esizes uptake of nanorods into vesicles. In addition, RVH,mix/RVH,NR is not constant over

the whole q-range, since RVH,mix is q-dependent. The values are also given in Table 4.14.

Similar to the ratios of the scattering intensities at q → 0, RVH,mix/RVH,NR also increases

with increasing aspect ratio. This indicates an increase in the overall asymmetry of the

system, which is expected for the high aspect ratios of the nanorods.
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Figure 4.27: a-c) Time-average absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized RVV(q) (solid sym-

bols) and depolarized RVH(q) (open symbols) light scattering from a dilute aqueous sus-

pension of PDMS-b-PMOXA vesicles and MUA-functionalized Au nanorods (a) NR 2, b)

NR 3, c) NR 5) as a function of the scattering wave vector, q. The data of the mixture is

represented by red symbols, data of the vesicles by blue symbol, and data of the NRs by

black symbols. The sum of RVV(q) of both vesicles and NRs is represented by the dashed

line. d-f) Relaxation rates Γ for slow (VV, solid symbols) and fast (VH, open symbols)

components according to the color code in a-c). The inset shows an enlargement of the

plot for low Γ.
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Table 4.14: Comparison of polarized scattering intensities of the mixture and pure vesi-

cles (RVV,mix(q → 0)/RVV,ves(q → 0)) as recorded in SLS and extrapolated to q → 0.

The ratio of the depolarized scattering intensities of the mixture and pure nanorods

(RVH,mix/RVH,NR) is compared from low to high q's.

RVV,mix(q→0)

RVV,ves(q→0)

RVH,mix

RVH,NR
Rg (low q) [nm]

Ves + NR 2 1.17 1.40 → 1.21 128 ± 1 (-10)

Ves + NR 3 1.71 1.66 → 1.34 121 ± 2 (-16)

Ves + NR 5 1.77 1.85 → 1.45 118 ± 2 (-20)

Figure 4.27d-f shows the relaxation rates ΓVV(q) and ΓVH(q) of the systems. For all

experiments, ΓVV,mix(q) is almost equal to ΓVV,ves(q) (see inset), whereas ΓVH,mix(q) is far

away from ΓVH,NR(q). Taking a closer look at the relaxation rates, one can see that there

is a di�erence in the intercepts of ΓVH,mix(q) at q = 0 for each sample, although all run

more or less parallel to the relaxation rates of ΓVV,mix(q). Consequently, the correlation

rates for both VV and VH of the mixture correspond to the same species. The di�erent

relaxation rates of ΓVH,mix(q) of the three di�erent samples result in slightly di�erent

values for Rr, as summarized in Table 4.15. The values obtained for Rh and Rr, assuming

spherical shape of the species, are similar for all samples and are all slightly smaller than

for the pure vesicles. A decrease in the size of the vesicles leads to the assumption that

nanoparticles were taken up into the interior of the vesicles and thus membrane material

was consumed. In addition, a similar size of Rh and Rr reveals that the nanorods need

to be attached to the the membrane, since freely di�using AuNRs would have a much

faster rotational di�usion rate. Since the average size of the species is smaller than the

size of pure vesicles, the nanorods need to be attached to the inner side of the membrane.

Decoration of nanorods at the outer side would result in much larger species, as already

observed for interactions of vesicles with nanospheres. Consequently, the AuNRs show

similar behavior to spherical AuNPs. However, a small discrepancy between Rh and Rr

was observed, while Rr is always smaller than Rh. This can be due to the fact that the

internalized nanorods may not be tightly attached to the inner side to the membrane, but
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Table 4.15: Characteristic dimensions of mixtures of vesicles and Au nanorods.

Rh [nm] Rr [nm] λmax [nm]

Ves + NR 2 119.6 ± 5.5 (-15.4) 109.0 ± 5.1 535 (+24), 815 (+59)

Ves + NR 3 114.5 ± 16.2 (-20.7) 91.1 ± 5.0 536 (+27), 849 (+60)

Ves + NR 5 123.9 ± 11.3 (-14.1) 100.4 ± 6.7 536 (+26), 899 (+51)

are slightly able to rotate along the membrane wall due to their sti� and elongated shape,

hence resulting in a faster rotational di�usion coe�cient than the whole vesicle-nanorod

complex. It has been tried to calculate Rh and Rr assuming aspherical shape (prolate

or oblate ellipsoids, or rod-shaped), but no reasonable results were obtained considering

both translational and rotational di�usion coe�cients.

Figure 4.28 shows the relaxation correlation functions (C(q, t)) of the three di�er-

ent samples recorded for polarized (VV, a-c) and depolarized (VH, d-f) scattering. The

solid lines represents the theoretical �ts of the experimental functions. The relaxation

functions of the nanorods (yellow) show the characteristic double decay in polarized scat-

tering, whereas there is only a single decay in depolarized scattering. CVV(q, t) of the

vesicles (blue) is always a single exponential decay in VV and zero in VH. As once can

see from Figure 4.28a-c, the recorded polarized relaxation functions of the mixtures (red)

are always close to those of vesicles alone. However, the functions decay slightly faster,

thus resulting in a slightly smaller size of the measured species. Interestingly, CVV(q, t)

becomes less steep for the samples with higher aspect ratios, indicating a larger polydis-

persity or a more pronounced contribution of the depolarized scattering component. The

latter might arise from a slightly aspherical shape of the formed species. Figure 4.28d-f re-

veals the relaxation functions CVH(q, t) of the samples. Clearly, CVH(q, t) of the mixtures

are completely di�erent from CVH(q, t) of the nanorods alone. The hydrodynamic and

the rotational radii were calculated from the relaxation rates and were already discussed

above.

Similar to the previous section on vesicles and nanoparticles (see section 4.3), theoret-

ical simulations of the light scattering pro�les of vesicles and nanorods were performed.
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Figure 4.28: Relaxation functions of the three di�erent systems (a) Ves + NR 2, b) Ves

+ NR 3, c) Ves + NR 4) at q = 6.85 × 10−3 nm−1, recorded for VV and VH polarization,

respectively. The solid lines indicate the theoretical representation (see text) of the

experimental functions. Mixture: red, vesicles: blue, NP: yellow. The PCS experiment

was performed with a coherent laser light at λ = 632 nm, far above λmax,1 and far below

λmax,2 of the AuNRs.
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Details are shown in Figure 4.29 a). The results indicate that there is on average only one

nanorod per vesicle (red solid line), although the incorporation of two nanorods would

still �t the data quite well due to the very low scattering length density of the nanorods

alone (red dashed line). This is in very good agreement with the concentration ratio of

vesicles and nanorods in the experiment (≈ 2:1). The anisotropy from the polarization

data for the mixture of vesicles and nanorods is ≈ 40% and therefore much bigger than

that for the case of decoration in the previous section (≈ 5%). The only way to theoret-

ically reproduce this anisotropy is by deforming the vesicles into strong ellipsoids with

an aspect ratio of ≈ 4 between the long and the short axes. This could be explained by

the propensity of the vesicle to better embrace the shape of the nanorod. However, such

strong deformations could not be validated by dynamic light scattering. The experimen-

tal results for the two transport coe�cients Dt and Dr do neither allow a prolate nor an

oblate shape of the formed species. Furthermore, the images obtained in cryo-TEM do

not validate such strong deformations. In addition, assuming two nanorods per vesicle

and given the very low scattering length density of the nanorods, their presence in�uences

very little the anisotropy of the system, whatever their orientations. Consequently, no

theoretical explanation for the high value of RVH,mix/RVH,NR could be found so far.

4.4.3.2 Sensitivity of Nanorods in UV/Vis

The extinction maxima of the samples shown in Table 4.15b) were signi�cantly red-

shifted compared to the extinction maxima of the nanorods alone. For the transversal

peaks, a shift of 24− 27 nm was observed, whereas the shift of the longitudinal peak was

even more pronounced (51− 60 nm). In the previous section, describing the interactions

of gold nanospheres with vesicles, much smaller shifts in the extinction maxima were

reported (see Table 4.9 in section 4.3). For example, for uptake of gold nanospheres into

the vesicles, a relatively small red-shift of only 8 nm was observed. For all three samples

of nanorods in vesicles, the shift of the longitudinal peak is much more pronounced than

the shift of the transversal peak. In fact, for plasmonic particles, the wavelength of

the shift only depends on the position of the resonance wavelength of the particle, not

on its shape or geometry. Larger shifts of the extinction maxima at high wavelengths

are due to losses in gold that appear around 500 nm, but are much lower at longer
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wavelengths. Consequently, a gold sphere with a diameter of 80 nm, which has a resonance

wavelength around 700 nm, is subject to a much larger shift of the extinction maximum

than a 20 nm-sized sphere. According to this, the longitudinal resonance wavelength

experiences a stronger shift upon change of the refractive index than the transversal

resonance wavelength of the same particle. In the case of the nanorods used in this study,

the refractive index changes from n ≈ 1.33 to n ≈ 1.45, assuming that the nanorod is

covered by a polymeric membrane of d = 16 nm. Theoretical simulations con�rmed a

shift of the longitudinal peak by about 40 nm, which is slightly smaller than observed in

the experiment. This might be due to an additional increase in the refractive index at one

side of the gold nanorods, since the engulfed particles need to be attached to the inner

side of the membrane. Consequently, the side of the nanorod attaching to the membrane

is covered by two layers of membrane, resulting in a shell thickness of d = 32 nm. In

addition, the uptaken AuNRs are still covered by a monolayer of MUA molecules, also

contributing to a higher shift in the refractive index. Both e�ects were not considered in

the simulations.

4.4.3.3 Cryo-TEM Images of Nanorod Uptake

Cryo-TEM imaging was performed by Max Bernhardt [Ber14] in order to support

PCS and UV/Vis results. Figure 4.30 shows images of all three samples. It can be seen

that the nanorods are positioned inside of the vesicles and that they are fully wrapped

by membrane material. Due to limitations of the method to two dimensions only, one

cannot di�erentiate if the nanorods are attached to the vesicle's membrane or if they are

di�usion freely within the vesicle. However, it was shown from PCS, that the nanorods

need to be attached to the inner side of the membrane.
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Figure 4.29: a) Comparison of experimental (symbols) and calculated (lines) scattering

pro�les for vesicles with NR3 (see Figure 4.27b)). black: nanorods; blue: vesicles; red:

mixture. The red solid line represents the calculated scattering pro�le for one nanorod

per vesicle, whereas the red dashed line represents the calculated scattering pro�le for

two nanorods per vesicle. b) Extinction spectra of MUA-functionalized AuNRs (dashed

lines) and mixtures of AuNRs and polymersomes (solid lines). Color code: blue: NR-2,

red: NR-3, black: NR-5.

Figure 4.30: Cryo-TEM images of three di�erent samples of vesicles and nanorods. The

AuNRs are fully wrapped by the polymer membrane. a) Ves + NR 2, b) Ves + NR 3, c)

Ves + NR 4. The scale bar corresponds to 100 nm.





5. Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, synthesis of PDMS-b-PMOXA was performed and subsequent polymersome

formation in water was studied. The polymersomes were formed by a �lm rehydration

method and were then homogenized using an extruder with de�nite membrane size. PCS

and cryo-TEM were used to characterize the size, shape and membrane thickness of the

formed polymersomes. It was shown that the most monodisperse samples were obtained

at a medium extrusion speed at multiple repeating cycles.

Spherical AuNPs were intensively characterized by PCS, TEM, UV/Vis and polariza-

tion anisotropy measurements. It was shown that the depolarized light scattering was not

zero due to the inevitable internal crystallinity. Interestingly, while the bare Au cores as-

sumed almost a spherical shape, the assigned asphericity occurred upon their soft grafting.

For the �rst time, an experimental report on the asymmetric arrangement of the grafting

on spherical cores was given by analyzing the wavelength dependent depolarization ratio

for six identical gold cores with di�erent grafting as well as the two transport coe�cients

obtained from polarized and depolarized DLS. Based on the theoretical representation of

the present experimental results, the shell asphericity was parallel to the inherent, due to

polycrystallinity, core anisotropy. The presented experimental work opens a new path-

way for engineering the shape of metallic NPs driven by their nanocrystallinity. Access

to the Au core nanocrystallinity defects is important since many physical properties such

as reactivity and mechanical strength are depend on whether the metal NPs are 100%

single crystalline or 100% twinned. On the other hand, control of the overall shape of the

same spherical NPs by grafting impacts their morphology in polymer nanocomposites.

Interactions of polymersomes and AuNPs were investigated by PCS, cryo-TEM and

UV/Vis. Three possible scenarios were considered upon mixing of polymersomes and
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AuNPs: (i) no interactions between particles and vesicles, (ii) attachment of the par-

ticles to the outer side of the vesicle (decoration), and (iii) uptake of particles into the

vesicles. It was found that all three scenarios were possible, solely depending on the

particle's surface functionalization. Since the polymersomes were positively charged, no

attractive interactions were possible with also positively charged particles due to electro-

static repulsion. Consequently, positively charged AuNPs did not interact with polymer-

somes in any way. However, attractive interactions were possible when the AuNPs were

negatively charged. Slightly negatively charged particles stabilized with PEG interacted

with polymersomes, but were not taken up into the interior of the vesicle (decoration).

For negatively charged particles without PEG grafts (citrate stabilized), the attractive

interaction between particles and polymersomes lead to uptake of particles into polymer-

somes. All scenarios were distinguished by only measuring SLS and DLS. The �ndings

were supported by cryo-TEM images, UV/Vis measurements and theoretical simulations.

In addition, one could obtain an additional information on the uptake process from DLS.

The rotational di�usion coe�cient measured in depolarized light scattering revealed that

the AuNPs needed to be attached to the inner side of the membrane. This crucial infor-

mation could only be obtained from depolarized DLS, not from any other experimental

measurement.

Finally, the shape-dependent uptake of Au nanorods into polymersomes was studied.

It was shown that all investigated AuNRs with aspect rations ranging from 3.0 to 4.3 were

incorporated into the vesicle's interior. Consequently, no upper limit of the nanorods'

aspect ratio for successful uptake could be obtained. Nanorods with even higher aspect

ratios were neither commercially nor synthetically available. The uptake of nanorods into

polymersomes was documented by PCS, UV/Vis and cryo-TEM experiments. In analogy

to the uptake mechanism of Au nanospheres into vesicles, AuNRs also need to stick to

the inner side of the membrane, as shown by PCS experiments.

The �ndings reported in this work are very important for understanding the interac-

tions of nanoparticles with membranes. It was shown that the process of endocytosis can

be attributed to physical processes only. Based on the work presented in this thesis, it

would be interesting to further investigate the interactions of negatively charged particles
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with positively charged vesicles. Instead of di�erentiating the three extreme cases of no

interactions, decoration and uptake, one could take a closer look at the transition from

decoration to uptake. Here, a detailed study on the interactions of nanoparticles and

vesicles in dependence on the particle's surface charge would be necessary. Ideally, a crit-

ical, minimal surface charge of the nanoparticles would be obtained, assuming a constant

surface charge of the polymersomes. In addition, one could tune the membrane's surface

charge by altering the polymer composition.

The minimal model system of Au nanoparticles and polymeric membranes captivates

with its convenience and practicality. At the same time, when transferring the results

to biology, it su�ers from being over-simpli�ed, ignoring many important biological at-

tributes of a cell. Therefore, it would be interesting to further develop and modify this

minimal model by adding biological features, e.g. (trans-)membrane proteins, receptors

and ligands, or actin �laments within the interior of the vesicle. This could be achieved by

incorporating transmembrane protein into the polymeric membrane, as already demon-

strated by the group of Wolfgang Meier [Mei00, Kum07]. Most probably, the membrane

properties will change and so will the interactions of nanoparticles with these modi�ed

membranes. It would also be interesting to repeat the presented experiments with inho-

mogeneous membranes. According to theoretical simulations, the endosome would detach

from the inner side of the membrane if the membrane consisted of adhesive patches in

an otherwise nonadhesive membrane [Smi07].

In addition to studying endocytosis, the system of nanoparticles and vesicles could be

used for biomedical applications, such as drug delivery and drug release. Here, either the

nanoparticles or the vesicles themselves could be used as drug carriers. Furthermore, the

sensitivity of the system in light scattering could be exploited for sensor applications.





6. Zusammenfassung

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde das Blockcopolymer PDMS-b-PMOXA synthetisiert und

die anschlieÿende Bildung von Polymersomen in Wasser untersucht. Die Polymersome

wurden mittels der Filmrehydrationsmethode gebildet und dann durch Extrusion durch

eine Membran homogenisiert. Die Gröÿe, Form und Membrandicke der geformten Poly-

mersome wurde mit Hilfe von PCS und cryo-TEM charakterisiert. Es wurde gezeigt, dass

die homogensten Proben bei mittlerer Extrusionsgeschwindigkeit erhalten wurden.

Kugelförmige AuNPs wurden aufwendig mittels PCS, TEM, UV/Vis und Polarisations-

anisotropie-Messungen charakterisiert. Es wurde gezeigt, dass die depolarisierte Streuin-

tensität wegen der internen Kristallinität ungleich Null ist. Da die blanken Partikelkerne

beinahe absolut sphärisch sind, resultiert die beobachtete Asymmetrie aus der organis-

chen Pfropfung auf der Partikelober�äche. Zum ersten Mal wurde die asymmetrische

Ausrichtung der Propfung auf sonst sphärischen Partikeln experimentell gezeigt. Dies

geschah durch Untersuchung des wellenlängenabhängigen Depolarisationsverhältnisses

für sechs identische Gold-Kerne mit unterschiedlicher Pfropfung. Ebenso wurden die zwei

Transportkoe�zienten untersucht, die durch polarisierte und depolarisierte dynamische

Lichtstreuung für alle Proben erhalten wurden. Die theoretischen Simulationen der exper-

imentellen Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Ausrichtung der gepfropften Bürsten parallel zur

Ausrichtung der internen Kristallinität der AuNPs ist. Die gezeigte Arbeit erö�net eine

neue Möglichkeit, die Form metallischer Nanopartikel mit Hilfe ihrer Nanokristallinität zu

manipulieren. Zugang zu den Defekten im Kern der AuNPs ist wichtig, da viele physikalis-

chen Eigenschaften, wie zum Beispiel Reaktivität und mechanische Beanspruchbarkeit,

davon abhängig sind, ob der metallische Partikel vollständig monokristallin oder verzwill-
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ingt ist. Zudem beein�usst die Kontrolle über die Form eines eigentlich sphärischen

Partikels mittels Pfropfung deren Morphologie in Polymer-Nano-Verbundstrukturen.

Wechselwirkungen zwischen Polymersomen und AuNPs wurden mittels PCS, cryo-

TEM und UV/Vis untersucht. Drei mögliche Szenarien beim Mischen von Partikeln und

Vesikeln wurden in Erwägung gezogen: (i) keine Wechselwirkungen, (ii) Anhaftung der

Partikel an die äuÿere Seite der Vesikel (Dekoration), und (iii) Aufnahme der Partikel

in das Vesikel. Wie herausgefunden wurde, sind alle drei Szenarien möglich und kön-

nen allein durch die Ober�ächenfunktionalisierung der Partikel gesteuert werden. Da die

Polymersome positiv geladen waren, war keine attraktive Wechselwirkung des Polymer-

soms mit positiv geladenen Partikeln wegen elektrostatischer Abstoÿung möglich. Daher

wechselwirkten positiv geladene AuNPs in keinster Weise mit Polymersomen. Attraktive

Wechselwirkungen waren jedoch für leicht negativ geladene Partikel möglich. AuNPs, die

mit PEG ober�ächenmodi�ziert wurden und daher leicht negativ geladen waren, wechsel-

wirkten mit den Polymersomen, wurden jedoch nicht in das Innere der Vesikel aufgenom-

men (Dekoration). Für negativ geladene Partikel ohne PEG-Funktionalisierung (Stabil-

isierung durch Citrat) war die Wechselwirkung mit Polymersomen stärker und Aufnahme

wurde beobachtet. Alle Szenarien wurden allein durch SLS- und DLS-Messungen unter-

schieden. Die Ergebnisse wurden durch Bilder in cryo-TEM, durch UV/Vis-Messungen

und durch theoretische Simulationen unterstützt und bestätigt. Zusätzlich konnte allein

durch Messung der depolarisierten DLS eine weitere Information über den Aufnahme-

Prozess gewinnen können: Der Rotationsdi�usionskoe�zient zeigte, dass die AuNPs an

der Innenseite der Membran angeheftet sein müssen. Dies ist eine Information, die aus

sonst keiner anderen Messung erhalten werden konnte.

Abschlieÿend wurde die Formabhängigkeit der Aufnahme von Gold-Nanostäbchen in

Polymersome untersucht. Es wurde gezeigt, dass alle untersuchten Nanostäbchen mit

steigenden Aspektverhältnissen von 3,0 bis 4,3 in das Vesikelinnere aufgenommen wur-

den. Daraus folgt, dass keine obere Grenze des Aspektverhältnisses für erfolgreiche Auf-

nahme erhalten werden konnte. Gold-Nanostäbchen mit noch gröÿerem Aspektverhältnis

konnten leider weder kommerziell noch synthetisch erhalten werden. Die Aufnahme der

Stäbchen wurde mittels PCS, cryo-TEM und UV/Vis belegt. Es wurde mittels PCS
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gezeigt, dass die Stäbchen, analog zu der Aufnahme von kugelförmigen Nanopartikeln,

an der Innenseite der Vesikelmembran angeheftet sein müssen.

Die hier berichteten Ergebnisse tragen essentiell zum Verständnis der Wechselwirkun-

gen zwischen Nanopartikeln und Membranen bei. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass der

Prozess der Endozytose lediglich auf physikalische Prozesse zurück zu führen ist. Basierend

auf der hier vorgelegten Arbeit wäre eine weitergehende Untersuchung der Wechsel-

wirkung zwischen negativ geladenen Partikeln und positiv geladenen Vesikeln interessant.

Anstatt die drei extremen Szenarien keine Wechselwirkungen, Dekoration und Aufnahme

zu unterscheiden, könnte der Übergang von Dekoration zu Aufnahme genauer untersucht

werden. Hierzu wäre eine detaillierte Studie zu den Wechselwirkungen zwischen Nanopar-

tikel und Vesikel in Abhängigkeit von der Ober�ächenladung des Partikels nötig. Ideal-

erweise könnte somit eine kritische Ober�ächenladung des Partikels identi�ziert werden,

bei der Aufnahme gerade eben statt�nden kann. Dies müsste bei konstanter Ober�ächen-

ladung der Polymersome geschehen. Zusätzlich könnte die Ladung der Membran durch

Modi�zierung des Polymers geändert werden.

Das Minimalmodell bestehend aus Gold-Nanopartikeln und Polymermembran besticht

durch seine Einfachheit und Zweckmäÿigkeit. Gleichzeitig leidet es unter der zu starken

Vereinfachung des komplexen biologischen Hintergrunds. Deshalb wäre eine biologis-

che Modi�zierung des Minimalsystems hin zu einer biologischen Zelle interessant, z.B.

durch Hinzufügen von Membranproteinen, Rezeptoren und Liganden oder eines Actin-

Netzwerks im Inneren des Vesikels. Eine Möglichkeit der biologischen Modi�zierung der

Membran ist das Einfügen von Transmembranproteinen in die Polymermembran, wie

bereits erfolgreich von der Gruppe um Wolfgang Meier beschrieben [Mei00, Kum07].

Höchstwahrscheinlich würden die Membranproteine die Eigenschaften der Membran und

dadurch auch deren Wechselwirkung mit Nanopartikeln verändern. Es wäre zudem inter-

essant, die hier vorgestellten Experimente mit inhomogenen Membranen zu wiederholen.

Gemäÿ theoretischen Simulationen würde das Endosom von der Innenseite der Mem-

bran losgelöst werden, würde die Membran aus adhäsiven Bereichen in einer ansonsten

nicht-adhäsiven Membran bestehen [Smi07].
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Zusätzlich zur Untersuchung von Endozytose könnte das Minimalmodell für biomedi-

zinische Anwendung, wie z.B. gezielte Pharmakotherapie, herangezogen werden. Dazu

könnten sowohl die Nanopartikel wie auch die Vesikel selbst als Medikamententransporter

benutzt werden. Auÿerdem könnte die Sensitivität des Systems in der Lichtstreuung für

Sensorikanwendungen ausgenutzt werden.
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Appendix

A Experimental Details

A.1 Particles

Table 1: Overview of all AuNPs used in this study, sorted by shape and surface grafting.

Citr. CTAB MUA
PEG

16

PEG

45

PEG

107

PEG

107-COOH

DNA

T10

DNA

T40

Sphere x x x x x x x - -
d = 41 nm

Sphere x x x x x x x x x
d = 44 nm

Rod - x x - - - - - -
AR ≈ 3.0

Rod - x x - - - - - -
AR ≈ 3.2

Rod - x x - - - - - -
AR ≈ 3.7

Rod - x x - - - - - -
AR ≈ 3.9

Rod - x x - - - - - -
AR ≈ 4.3
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A.2 Cleaning of cuvettes

Prior to PCS measurement the cylindrical cuvettes were cleaned as follows:

• Cleaning in aqueous solution of Hellmanexr (1 Vol.-%) for 30 min at room tem-

perature.

• Extensive rinsing with Milli-Q water

• Extensive rinsing with boiling acetone in a Thurmont-apperatus.

The cuvettes were then immediately placed into a �owbox in order to keep them

dust-free. It was waited for at least 30 min for evaporation of remaining acetone in the

cuvettes.

B Theoretical Details

B.1 Fits for Polymersome Characterization by PCS

The �ts for characterizing polymersomes by PCS were adopted from [Jas12a]. A

modi�ed Rayleigh-Gans-Debye (RGD) approach of the total scattered intensity I for a

coated sphere was used to represent polymersomes [Hal91]:

I(q) =

[
(m1 − 1)

(
3j1(x)

x
+ f 3m2 −m1

m1 − 1

3j1(fx)

fx

)]2

(1)

where

• x = Rp · q

• f = 1− d/Rp

• m1 = n1/n0, the relative refractive index of the shell (n1 = 1.4) divided by the

refractive index of the solvent (n0 = 1.33)
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• m2 = n2/n0, the relative refractive index of the lumen (n2 = 1.33 for empty vesicles)

divided by the refractive index of the solvent

• j1(x), the �rst-order spherical Bessel function

Since polymersomes exhibit a size distribution, the scattered intensity of a polydis-

perse system is given by:

I(q, R) =

∫
R6fg(r)IpdR∫
R6fg(R)dR

(2)

fg(R) =
1

m!

[(
m+ 1

R̄

)m+1

Rme−
(m+1)r

R̄

]
(3)

with fg(R) being the two-parameter unimodal Schulz distribution for fraction of parti-

cles having a radius R [Ara76]. R̄ is the number average size of the particle/polymersome,

m is a parameter related to the polydispersity via PDI = 1
m+1

. m can only be in whole

numbers.

The q-dependence of the di�usion coe�cient is described by:

Γ(q)

q2
=

∫ fg(R)IpDi

R2 dR∫ fg(R)Ip
R2 dR

(4)

B.2 Theoretical simulations on spherical AuNPs

Here, the theoretical simulations performed by Gaetan Leveque for the Nanoletters

paper are described.

Depolarization ratio of naked AuNPs with Green's tensor simulations

The e�ect of size dispersion on bared AuNPs has been investigated using the Green's

tensor formalism [Mar98], which allows computing the electromagnetic �eld scattered by
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a small object embedded in a multilayered environment, under an arbitrary monochro-

matic illumination of pulsation ω. It relies on the resolution of the Lippmann-Schwinger

equation:

E = E0 + k2
0

∫
V

G0(r, r′, ω)∆ε(ω)E(r′, ω)dV (5)

where V is the NP's volume, E0 the complex incident electric �eld, E the complex

total electric �eld, and k0 = ω/c is the wavevector of the light in the vacuum. The

tensor G0(r,r',ω) is the Green's function of the homogeneous water environment, which

is analytical for every couple (r,r') in the whole space. Moreover, the tensor ∆ε(ω) is

de�ned by:

∆ε(ω) = ε(ω)− εB (6)

where εB is the dielectric constant of water, and ε(ω) is the gold dielectric constant,

tensorial if the particle is polycrystalline, as explained earlier.

The �rst step of the simulation is the discretization of the AuNP in small polarizable

cells, which allows accessing the NP internal �eld in every discretization point by numer-

ically solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. The second step is the computation of

the electric �eld scattered at in�nity in the plane perpendicular to the incidence plane of

the incident plane wave, through:

ES = k2
0

∫
V

G∞(Θ,Φ; r′, ω)∆εE(r′, ω)dV (7)

where (Θ,Φ) are the detection directions andG∞(Θ,Φ; r′, ω) is the asymptotic Green's

function. Then, the polarized IΘ,ΦV V and depolarized IΘ,ΦV H intensities in the (Θ,Φ) direction

are:

IΘ,Φ
V V =

∣∣∣∣ES(Θ,Φ) · E0

‖E0‖

∣∣∣∣2 (8)

IΘ,Φ
V H = |ES(Θ,Φ)|2 − IΘ,Φ

V V (9)
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Finally, the scattered intensities are numerically averaged on the incident �eld orien-

tation in order to obtain ρ(ω) = IV H(ω)/IV V (ω).

Theoretical model for the AuNPs polycrystallinity

A basic phenomenological model for the gold polycrystallinity has been implemented

in the theoretical calculations. In this very simple approach, the polycrystalline particle

is described as a spheroidal particle cut into several parallel slices of equal thickness l,

along the direction of one of the principal axis, as shown in Figure B.1. When the particle

is cut in 2, 3, 4, ... , n parts (n being called in the following the polycrystallinity order), l

takes the values 2R/2, 2R/3, 2R/4, ... , 2R/n. Each interface between two slices behaves

as a barrier that increases the collisions rate of electrons moving normally to it, due to

the shortening of the electrons mean free path in that direction. For electrons moving

parallel to the cut planes, the absorption rate can as well be increased due to a shortening

of the mean-free path by the NP outer surface, when its diameter becomes smaller than

the bulk free electron mean free path. This e�ect can be taken into account in the gold

dielectric constant by increasing the absorption rate of the free-electrons contribution to

εbulk, the dielectric constant of the bulk gold. Such corrections are usually applied to

describe the dielectric constant of gold NP of very small diameter, typically 20 nm and

below [Ber05]. In this model, the dielectric constant reads:

εl(ω) = εbulk(ω)− δεf (ω) + δεcf (ω) (10)

where δεf (ω) is the bulk contribution of the free electrons:

δεf (ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω(ω + iΓ)
(11)

and δεcf (ω) is the corrected contribution of the free electrons:

δεcf (ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω(ω + iΓ̃)
, with: iΓ̃ = Γ +

A

L
(12)
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Figure B.1: Schematic representation of the polycrystalline gold nanoparticle, cut into

four slices of thickness l along the z-direction.

The bulk absorption rate Γ is increased by a factor inversely proportional to the length

scale L (slice thickness and/or particle dimensions). More precisely, in the direction

perpendicular to the cut, L = l, whereas along the two parallel directions, L = 2R.

Depolarization ratio of grafted AuNPs with an analytical model in the quasi-static ap-

proximation

In the quasi-static approximation, where the wavelength of the incident plane wave is

large compared to the nanoparticle dimensions, the retardation e�ects of the wave inside

the particle can be neglected. It can be shown that the polarization inside a spheroid is

then homogeneous and proportional to the incident electric �eld through:

P =
α(ω)

V
E0 (13)

where the tensorial polarizability α(ω) is diagonal inside the principal-axes frame of

the spheroid:

α(ω) =


ax 0 0

0 ay 0

0 0 az

 (14)

Each diagonal term can be written as:
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ai = V ε0
εB∆εi

εB + Li∆εi
, i = x, y, z (15)

where ∆εi = εi(ω) − εB and Li is the depolarization factor, which depends on the

shape of the particle. Notice the dependency of the gold dielectric constant εi(ω) on the

direction i = x, y, z, necessary to describe the NP's polycrystallinity. We will consider

spheroids for which the symmetry axis is the z-axis. If b is the length of the semi-major

axis and a the length of the semi-minor axis, the Lz factors are given in Table 2 [Boh98].

Table 2: Depolarization factors of a spheroid of semi-major axis length b and two identical

semi-minor axis lengths a.

r = b/a r > 1 (prolate) r < 1 (oblate)

e
√

1− 1/r2
√

1− r2

Lz
1−e2
2e3

(
ln(1+e

1−e)− 2e
)

1− g(e)
e2

(
π
2
− atan(g(e))

)
+ g(e)2,

g(e) =
√

1−e2
e

whereas Lx = Ly = (1− Lz)/2.

The expression (Equation 15) can be generalized to a core-shell spheroid. With un-

changed notations for the gold spheroidal core and considering the external shape of the

shell (dielectric constant ε1) with the same symmetry axis z, semi-major and semi-minor

axis lengths respectively b′ and a′, the polarizability components are [Boh98]:

ai = V ε0
(ε1 − εB)[ε1 + ∆ε1(Lci − fLi)] + fε1∆ε1

[ε1 + ∆ε1(Lci − fLi)][εB + (ε1 − εB)Li] + fLiε1∆ε1
(16)

with:

f =
a2b

a′2b′
(17)

and:

∆ε1 = εi(ω)− ε1 (18)
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The depolarization factors Li and Lci have the same expression as in Table 2.

Finally, after averaging the Au nanoparticle orientation, the depolarization ratio ρ(ω)

= IV H(ω)/IV V (ω) is [Deg94]:

ρ(ω) = 12
|ax + ay − 2az|2 + 3|ax − ay|2

5|ax + ay + az|2 + |ax + ay − 2az|2
(19)

As an illustration, Figure B.2a shows the evolution of the maximum depolarization

ratio ρ (occurring for a wavelength of about 532 nm) of a core-shell nanoparticle with

spherical gold core and spheroidal shell with di�erent refractive indexes ngraft. The value

a'+b' = 25 nm is kept constant while b' is varied from 0 nm to 25 nm. The polycrys-

tallinity order is �xed to n = 2, the cut plane being perpendicular to the NP revolution

axis. The depolarization ratio is minimal for a spherical shell. Figure B.2b shows the

ratio ρ∗ = ρ(532 nm)/ρ(632nm) as a function of b', for di�erent values of the shell re-

fractive indexes. In order to obtain ρ∗ < 1, the NP must be oblate, with a minimum

value for b' decreasing with ngraft.

Figure B.2: a) Depolarization ratio ρ for spherical gold cores as a function of the coating

thickness and anisotropy along the particle long axis; b) ratio ρ∗ = ρ(532nm)/ρ(632nm).

Blue: n=1.40, green: n=1.46 (PEG), red: n=1.50 (citrate), black: n=1.60 (DNA).
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B.3 Perrin's Equations

Dr
⊥ =

kBT

6ηVhydrog⊥
(20)

g⊥ =
2(p4 − 1)

3p [(2p2 − 1)S − p]
(21)

Sprolate =
1√
p2 − 1

ln
[
p+

√
p2 − 1

]
(22)

Dt =
kBTSprolate

6πηb
(23)

B.4 Fractional Coe�cients for Prolate Ellipsoids

Translational (F(AR)) and rotational (G(AR)) frictional coe�cients of prolate ellip-

soids are:

F (AR) =
AR√

AR2 − 1
ln
[
AR +

√
AR2 − 1

]
(24)

and

G(AR) =
AR

[
(2AR2 − 1) 1√

AR2−1
ln
[
AR +

√
AR2 − 1

]
− AR

]
2(AR4 − 1)

(25)

For oblate ellipsoids (AR ≤ 1), the expression for F(AR) changes to:

F (AR) =
AR√

1− AR2
arctan

[
AR−1 +

√
1− AR2

]
(26)
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B.5 Computational Modeling of Scattering Pro�les

Vesicles and nanoparticles were assigned a scattering length density, ρ, while the envi-

ronment was set at ρ = 0, thereby e�ectively working with contrasts and greatly reducing

the computational cost. Vesicles were modelled as shells of radii Rinner
ves and Router

ves , where

the scattering length density of the inner sphere was set to the environment (i.e., ρ = 0),

while nanoparticles were described as spheres of size RNP. Vesicles and nanoparticles

were discretized on a cubic grid of volume L3 = 600 nm3 with grid spacing a = 18 nm

(i.e., a small-enough length scale to probe details up to the maximum wavevector consid-

ered), assigning the scattering length density on each grid point depending on any object

present.

The radius of the vesicle was optimized to best reproduce the curvature of the exper-

imental scattering pro�le, though its thickness was set to Router
ves −Rinner

ves = 20 nm, while

the radius of the nanoparticles was enforced to RNP = 20 nm.

The scattering form factor was deermined using the Debye formula:

P (q) =
1

z2

z∑
i=1

z∑
j=1

ρiρj
sin(qrij)

qrij
(27)

where z is the number of particles, and rij is the distance between particle i and j.

Both decoration and uptake mechanisms of nanoparticles on the polymersomes were

studied. For both scenarios, between 1 and 5 nanoparticles were considered close to the

polymersome, distributed across the surface of the vesicle to minimize the interaction be-

tween nanoparticles. The intensity I(q) is proportional to the scattering form factor. The

scattering length densities to reproduce the experimental data for vesicles and nanopar-

ticles were optimized. Figure B.3 shows a comparison between experimental and �tted

scattering pro�les for vesicles and nanoparticles. The optimized radii for the vesicle shell

are Rinner
ves = 120 nm and Router

ves = 140 nm, while the e�ective scattering length densities

were set at ρves = 1.5 · 10−5 Å
−2

and ρves = 1.0 · 10−3 Å
−2
. Good agreement for both

vesicles and naoparticles were found. The computed vesicle scattering pro�le shows a

much more pronounced dip than the experimental results, likely due to a polydispersity

of polymersomes measured experimentally, e�ectively smearing out the dip.
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Figure B.3: Experimental (squares) and numerical (lines) scattering pro�les for vesicles

(blue) and nanoparticles (black). Both numerical pro�les were �tted to reproduce the

experimental intensity, while the radii of the vesicle was optimized according to the

curvature of the experimental data.

For analyzing the anisotropy of the decoration mechanism, one associated a supramolec-

ular assembly with a set of polarizabilities α, β, and γ along each Catesian direction x,

y, and z, respectively. The anisotropy is then expressed by:

δ =
1

2

(α− β)2 + (β − γ)2 + (α− γ)2

(α + β + γ)2
(28)

Assuming cylindrical symmtery (i.e., β = γ), the ratio of the q = 0 intercepts of the

polarized intensities enables the determination of δ = (α− β)/(α + 2β):

IV H(q = 0)

IV V (q = 0)
=

dδ2

5 + 4δ2
(29)

where IVH and IVV correspond to the vertical and horizontal component retained after

�ltering, respectively, while for both intensities the incident light is polarized vertically.
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C List of Symbols and Abbreviations

α Amplitude of the autocorrelation function

βKWW Shape parameter in PCS

χ Flory-Huggins parameter

η dynamic viscosity

Γ Relaxation rate

ν electrophoretic mobility

ρ Depolarization ratio

τ Relaxation time

θ Scattering angle

ε dielectric constant

A2 Second viral coe�cient

c Concentration

C(q, t) Field autocorrelation function

d Distance

Dr Rotational di�usion coe�cient

Dt Translational di�usion coe�cient

dn/dc Refractive index increment

EA Energy of attraction

ER Energy of repulsion

Et Total energy

kB Boltzmann constant

ki Incident beam vector

NA Avogadro number

P (q) Form factor

Rg Radius of gyration

Rh Radius of hydration
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Rr Radius of rotation

RVH Absolute scattering intensity for a horizontally polarized incident light

beam

RVV Absolute scattering intensity for a vertically polarized incident light

beam

T Temperature

Tg glass-transition temperature

V Volume

Å Angström

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy

AR Aspect ratio

ATP adenosine triphosphate

AuNP Gold nanoparticle

AuNR Gold Nanorods

CMC critical micelle concentration

CTAB Cetyl trimethylammonium bromide

DLS Dynamic light scattering

DLVO Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek

DOPC 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

FCS Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

GPC Gel permeation chromatography

IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

KWW Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts

MOXA 2-methyloxa-zoline

MWCO Molecular weight cut-o�

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

NP Nanoparticle

PAA Poly(acrylic acid

PBD Polybutadiene

PCS Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

PDEAMA Poly(N,N-diethylaminoethyl methacrylate
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PDI Polydispersity Index

PDMS Poly(dimethylsiloxane)

PDMS-OH PDMS-monocarbinol

PEE Poly(ethylethylene)

PEG Poly(ethylene glycol), MW < 20000 gmol−1

PEO Poly(ethylene oxide), MW > 20000 gmol−1

PLA Polylactide

PMOXA Poly(2-methyloxazoline)

PPS Poly(propylene sul�de)

PS Polystyrene

RGD Rayleigh-Gans-Debye

rpm rounds per minute

SDS sodium dodecyl sulfate

SLS Static light scattering

SPR Surface plasmon resonance

wt% Weight percent
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